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A BENOIT COVER - THE BACKGROUND M Rutherfoord

An ordinary-looking cover, cancelled in Bern 1 on 1st DP-cember 1947, but there

is more behind it. Maurice Benoit was a high-ranking PTT official who knew all the

tricks, but never did anything illegal. For instance, by making use of scarcely

used 'Poste Restante' facilities at Mobile POs and Special Counters he could

achieve a variety of cancels on one cover is his unique way. In later years he was

a,member of the SVPS, and died a few year's ago. Hundreds of his covers are in

Important collections of postmarks. He always used light-coloured covers when this

was not common. He placed the stamp more in the centre of the cover so that the

machine cancel, in the 1930s, did not fall on the stamp as was usual. I made the

mistake years ago of cutting up a nice Benoit cover (see inset). Dated 15.X.35,

announcing a 'Swiss Week' to buy Swiss products, to fight unemployment.
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However, the last date of validity of the two National Fete stamps on this cover

was 30th November 1947, only the PJ 5c was a First Day. Today it would not be

allowed to call the whole letter a FDC. The label is private, black with orange Cmw
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text. The cover was over paid by 100%. This combination of 'old' and 'new' stamps
was possible because the PTT realised that legally a letter posted in a box after
the last collection, but before midnight, still had valid stamps on it. So letters
taken from a street letter box during the first collection the next day were still
acceptable with 'old', invalid stamps. Combined with the First Day of another issue
stamp the cover became an interesting document. This possibility was published by
the PTT at the time, but was not known to all collectors.
To see how often this could be done I drew up the table of validity of both PJ

and PP stamps.

Pro Juventute - Validity

Issue mnths FD LO
—

Pro Patria - Validity

Issue mnths FD LO

1913-15 3 1.12 - 28.2 1938-39 5 15.6 - 15.11
16-28 5 1.12 - 30.4 40 8+ 20.3 - 30.11
29-52 6 1.12 - 31.5 41-46 51 15.6 - IP

53-63 7 1.12 - 30.6 47 51 14.6 -
64 - unlimited from 1.12 48-49 51 15.6 -

50-51 6 1.6 - ”

52 6 31.5 -
53-57 7 1.6 - 31.12
58 7 31.5 -
59-63 7 1.6 -
64 - unlimited from 1.6

From this one can see that for 13 years, from 1940 to 1952, where the last day of
the PP was 30th November and the first day of the PJ was 1st December this 'trick'
was possible. The other way (last day of the PJ nudging the FD of the PP was only
possible in 1950 and 1951) otherwise there is always a gap or an overlap. Strangely
in 1952 this overlap was only one day.
There was another, and earlier, occasion when this late cancel together with a FD

was allowed. In 1924 two stamps were issued for '50 Years UPU' on the 9th October
with a validity till the 30th November (Z 167,168), and a special notice was sent
to all POs that letter box items could be cancelled on the 1st of December, together
with the new PJ stamps. I have seen such a FDC made by a colleague's father at the
time - a rare item. So there are 16 such opportunities in all, who has even one of
them? On a single washed-off stamp you might be lucky to find such an example, of
last day plus one.

NETWORK information for the benefit of those members who can! If you do find things
of interest to the rest of us this way then send it to the Editor so that the rest
of us can learn something. You may know all about this anyway! From Tell we have:
Swiss Federal Government site, with links to federal departments, many in English
is at: http://www.admin.ch The Federal Railways are at: http://www.sbb.ch/index.htm

For the latest Swiss news
papers there is the Schweizer Review site at:

http://www.revue.ch/index-revue.htmI0 (that is the 'noughts & crosses' sign) The
Geneva News (in English, I think) is at: http://www.gnir.ch/index.html  For just

General information about Switzerland try: http://www.discover.ch/index.html  or

http://www.ethz.ch/swiss/Switzerland_Info.html For the benefit of our member
out there who is interested in the fourth language of Switzerland he can go to:
http://www.shire.net/PUNTS/ Then if you want the Swiss equivalent of searching

in German go to: http://www.search.ch/ for links into the Swiss-based internet.

There must be quite a lot of interest for collectors of cancellations at a French
site called 'Collect Cancellations' at: http://www.chez.com/memorial/  Please do
let the Editor know what you find, and any other sites of interest to members.

HARRISON TRIAL PRINTS - Newsletter p61 August & p74 October
A report has come in of further items from the Chateau de Chillon design. These are
in a previously unrecorded 'purple frame and green chateau' both perf and imperf,
so any further information on these items should be sent to the Editor.

CATALOGUE PRICES - Z 114 70c brown/yellow Helvetia with sword. This stamp is listed
in 1998 catalogues as: umm 320fr, mm 100fr, used 32fr. The AMCO catalogue lists it
at $50 mm and 60c used! What is the true price of a good clean used copy?

AMBULANT STRAIGHT LINE CANCELLATIONS - A member asks where these cancellors were
kept at the stations. On a Sunday, the normal time when they were used, the stations
were unmanned. Was the cancellor kept in the letter box on the platform? Or was it
("Arripa on the train by the postal staff who emptied the letter boxes?

http://www.revue.ch/index-revue.htmI0
http://www.ethz.ch/swiss/Switzerland_Info.html
http://www.shire.net/PUNTS/
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In the SBZ recently Dr Guggisberg, Chief Editor, urged the PTT and the PJ Organ-

isation to review their policy on the premium on the annual issues of charity

stamps to something more like the original premiums for charity issues.

In 1913 it was 5+5c on just one stamp. In 1923 it was 25c on 75c worth of

stamps and 1933 was 25c on 65c of stamps, as was 1943. 1953 added a 40+10c stamp

making 45c on a set of five at 105c. 1963 was again 45c on 115c, and 1973 55c

on 145c. 1983 jumped to 100c on 210c. By 1993 the surcharge was 50% - 150c on 300c.

A number of factors have contributed to the fall in sales of these stamps from

a high of more than 65 million to some 21 million in 1995. Increased postal rates

meant that revenue from the premium only fell to 7 million odd francs from the

8 million francs collected in 1982, but there was a drop in 'real terms'. It is

not just due to the fall in the number of stamp collectors but must also be due

to the 'law of diminishing returns' where 'more is less' has affected sales. Is

it time for a rethink?. (with thanks for research by Mrs J F Ward.)

NEW ISSUES for 7th January
The break-up of the PTT took place on the 1st January 1998. This radical change

has 'inspired' the issue of two 90c stamps, one for Swiss Post and the other for

Swisscom. Apparently this partial privatisation will be in line with EU ideas

and, from the year 2000, the staff will lose their status as civil servants.

Also on 7th January four stamps for the 150th anniversary of the Swiss Federal

State, and the bicentenary of the Helvetic Republic, are issued in a four

language block with a central design, 90c each or fr3.60 together if you want

a clean central cancel! Not announced in Focus on Stamps.

Can any of our experts on cancellations provide an explanation of the razor

blade cancel shown on this postcard from Geneva in 1902. The top and bottom bars

of the bridge are missing. Last time we showed a cancel with bars missing like

this the explanation was 'must be on a soft parcel' - most unlikely this time.

Martin Mantell
has provided an
enlarged copy of
this 2c sitting
Helvetia - it is
blood red in
colour and the
wrong perfs.
What is it?

One of the SBZ
designers,
Jacques Hänsler,
has found this
'Tell Girl' in
his attic.

What is this
Swiss label
that is like
the 'Walls
have ears'
wartime posters?
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SBB/CFF/SFF RAILWAY STAMPS - 1913 to 1960 A Green

The first railway tracks laid within Switzerland were an extension of the French
line from Strasbourg to Basel St. Johann in 1844, but the honour of being the
precursor of Swiss rail connections goes to the Zdrich to Baden line, opened in
1847. Martin Escher-Hess purchased the property of the failed 'Zdrich Basel Rail-
way Company' and formed the 'Schweizerische Nordbahngesellschaft' to construct a
line to Basel. The line to Baden was intended to be the first section of the line
but opposition from the citizens of Basel, and financial problems, led to the link
being extended only as far as Aarau. Although 9000 passengers were carried within
seven days of opening, the line soon lost its attraction as a spectacle and became
known for carrying fresh bread from Baden to Ztrich, hence the nickname 'Spanisch-
Brötli-Bahn'.

In 1849 the Federal Assembly requested that a national railway be planned. A trunk
line from Genève to the Bodensee ports of Romanshorn and Rorschach was proposed by
Robert Stevenson and Henry Swinburne, together with one cross route connecting
Basel to Luzern via Olten and two branches - Lyss-Thun and Rorschach-Chur. This
scheme was placed before the Government in 1852.
The First General Railway Law was issued in July 1852 giving the cantons the

right to grant concessions to construct railway lines. Local commercial consider-
ations dictated which lines were built first. This right was transferred in 1872 to
the Federal Council and nationalisation was approved by referendum in February 1898.
Thus the SBB/CFF/SFF was formed in 1902. Constituent companies were purchased over
several years; the last I can trace being the Uerikon-Bauma-Bahn (UeBB) in 1948.
On 23rd June 1944 the Italian name was changed to 'Ferrovie Federali Svizzere'(FSS).
Railway stamps were introduced to the Swiss public in 1874 by the Jura Industrial

Railway (opened 1857) a few months prior to its amalgamation with the Jura-Bernois
Railway. The new company merged with the Bern-Luzern Railway . in 1884 to form the
Jura-Bern-Luzern Railway, which in turn became the Jura-Neuchatelois Railway in 1886.
This company was purchased by the SBB on 1st July 1913.

SBB railway stamps were made available on 1st March 1913 to prepay charges raised
by the railway company for the carriage of goods. The stamps were of the same de-
sign from their introduction until their withdrawal on 31st May 1960, although the
Amateur Collector Catalogue lists seven different types of paper as having been
used in their production.

Information regarding the calculation of the charges is being gathered by exam-
ining consignment notes (Lettre de voiture). The table shows the type of information
being sought from members who may have these documents. Most of the information is
handwritten and sometimes can be very difficult to decipher!

Early indications suggest that the charge was based on weight and the type of
goods being carried until the 1950s when distance also became a factor. The weight
was charged in bands; band one being up to 20kg, and then in 10kg steps. Freight
was classified by types. To calculate the charges it appears to have been the nor-
mal practice to round weight upwards, then apply the rate and round the cost up to
the next 10c value. One strange feature of the information exam

i ned so far is that

no two rates per 100kg are the same.
Your responses are eagerly sought so that the exercise may have some statistical

worth and lead to some positive definition of the charges prepaid by these stamps.
(The SBB claim that they have no records of the rates charged as they destroy all
their documents after 12 months. Where else can Mr Green search?.Ed.)

FREIGHT LETTERS
We have, after many years, a fair stock again, of these railway
documents. Dates we can offer start in the 1890's prior to the
federal railway period to the 1920 Is. The majority are priced at
£6.00 each rising to £20.00. A starter pack of 9 different types
is available at £60.00. Approvals on request.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. Box 242 London N2 OYZ
Tele: 0181 348 0296 Fax: 0181 347 8397
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By the time you read this notice the Packet Secretary will have

MOVED HOUSE
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Northern Group Meeting, 6th December. I feel sure that at some time or other everyone
must have participated in a Lucky Dip in the bran tub at a local fête. On some occasions
there will have been disappointment at what has been pulled out of the tub, at others
however, a sense of great pleasure. The latter sensation was what members experienced
when Michael Proctor presented his "Lucky Dip" prior to Christmas. Now in our philatelic
pursuits some collect just one or two particular aspects of Helvetia, others perhaps, three
or four. There are, however, those amongst us who are happy to collect almost anything
and everything of quality which relates to Swiss philately and I know that Michael will not
take it amiss when I describe him as one such collector. Over the years during which he
has been a member of the Society he has visited countless Stamp and Postcard Fairs in
this country and abroad and, with a shrewd eye, has put together a collection which
illustrates virtually every aspect of our hobby. We were treated to pre-stamp covers and
entires between the years 1791 and 1855 with many fine strikes, postage dues on both
out-going and in-coming mail and a selection of covers from Great Britain to Switzerland
during the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, many with Swiss transit and receiving marks.
There were newspaper wrappers and some delightful early 20th Century coloured postcards
depicting national costume. What was particularly interesting amongst a fine display of
Airmail, Pro-Juventute and Pro-Patria material from the 1920s, 30s and 40 s was the
number of commercially used cards and covers not often seen amongst these categories.
For example, from the Leysin Air Meeting of 1.XI.1926 was a card of the "Helvetia Société
Suisse d'Assurance" but displaying all the correct etiquette for the flight. From the first
Swissair flight to the U.S.A. on 2.V.1947 was a commercial registered cover with the
registration fee of 30c. made up of 3c x 5 plus 15c from the 1936 Landscape series in
addition to the obligatory Fr 2.50 airmail stamp, whilst from the Pro Juventute selection
was a similar cover to Kenya with the set of 1937 carrying a first day cancellation. These
and many more items made for a most interesting afternoon and, as David Hope remarked
in his vote of thanks, all of us had seen something which we would like to have in our own
more specialised collections. Thank you Michael! D.C.

On December 10th twelve members attended the Victory Services Club when the evening started with Fred Pickard
summarising the excellent event in Hove at which the Society had been represented. He was very appreciative of
the effort put in by member Bert Mitchell and considered the day to have been a great success. Claude Mistely then
introduced our continuing theme of Swiss philately on a decade basis by reminding us that the period 1910-1919
was the study area for the evening.
An extensive collection of illustrated World War I military postcards were displayed by two members. Although
many were unused they represented the variety of interests that had led to their issue - some were produced as
lottery cards; to promote the 'defence of the frontiers'; to raise funds to provide soldier comforts e.g. restaurants and
accommodation. With an interesting collection of soldier stamps also on view it was dear that these features of
Swiss philately could provide fascinating study and an insight into Swiss life at such a period - a time when General
Wille (seen on a postcard) was the sole Swiss General and had been appointed specifically to run the military
during these tense years. A registered letter caught the flavour; from Batterkinden to Ziirich with 3x5c stamps
showing harvesting soldiers plus 2x5c Tellboy and a 10c Tell. Other items of military significance were also on view
- a Piotta internment camp cancellation on a card dated 1916 sent from one internee to another in the Chalet Bertha
in Wengen, and a piece of Swiss guarded train mail from Bucharest to Bern!
The 1914 Swiss National Exhibition featured on a nice 5c booklet postcard. The labels, letter sheets and envelopes
displayed were just some of the very many items produced for that Exhibition. A small collection of the 10c
Helvetia bust type 11 printed in 1909 but used between 1910-1919 showed an inexpensive stamp used on a variety of
mail. Within this, the blue Chiasso Lettre Transit cancellation appeared on a card sent from Luzern via Basel to
Barbados. This same cancellation also appeared on two other pieces of mail - on a card from Grand Saconnex to
Edinburgh, and a card from Yens to London. Does any member know why mail was routed this way?
Stamps did get a look in with the complete issues of the period displayed. These included an intriguing collection
of Tellboys, 21 12c, 5c in various colours, and a 71 /2c all overprinted SPECIMAN for the South West Africa postal
authority. Two private address labels overprinted by the PTT were also very different and unusual. Both featured
the Helvetia with sword but one had two 40c stamps showing a parcel rate.
Geoff Hubbard in giving the vote of thanks expressed his admiration for the richness of material displayed. JAC

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

January 14th London, Swiss Revenues - an Update by F Pickard & E Lienhard.
February 7th Northern Group Annual Competition - Start preparing NOW.
February 11th London, The Committee Entertains!
March 7th Sussex Group - Letters A,B & C, see your card for the venue.

If YOU are displaying Swiss to a local society then let the Editor know.

Bob Johnson showed his display 'A Trip through Ticino' to the Huddersfield
and Harrogate Societies in November. It was received with a lot of enthusiasm
and it may be that new members will result from the visit:
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DID YOU KNOW/ M Rutherfoord

- that the PTA, the official weekly bulletin of the PTT, dies at

the end of 1997; replaced by ? New stamp issues in the quarterly

'Focus on Stamps', new postal services (unknown), closed foreign

routes, and re-opening (unknown), and many other public announcements

are left hanging in the air. Cancellation information, special cancel-

lations, new slogans, closed POs and similar items will be given in

a new publication 'Stempel News' (Cancel News) to be issued free by

the Philatelic Services. If it is to be weekly or monthly is not

stated. We will see.
- that another change is that from January 1998 there will be no

slogans used which advertise Swisscom services (machine cancellations

of Group 1) unless, perhaps, they are paid for separately?
- that once again, without PTA mention, there will be cheaper inland

parcels from 10th to 22nd December, called 'Coils Non', and with a

white label.
- that practically only for PTA subscribers six new 90c special stamps

are announced for issue on 5th January. These are to celebrate 200

years since the French invasion, and 150 years of the new Swiss

Constitution, as well as the separation of the postal from the tele-

phone services in January 1998. There are also two 70c postcards with

an historical illustration.
- that there is a most interesting exhibition in the Museum of Com-

munications in Bern from 5th December to the 1st February 1998 on 'The

History of Philately in Israel'. The graphic presentation has been

done by non-philatelists, and its excellence sets new standards, the

direction being towards the 'Open Class'. Well worth a visit.

- that the Swiss PO, which handles all UN mail in Bosnia namely from

Liestal to Sarajevo, has brought out 30 000 letters and 1600 parcels,

with 20 000 letters and 5000 parcels going in. Only 20% of the orig-

inal POs in Bosnia are functioning.
- that with the new software more and more handwritten addresses are

being read in the coding machines so that letters can be sorted auto-

matically to the postman's walk; long possible with typed letters.

- that the PJ First Day cancel of 20.11.97 just appealed to me, the

effect of the waterline has been used so well, see below.

- that one of the firms which organise items of great rarity has

discovered that there are 163 Swiss Alpine Club huts, each with its

own 'Hut Stamp', in rubber, of no postal value at all. But now you

can subscribe to the series of 163 sheets, illustrated, for CHF 12.25

each. Dare I say it - don't miss this chance to fill your waste bin.

- that the system of sending on underpaid letters without delay, but

asking the sender, via a postcard, to send in the missing amount,

without surcharge, has been modified in Zürich at least. Instead of

the previous handstamp in black they now use a meter impression in

red. See the figure below, sent by Tony Hoyle. This also gives them

a total for the day. See also a previous article in August 1996.

- that Pitney Bowes have been introducing their new 'Easy Mail'

system for about 3 years worldwide and now in Switzerland. Shown

below, with a UK type. The 11 digits are a code for machine identifi-

cation, and to separate mailing costs of different departments,of

a particular firm.

If you do not already
of 'Focus on Stamps'
Swiss Postal Service
Stamps and Philately
Customer Service
CH-3030 BERN
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Puzzle
By Victor A. Schlich

men so honored have been
Swiss. although there are
many eminent exceptions.

Collectors also will find
stamps from Switzerland
honoring Canadian doctor
Frederick Banting, German
bacteriologist Robert Koch
and Montgomery Blair, Lin-
coln's postmaster general
and a co-founder of the
Universal Postal Union.

Tne surnames of 34 of
the great men, who appear
on Swiss stamps are hidden
in this puzzle. The object Of

the puzzle is to find and
circle those names.

Names in the puzzle run
in all directions. They may
appear forward, backward,
up, down or diagonally.

Each surname is given in
capital letters as it appears
in the puzzle.

The Scott catalog number
of a stamp from Switzer-
land that portrays each man.
is given in parentheses fol-
lowing the name.

Frederick BANTING
(539): Montgomery BLAIR
(593); Oskar BIDER (630);
Eugene BOREL (591);

Joseph BOVET (662);
Alexandre CALAME
(B29S); Numa DROZ

This 1-franc stamp depicts
the 16th-century military
leader Ludwig Pfyffer, one
of 34 distinguished men
on the stamps of Switzer-
land hidden in this puzzle.
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As a little light relief during the darkest days of winter when it
is not really good enough to get on the garden, the puzzle below is
reprinted from Linn's Stamp News, June 26, 1995. It was published in
the American Helvetia Philatelic Society Journal 'Tell', No. 5 1996.
You will have to use the Scott catalog numbers as a guide!

Great men on Swiss stamps
Beg inning in 1914 with

William Tell, Switzerland
has honored many great
men on its postage stamps
throu gh the years.

Like Tell, most of the

onhard EULER (B267); Ni-
cholaus FLUE (B86):

Auguste FOREL (536):
Ludwig FORRER (B150):
Salomon GESSNER (B91);

Jules GONIN- (537); Al-
brecht HALLER (B72):
Gustav HASLER (686):
Hans HERZOG (B96);

Hermann HESSE (669)
Jure JENTSCH (276); Carl
JUNG (664); Johann KERN
(685); Robert KOCH (538);
Johan PESTALOZZI (306);

Ludwig PFYF1rER (2750;
Rainer RILKE (667); 0th-
mar SCHOECK (505); Wil-
liam TELL (167); Aristide
VINET (B60);

Niklaus WENGI (B187);
Johann WETTSTEIN (312);
Ulrich WILLE (B179); Hul-
dreich ZWINGLI (502).

WKERNGWVHREHCSE
S HALLEREQHESSEW
CAQDN I HDTBFORRE
H SAGLCPBRTOJHTB
O L I KSFL LLOSVQPA
E EETYETRLAZTEHN
CRNFRVTKUE I SETT
K EFO I TODFLTRK I I
JEBNNCUWGAZFMRN
RPEAHFTNLOGOEEG
X TNNAE I OGQNRMNA
E UYULWZJOM I EASF
DAXLZZZCUUNLLSL
RTUWI LLEJNOUAEU
X XRED I BPSUGECGE

SORRY there are no prizes for this one

(B137); Armand DUFAUX
(622);

Henri DUNANT (663):
Alfred ESCHER (217); Le-

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Pri n ted by RPM Renrcmraphics (Chichester) Ltd, Chichester GB
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No. 2 February 1998

A COVER FOR COMMENTS FROM READERS David Whitworth

This registered cover from the parish of Menzburg, is addressed to

Ruswyl, and was apparently posted without stamps. The circular date
stamp of Menzberg, 1st May 1875, is partially obscured by a 15c yellow

stamp (Z 39), which does not show up very clearly on the copy. This -

stamp, together with an additional 10c stamp , has been cancelled with

the circular date stamp of Menznau, again 1st May 1875. The cover is

backstamped Menznau 1st May 1875, and Ruswyl 2nd May 1875.
Presumably the blue script figure 25 was applied in Menzberg, indi-

cating 25c to pay, and the stamps added in Menznau. I estimate that

Menzberg, a small village in the hills above Menznau, is some 4 or 5
kilometres away, and the distance to Ruswyl a further 7 or 8 km, making

the total distance possibly 13 km by road. On the basis that this puts

Ruswyl beyond the local letter rate, I conclude that the postage rate

was calculated to be 15c for unstamped mail, and a further 10c was

required to pay for registration:
If the cover was sent by the local parish council (Gemeindeammann),

why were no stamps applied in Menzberg, where 20c would have been
sufficient to pre-pay the postage and registration? Presumably the

recipient had to pay.
Any ideas that members may have about this cover can be sent to the

Hon. Editor for publication in a future issue of the Newsletter.

-

----------------
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 52nd year. No.2 pp 9-16 London Feb 1998 ISSN 0951-0001
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50 YEARS OF THE SOCIETY'S NEWSLETTER Bob Johnson

My first title for this report was '50th Anniversary of the HNL' but this failed
to convey the scale of the task undertaken since the first issue, No. 2, in Jan/
Feb 1948 ( no one can find a copy of No. 1!). We have had nearly 600 issues (very
few were combined in an issue for two months). This has happened with only four
editors: the first being our founder Edward Spiro for 10 years; Phil Stratton
took over for a year and then the late Mrs Edythe Rawnsley said she would do it
on a temporary basis only, as well as continuing as Hon. Secretary and Librarian.
She remained in the post for some 28 years, relinquishing the post of Secretary
in 1981 but continuing as Editor until December 1986 when the present incumbent,
Peter Hobbs, took over. Bearing in mind that the editor often had a full-time
job as well ) it is quite remarkable that it has been possible to keep up the issue
of a monthly Newsletter (many societies are lucky to have a quartérly magazin).
At first the Newsletter was produced by cutting a wax stencil on a typewriter

without any illustrations. Printing was then done on flat bed machines and later
on rotary duplicators. When it became possible to cut stencils on a scanner then
it was possible to add illustrations. Only with the advent of the latest photo-
copying machines has it become possible to improve the illustrations.
We must not forget the labour of 'stuffing' the envelopes, adding the stamps

and posting, a job which was done by the Secretary/Editor until 16 years ago
when Geoff Hubbard took over that task, followed more recently by Doug Houtris.

We must be very grateful to these people for producing the Newsletter for
those members throughout the world who are unable to come to meetings as it is
their regular contact with their Society.

The Editor has had an enquiry from member No. 7 to ask if he is a 'founder'
member of the Society and if there are any other members from the early days.
Norman Thompson believes it was early in 1949 when he joined. Bob Johnson who
wrote the item above is No. 5. Your Editor is a 'comer' with No. 104! Norman
Thompson also asks if there is a translation of the 'Abarten, Plattenfehler
and Retouchierungen' information from the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue which
could be published in the Newsletter.

H E Quinton sends in: "These are a few personal views on the Chairman's Report to
the AGM where he notes some of the appalling issues by the PTT. I agree with him
on that point and would add that in the editorial to their publication 'Focus on
Stamps' they usually state that 'We have some lovely novelties for you in this
issue!' What we as collectors would like is fewer but better quality issues. What
can we collectors do to improve things? Ignore their novelties and such unnecessary
productions. Don't buy c.t.o. (go for postally used - the stamps have been used
for their original purpose). Buy fewer mint issues. Is it worth a try? Letters of
complaint don't seem to work."

The AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY (NIPS) will hold its ANNUAL CONVENTION
at the Milwaukee Philatelic Exhibition MILCOPEX from 17th to 20 September 1998.
Information, reservations and other details can be obtained from Chuck LaBlonde,
2940 Underwood Point #5, Colorado Springs, CO 80920, USA. Forget Micky Mouse and
go and meet some enthusiastic collectors of Swiss stamps for a change this year.

MEMBERS WHO RECEIVE THE PACKET should note that Geoff Hubbard may have moved but
he still has the same telephone number if you need to ring him - 0171 794 8078.

SMALL AD. - Does anyone have a spare copy of the UPu 1900 10c, 78A or 78B, with
the time date slug in the cancel showing III or IV (3 or 4 am) that Doug Houtris
can have to complete a 'clock' of this issue. Address at the bottom of page 14.

SMALL AD. - Swiss Revenue Stamps catalogue; photocopied issue of the 1947-1950
Schaufelberger Federal, Cantonal and Municipal (A-L only) spiral bound at only
£5- plus the postage. Ring the Editor for more details.

WANTED - A copy of the PTT Alpine Postbus Guides for the Grand St Bernard and
the Simplon, the 1932 editions if possible. Details to the Editor.

WANTED - for research, photocopies of the tabs of Franco label No. 1. This is the
part that gives the printing details. Send to the Editor, postage etc refunded.

MEMBERS ARE REMINDED that they can put small ads in the Newsletter free of charge.
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A PUZZLE FOR THE POSTAGE DUE SPECIALISTS? from Bill Straw

This is both halves of a GB reply-paid postcard sent on the 16th of

June 1960 to Interlaken. The message on the back reads "Let me have the

attached card by posting it after your arrival, Arthur". Was the rate

for postage to Switzerland at that time 3d? London Foreign marked it

at 10c gold so was it correct to tax it at 25c in Interlaken? The

reply half was sent from Lugano on the 30th of June with the message

"Card received. Returning today. AHW". Who added the 30c Europa? Was

it Mr Whichelow who was playing safe and adding an (unknown) deficiency,

evidently it was acceptable to Lugano Post Office and attracted no

further attention when it reached West Wickham. Somehow it has the

feel of a philatelic item about it but all suggestions will be welcome,

sent to the Editor for publication.
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The postcard
rate from
Switzerland
to GB in 1960
appears to
have been 30c
so was the
person just
putting on
the normal
rate and
thought that
the 2Id
stamp was
not valid in
Switzerland?
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TO GREAT BRITAIN.
CETTE PARTIE 'VEST VALABLE QUE POUR EXPEDITION f71-jille-k...01,

A LA GRANDE BRETAGNE.

INETI A

STAMP ALBUMS
A recent purchase of cancellations has left me with a number of surplus albums - surplus because their make and size is not

what I have adopted as my standard. The albums are far too good to throw away.
All are dual peg fitting, most are of FRANK GODDEN make. On offer are:

6 of THE FG DE LUXE leather bound binders - some slight wear, 2 in stout card slip cases
12 of THE FG WARWICK rexine bound binders, all with slip cases

3 of Stanley Gibbons DEVON rexine bound binders , some wear and no cases
and to fit the above,

about 350 white linen hinged interfaced leaves beautifully headed Switzerland within coloured Swiss shields
I am open to sensible offers for some or all of the above. Write or better still give me a ring!

John Cordingley, YSGUBORWEN, BRYNCRUG, TYWYN, LL36 9PU Tel: 01653 710020.
Members must be prepared to pay postage.
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LATEST LIST OF TPOs from Michael Rutherfoord

This list shows where TPOs are
work and where the postmark shows

operating on the private railway net-
the route travelled.

Items intended for
postmarking can be sent

Route travelled by the TPO

1. TPOs operating on the Federal
Railways network Bahnpostamt 6000 Luzern

2. Martigny - Le Chable Office postal
1920 Martigny 1

3 Montreux - Zweisimmen Office postal
1820 Montreux 1

4. Brig - Zermatt Postamt 3900 Brig

5. Brig - Oberwald (postmark T FURKABAHN1 Postamt 3900 Brig

6. Burgdorf - Langnau Postamt 3400 Burgdorf 1

7. Luzern - Engelberg Bahnpostamt 6000 Luzern

8. ,'Imugafte---Pente-Tresa Last day 31.5.96

9. Chur - St.Moritz
Chur - Davos
St.Moritz - Scuol Postmark : Bahnpostamt 7000 Chur
Chur - Disentis "Rathische Bahn", 
St.Moritz - Campocologno

_

A useful map showing all the private railways in Switzerland, as well as the urban
transport companies, bus companies, mountain transportation systems and shipping
companies is available from: Verband öffentlicher Verkehr Vf5V, Dahlhölzliweg 12,
CH-3000 Bern 6. They have an internet address: http://www.voev.ch  as well as an
E-mail address: voev.svs@spectraweb.ch  It gives a different view of the system. Ed.
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John Pearson of Reading picked up a post-

411card recently with this good strike of
the temporary or replacement cancel from ,RTE r IP

a
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know when you may find something that is
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Perhaps it was not quite "The Sound of Music" but those who attended the meeting

of the Northern Group in Leeds on January 3rd certainly climbed # few mountains,
figuratively speaking, when Tony Hoyle gave his display on "Alpine Passes". Part I, that is,

since he assured us that he has sufficient material to provide Parts II & Ill. Now whenever
Tony gives a display it is always more than just a philatelic presentation, for the listener is

treated to a wealth of background knowledge which prompted him, initially, to take the
particular philatelic line which forms the subject of the display. Through walking and using

all forms of public transport to explore the Swiss passes over a period of more than 40
years, he probably knows as much, if not more, about these areas than almost any other

person in this country. Therefore, for this Part I, five Alpine Passes were brought to our
attention; the Gemmi, Klausen, Grimsel, Furka and Susten. There was, of course, splendid

arrangements of modern material, picture postcards, pictorial stationery cards and Tony's
own superb photographs, but it was the items from the various tiny post offices, usually
based in mountain hotels along the passes which created the greatest interest. Because
these hotels were patronised mainly by tourists, virtually all the items, with a few notable
exceptions, were in the form of postcards addressed abroad. But there were straight-line

and circular cancellations with evocative names such as "Gemmi-Passhöhe",
"Schwarenbach b.Kandersteg", "Hotel Klausenpasshöhe", "Grimsel-Hospiz", "Gletsch-
Glacier du Rhene", "Galenstock (Furkastrasse)", "Steingletscher (Sustenpass)" and many
more alongwith the cachets of the hotels themselves. In his early days of exploring the
passes the speaker had had the foresight to post one or two items to himself from one of
these remote postal stations, all of which and some of the hotels have long since closed.
On the purely philatelic side there was on display a selection of a most comprehensive
study undertaken by Tony many years ago of the 20c. value (Grimsel Dam) of the 1949

definitive issue, with Dies I & II, shades, plate flaws and worn plates. But for philatelist

and non-philatelist alike, go to the Daubensee on the last Sunday in July. There, from 11
a.m. to sunset, one can enjoy and perhaps participate in the "Shepherds' Festival on the

Gemmi". We will certainly look forward to Part II next season! D.C.

THE ENEMY IS LISTENING - The design was used on labels, posters and as a cancel.

Throughout the country during the Second World War the population was warned to be

careful who they spoke to and what they said as the 'enemy could be listening'.

Thanks to Ernest L Bergman and Ian Gilchrist for answering this query.
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The labels were available free of charge from the office of the Adjutant-General

of the Army.They were printed in sheets of 20, five rows of four. The cancels

were used throughout the country. The Soldier stamp for the 5th Division has the

message "Schweige auch im Hinterland" - Be silent even in the interior of the

country. Many people thought that Germany was the enemy and road signs were taken

down if it was thought to help the 'enemy' find his way around, a false hope when

it is remembered that German 'Tourists' had been holidaying all over Europe for

many years, with cameras and guide books in hand!
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January 14th saw thirteen members at the Victory Services Club when Claude Mistely welcomed the LONDON
* GROUP to their first meeting of 1998. With no member present having received their January Newsletter some

concern was expressed over postal arrangements. However Fred Pickard and Eric Lienhard were present to
W give us an evening on Swiss Revenues - an Update.

Fred introduced his display by giving us a comprehensive revue on the collecting of Revenues. 'Why collect
them in the first place ? '- he asked, only to remind us of an article in the The Swiss Philatelist. Here Mr Katcher
suggested we put aside a certain amount of our 'stamp' budget to spend on fiscals which he considered to be an
up and coming aspect of Swiss philately. Fred emphasised that although revenue stamps were only receipts
for services rendered or tax receipts from local or national authorities, there was no difference in collecting
them rather than standard Swiss material. They appeared on postcards, covers, as tête-b&he pairs and gutter
strips but sometimes in another form. And, as a first exhibit he displayed a metal disk issued by Ct. Vaud
which registered a restaurant when it was nailed to its menu board. 'Its in the cataloguer, said Fred. There is
also pre-stamp material with complete documents showing a handstamp as well as an embossed stamp in an
opposing corner - wet and dry cancellation. Revenue stamps themselves were first issued in the Ticino in 1855
and the examples on display showed the typical strips of plain embossed coloured paper. Cantonal, then
municipal authorities produced issues before the first national government stamps were produced in 1915.
Stamp designs tended to be of a 'classical' nature - heraldic coats of arms, industrial scenes, simple words or
allegorical designs. Perhaps surprisingly revenues were being collected in the early 1880s and there was
certainly a very strong interest up to 1920. This was undoubtedly stimulated by the two excellent catalogues
produced at that time but with the death of the authors interest quickly waned.
Fred's displayed material had been accumulated over the years. He reminded us of the talk he gave members
in October 1984 when he had said that, 'at times he often did not know what he was buying', but things had
developed since then. For instance revenues were now allowed as a section for International competition.
Indeed he had been involved in the seminar which had helped establish standards for competition. There was
quite an amount of interesting material to be found but mostly in Switzerland and quite a good deal of work to
be done to establish usage. For instance, he had examined documents brought up from the Zumstein firm's
basement which showed the usage of the Basle police stamps - on temporary work permits for both men and
women working during the summer months for instance in gardening and restaurants. Another gem of Fred's
was a British passport signed by Balfour the then Foreign Secretary. A folded document somewhat like a map,
it had visas and stamps from a variety of countries - fascinating. Whoever would have thought that collecting
old passports would be interesting?
It was difficult for Eric to follow such a display but he said he was vastly relieved that Fred had gone first
because he had done all the explaining. Eric said a great deal of his material had come as a result of an
exchange with another member but not all. He had a washing machine contract produced by his uncle and he
also showed what he thought was probably his first fiscal - a stamp surreptitiously pulled from a circus advert!
With playing cards stamped 50ct in red, and hawker's permits we saw even more diverse examples of revenue
material. There were even pages from an old printed revenue stamp album!
Claude Mistely from the Chair, in proposing the vote of thanks, thought that we had probably seen exhibits
from the two finest collections of revenue material in this country, if not Switzerland. JAC

Revenues? YES! - The Swiss Philatelist 1975 Issue Nos. 67/68/69
Revenue Philatelist - compiled by Gene Kelly - articles in Helvetia Newsletter starting November 1984
Revenue Philatelist - newsletter produced by Gene Kelly and in Society library
Catalogue de timbre Administratifs Publics de Suisse (Fiscal et Analogues): Confederation, Canton. Communes 1855 - 1993

- Denis Gainon; Case postale 1768, CH - 2002 Neuchatel - Amateur Collector catalogue p151

HELVETIA NEWSLETTER
A number of the older Newsletters has recently come to light and are available in years:

-- 1965 Complete 66pages - £2 1966 Complete 70pages - £2 1967 Complete 74pages - £2
1968 Complete 78pages - £2 1969 Complete 86pages - £2.50 1970 Complete 88pages - £2.50
1971 Complete 88pages - £2.50 1972 Complete 94pages - £3 1973 Complete 94pages - £3
1974 Complete 94pages - £3 1975 Complete 94pages - £3 1976 Complete 96pages - £3
1981 Complete 96pages - £3 1983 Complete 96pages - £3 1984 Complete 96pages - £3
1985 Complete 96pages - £3 1986 Complete 96pages - £3 1987 Complete 96pages - £3
1995 Complete 96pages - £3 1996 Complete 96pages - £3.50 1997 Complete 96pages - £3.50

For the following years individual copies are offered at 40p each.
1977 issues 1,2,3 only 1978 issues 3,6 only 1979 issues 3,5,7 only
1980 issues 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 only 1982 all but 4 1988 all but 6
1989 all but 11, 12 1990 issues 1,2,7,8,9,10,11,12 only 1991 all but 4, 11
1992 all but 5 1993 all but 6 1993 all but 6
1996 all but 5,6

Items are offered on a first come, first served basis.
John Cordingley, YSGUBORWEN, BRYNCRUG, TYWYN, LL36 9PU Tel: 01654 710020.

A Newsletters will be sent on receipt of order. An invoice will be included and members must add cost

T • of postage to their returned remittances. 

* * * * YOUR JANUARY COPY OF THE NEWSLETTER * * * * *

I-F you did not receive a copy of the Newsletter for January, and one is not

enclosed with this issue, blame the Royal Mail who seem to have lost the lot'.

Tr, apt one write to: 0 Houtris, 62 Thirleby Roctd, EDGWARE HA8 OEZ, please.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the first issue of the Swiss Post 'Stempel News' has not yet

appeared. Non-philatelic information on general changes- to the postal

services is still hanging in the air; we have heard that a new pub-

lication, in newspaper format, is being planned. It just shows how

easy it is to destroy a functioning system, before one has something

else to offer one's customers.
- that a dealer in Swiss stamps has received a lot of newspaper cover-

age for his 'service' of providing customers with mint Swiss stamps

at below face value. Firstly he supplies firms at CHF 200.- minimum

order value, and always old stamps which are still valid. He gets

these from auction houses and individuals who stacked up piles of

sheets in the sixties and seventies. His turnover in 1997 was some

CHF 800 000. However, he says that his stamps are being collected by

the recipients of business letters, so perhaps that will feed back

into a rise in interest in philately.
- that the new (7.1.98) block of four special stamps for 150 years

of the New Constitution and 200 years since the French occupation,

do not bear comparison with those of 1948, as forcibly pointed out

by Zumstein in the January BBZ. Please don't ask them, or me, what

the slashes of colour represent. What is clear is that the outline

of the country, as shown more clearly in the FD cancel (see below),

does seem to indicate where there are holes in the frontier which can

be used by those looking for asylum, a political hot potato today.

- that a new customer-operated parcel weighing and stamping machine

is to be tried out soon; four manufactured by Frama. We will see how

much better it is than the IBM experimental machine used last year

in Aarau. There I was told only philatelists had the time to work

through all the 'easy to read' instructions.
- that the number of special cancellations, including slogans, fell

by just over 10% in 1997 compared with 1996, ie, 172 instead of 196.

In 1995 it was 240. This was because many postcodes changed and new

K-cancels were made to suit. Dr Jann Etter keeps these figures for

the SVPS and the NZZ, most usefully.
- that in 1996 Liechtenstein made a name for itself with the feathers,

wings and other things which broke through the outer ring of the FD

cancels. Now in 1997 they used, for their usual four issues per year,

motifs from the four seasons, ie, appropriate flowers (see below).

From their latest brochure it seems this idea is being repeated.

- that the Swiss 'Ganzsachen-Verein' has issued No. 2 of their

series of special studies, this one devoted to the Suchard postcards

issued from 1875 to 1912. Philippe Suchard was born in 1797 near

Neuchatel, and after completing an apprenticeship as a confectioner

he went to America. In 1826 he returned and founded the first mech-

anical chocolate factory in Switzerland at Serrires, near Neuchgtel.'

- that according to Zumstein there is an increase of interest in

Swiss stamp booklets, therefore they have included eleven pages in

their 1998 catalogue on all booklets, normal, PJ, PP, Sport and the

little 'Tickets', with practically all front covers shown in colour,

and all priced. The 1910 Sc Tell Boy going for CUP 5500.-!
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CHOCOLATE POSTCARDS - a member in California, Michael J Nabholz, writes to say

that he has recently acquired No. 4 in the Suchard series, 'Boulez, tambours,

and has also found cards from Kohler and Klaus. He would be interested in

corresponding with others interested in Swiss postcards, either by E-mail at:

70543.1707@compuserve.com or PO Box 420871, San Diego, C
alifornia 92142-0871 USA.

mailto:70543.1707@compuserve.com
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CANTONAL ISSUES by Norman A Thompson

ZUrich 
The first stamps to be issued after the 'Penny Black' were the 4 &
6 rappen black stamps of the Canton ZUrich on the 1st of March 1843.
There was a messenger service in the 15th century and in the 17th

century a regular post office was established in the city.
The 4 rp. value was only for use locally, and the 6 rp. was for

letters to places in the canton.
The cancellations were in two colours. The rosette was black for

use in the city of ZUrich, but outside the city, and within the
canton, it was in red. There was the occasional use of a blue cancel.
The postal services were taken over by the Federal Government in

1849 and on the 5th of April 1850 it was decreed that Federal postage
stamps should be issued. The Zfirich stamps remained in use for some
time after this and later postmarks such as 'P.P.', 'P.D.', Federal
grill or circular can be found.

The design was a large figure on a trellis-work background of
crossed black lines in groups of four.

The paper used was white or greyish white and before printing the
black, was covered by faint red lines. According to the way the paper
was laid on the printing stone, the background is either horizontal
or vertical. The printing was by Orell Ffissli & Co., ZUrich.
Each design was hand drawn five times, so there are five distinct

types of each value. The impressions were repeated on the stone in
ten double rows of five stamps, making one hundred to a sheet.
The distinguishing features of the five types of the 6 rp. can be

determined by the corner lines of the background grill and the top
and bottom border lines.

To and. Bottom. Border

Type Z:7 ttc,i lrorTooriLex. 2tirttaorn- Scorete-r

1 8 8 One 1.tne. Zarielt. One lime underCantwarreace
2. 8 8 One t touter De.

Stop a.fter
8 8 One. under ZtLrt.ch. Do. St ? after Comtonal TitICC2.-

+ 8 Do. lime under CatttonalTaxe.

excert letterX

cu.ts 4.r.to i.t. Ster ctite.r

Cantonca Tax.e. •

5 8 9 Two kites u.nder Zari.ch, One Li..rwa.ttrater Canto/L.01

Taoce...Sto? after Cantonal..

TCOCe.

• Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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THE CENSOR MARKS ON SWISS CARDS WITH PICTURES Bob Johnson

Have you ever wondered what the inscription 'BRB 3.10.1939' meant

on some Swiss PTT postal stationery cards? It occurs to the left of

the picture, or below the picture, on some of the cards in the

Zumstein series 116, 116y, 118, 129, 133E, 138, 139, 140, 141 and

147. For specific information see the pages in the Zumstein 'Ganz-

sachen Schweiz' catalogue, at the end.
I am indebted to Fred Pickard for drawing my attention to an

article in the BBZ 2/92 by Dr. Jann Etter on this subject, and to

Zumstein & Cie for permission to reproduce it here. However, this

article contains a great deal of detail which I feel it is not

necessary to give to members so I have contented myself with a precis.
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This indication 'BRB 3.10.1939' with one of three numbers, 2042,

4165 or 6040, relates to the Swiss Federal decree of that date intro-

ducing censorship of plans, maps, photographs and other items for

the protection of Switzerland to ensure that they did not contain

information of use to an enemy. The imprint on the Swiss PTT cards

indicated that the reproduction of the picture had been approved by

the Department of National Topography of the Federal Military Depart-

ments. Not all the cards received this imprint in the series con-

cerned. On the one hand some pictures, e.g. Zoos and the Postal =Am.
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Museum needed no such censorship, on the other hand some of the
series under certain Zumstein numbers were issued pre-war but con-
versely a post-war issue did receive this imprint - why?

Cards 116 and 116y, as well as 118 (10c violet, 20c rose watermark I)
were issued before the war (Series A-E) and only Series F bore this
imprint (No. 2042). Cards 138 (10c dark brown) have the imprint on
only Series A & B; C and the later ones were issued after WW II when
the decree had ceased to apply. We do not know how the postal station-
ery collector reacted to cards 118 with 25c being issued in 1948 and
bearing the imprint (No. 147).

The cards 129 (10c violet No. 2042) and 133E (10c red brown Nos
4165 and 6040) are completely censored. Also the pictures of Nos 139
and 140 are all censored, but in No. 141 only Series A (6040).
The decree really only applied to picture postcards but the PTT

issues are regarded as coming within the restrictions.
The illustrations in the original article showed Card 116y, Series E 'Swimming
Bath, Adelboden' without censor mark and the same picture on card 129 now with
censor mark. Both cards violet. Card 140 with censor mark below (6040). These
cards all had the censor mark. Card 133E 'Brienz-Rothorn Bahn' with censor mark
(4165). These cards were only issued with the censor mark (also No. 6040). Then
two pictures the same, Brienz (Bern) Summer resort Card 138: With censor mark
(6040) from Series B; without mark on Series C, the first without the censor
mark after WW II.

2c Sitting Helvetia perforated - page 3 of the January Newsletter.
Fred Pickard writes to say that these emanate from Fournier. Printed
in sheets of 48 (6 x 8). The 2c is in blood red and light orange,
the 30c in orange. Also known are the 60c and 1fr in colours similar
to the genuine stamps. Cancellations are single ring types of ZUrich,
Luzern, Geneve and Morges. Dates 23.11.74 - 25.X.75-4 - 9.VII.68-V
and 14.XI.69. Heinrich K Heissinger from the USA reports that he has
a 2c and a 30c in different shades of brownish orange on un-water-
marked white paper, one marked 'facsimile' on the back, the 2c with
a cancel of Bienne.
Edward Quinton of Great Yarmouth wrote in about another forgery.

"I recently acquired a forged Telegraph stamp. It set me wondering
about its use as the public would not handle it, only the clerk.
So was the clerk cheating? How did he do it? Easy, he uses one from
his private stock and not the official one. Fine, but did he have
to log all the telegraphs sent? Then he logs one less. But were the
incoming ones logged, and where from, and was any check ever made?
Comments and ideas to the Editor please."
(The 1914 catalogue issued by Fournier does not list a 2c. Does any member have
the Swiss section of the Fournier forgeries made as a 'Reference Collection' by
the Philatelic Union in Geneva about 1927? If so are they prepared to let the
Hon. Editor have a photocopy to help with other queries from members, please.)

As-auaraCEZ2r-....1 AS.11n1 lUILALALALA,AyabALALA
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Forgeries have also been reported of Z 109, the 25c value of the Helvetia and
Sword issue. Said to have been 'done' in 1919. More recently the 40c value of
the Popular Costumes issue, Z 598, showing the Escalade in Geneva, was forged
by lithography. Apparently it was used on commercial mailings and many may
have been destroyed. Keep your eyes open for any others and send them in.
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GOWN INFLATION MAIL and Swiss Postage Dues L E Stiles

In the Newsletter of June 1985, there was a note by Mr Ruthe
rfoord

on the subject of postage due on German Inflation Mail. I ha
ve

recently acquired this cover posted in Berlin Tempelhof on t
he 11th

of November 1923 to Basel.
It is franked 6 billion marks, which according to the German

 postal

rates in Michel, was the correct franking for a letter weigh
ing

between 20g and 40g, i.e., 4 milliarden-mark for the first 
20g and

2 milliarden-mark for the next 20g or part thereof during th
e period

5.11.23 - 11.11.23 inclusive. Yet it bears postage dues to t
he value

of 40c on the reverse by the receiving office, Basel Kleinhu
ningen.

The postage rates increased tenfold on the day after this wa
s posted.

There is no consistency in the examples given by Mr Rutherf
oord -

for the first postcard from Naile should have been franked 1
20 000

marks, the cover from Nerchau 200 000 marks (for 20g), the 
postcard

(fig 1) 2.4 milliarden-marks so was overf ranked by 100 mill
ionen-

marks and the third postcard (fig 2) underfranked by 595 mi
llionen-

marks. It would seem that Mr Rutherfoord's theory is correc
t, except

that I would modify it to the effect that no effort was made
 to

ascertain whether the cover or card was correctly franked or
 not,

and that the procedure did not only apply to small offices.
- Amonnrer
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FRANK GODDEN dual peg STAMP ALBUMS
1 DE LUXE leather bound binder in stout card slip case -120

1 DE LUXE leather bound binder, no case - £15
2 WARWICK rexine bound binders, both with poor slip cases - E10

and to fit the above,
a small number of white linen hinged interfaced leaves beautifully

headed Switzerland within coloured Swiss shields - E.15 for 50
Enquire about these bargains from:

John Cordingley,
Tel: 01654 710020.

Members must be prepared to pay postage.

POSTAL STATIONERY
I have for sale a

ZUMSTEIN ganzsachen schweiz catalogue
published in 1984. This is THE catalogue for
postcards, printed envelopes, and wrappers.

In good condition - £3
John Cordingley tel: 01654 710020

Buyer pays postage.
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THE MENZBERG TO RUSWYL COVER (February Newsletter) M Rutherfoord

This very interesting puzzle can hardly be solved by logic, I found.
Firstly the basic facts must be assembled: the rates period is within
1.9.1871 to 1.9.1876; a registered letter could be sent only with
stamps applied by the sender; the sender was the political council,
not the parish council; the local rate of 2 Wegstunden, ie, 9.6km in
a straight line (from 1.7.1862) was exceeded as the distance is llkm
direct; although the letter looks to be small the 71 in the boxed
registration mark could indicate grams, putting it well into the 2nd
weight step of 15 to 250g. Only letters heavier than the first step
had the weight entered.

So if it was a light letter for the 2nd distance it would be 10c
plus 10c registration, if a heavier letter then 20c plus 10c, neither
are the indicated 25c.
This was as far as I could get however, as I considered Menzberg

to be only a Depot, and that this might be a clue, I showed the cover
to Herr Karl Gebert of Ebnat-Kappel, as he is compiling a list of all
Swiss POs, especially the early Depots. He saw the key immediately,
being able to read the old German handwriting. The postmaster in
Menzberg registered the letter, but wrote in the number, 71, in the
weight space. The handwritten text in the top left corner confused
him. It says 'Scharge', Swiss-German for the French 'Chargé', but
written in French handwriting (as ours today), the 'Porto' in German
script, which meant the recipient was to pay, then the real key word
'Nachnahme', ie, COD, written in German (with the 2nd, silent, h miss-
ing) to complete the confusion. COD has to be paid for by the sender,
as has the Registered.

In Menznau they solved the problem neatly by putting on 25c in
stamps, 5c for the local rate to Ruswyl (correct as they were sending
the letter), 10c for the minimum COD charge (1% of the sum to be
collected, of which there was nothing, otherwise it would have been
marked on the cover), then 10c for Registered, making 25c! To remind
the postman to collect this unusual amount a blue 25 was hand-written
on the cover. This money would come back to Menznau.

The recipient benefited from the confusion, because the cost from
Menzberg would have been 30c!

TRANSLATIONS OF THE ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE - Norman Thompson writes to say
that he may have answered his own query from the Newsletter last month. While going
through back numbers of the Newsletter he found the following articles, reproduced
here for members who may need them. Back issues of the Newsletter can be borrowed
from the Society Library.
STRUBEL 1854-62 - This appeared in seven parts running from March to September 1975.
SITTING HELVETIA 1862-4 - three parts from September to December 1970.
CROSS & NUMERAL issues - three parts, January, February and July 1973.
STANDING HELVETIA - twenty-one parts running from June to December 1971. then from
February to July and September to December 1972 and finally in January and March to
June of 1973.
HNL Oct '76 LUGANO FLIGHT VIGNETTE on page 76 - Norman Thompson asks 'what are the
distinguishing marks between the different types?' Can any member help with this?

Don Symonds writes from Wimborne with comments on the article by Bob Johnson in the
Newsletter last month. "50 Years of the Society's Newsletter or better still, In
praise of the Newsletter". Bob Johnson in his article rightfully gave credit to the
editors of our Newsletter during its first 50 years but omitted to mention the
writers who contributed the articles without which it could not have lasted so
long. One such contribitor who, in my opinion, stands above all others is Michael
Rutherfoord and his DYK column which celebrated 25 years last June. I am always
amazed at the amount of information that it contains month after month without, it
seems, ever missing a deadline.
There have been other major contributors over the years covering all aspects of

Swiss Philately. The series on World War II post from Switzerland ran for 30 months
during the mid seventies, then there has been a series on Railway cancellations,
articles on the Standing and Sitting Helvetia issues, labels, handstamps, booklets
and so it goes on. One series in particular on Customs Cancellations by Derek
Beak helped me years ago to get interested in the subject.  t="
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I started when I was offered five stamps with 'funny' cancels all 
for 2/6. How

could I refuse such an offer? What to do next; there had at that t
ime been no

article published in the Newsletter so I wrote to the then Secreta
ry and Editor

Mrs Rawnsley who said that if I sent them to Derek he may be able
 to help. Not

only did he tell me what they were (Customs cancels) but he incre
ased my collection

100 per cent, so starting me on my way. During 1974 Derek publishe
d his findings

in the Newsletter and I was on my way. I now scan every club packe
t that arrives

in the forlorn hope that I will be able to spot items that others 
have missed.

This I believe is one of the great strengths of our Newsletter, it
 stimulates

our desire for greater knowledge. So, to all members who have cont
ributed such

detailed articles in the past, and those with something to share, 
please keep

the articles coming to ensure another 50 years of Newsletters."

THE SWEET LIFE WITH NON-FATTENING CHOCOLATE from Eric Lienhard

The enquiry from member M J Nabholz last month regarding chocolat
e picture post-

cards - so far I've found that there are three series of musical S
uchard choco-

late/cacao cards of, presumably, sets of 12, no higher number has 
come to my

notice so far. I am as yet missing Nos 4 & 5. No. 1 is Schweizerps
alm, No. 2

is Dem Vaterland, No. 3 Sempacherlieder, No. 6 Ranz des Vaches de 
la Gruyere,

No. 7 Emmenthaler Lied, No. 8 Der Lustige Schweizerbue, No. 9 Wegg
iser Lied,

No. 10 Min Vater ischt en Appezeller, No. 11 Die Zwei Liebi im Aar
gaeu, No. 12

Guggisbergerlied. Usage period 1903/4. (I still remember the tunes
 for Nos 1, 2 & 9,

Of the second series I have seven and of the third series three. S
eries 2 & 3

were issued as double cards, invitations to a dinner/meal; one car
d with the

picture, music and advert on one side, address on the other side. 
The second card,

usually missing, with Suchard adverts on one side and the menu on 
the other side,

usage period 1906.
Over the last 3 years on the chocolate hunt I have found several a

dvertisers,

some have 'melted' by now. Cailler, Klaus, Kohler, Leman, Lindt-Sp
rdngli, Lucerna,

Maestrani, Nestle, Peter, Ribet, Sechaud, Suchard, Tobler, Villars
 & Zdrcher.

Suchard are probably the most numerous. By my collection of Caille
r there are

more than 90, Klaus numbered at least 130 and Tobler at least 199.

Peter & Kohler combined - as a lad I remember it being Peter, Cail
ler, Kohler -

no treble combination advert as yet and then it seems Nestle took
 them over. With

P.C.K. and Maestrani the chocolate bars contained gummed pictures
 which could

be stuck in special albums. Lindt-Sprdngli are part of the Silva 
consortium which

published the two volumes on Swiss stamps by Zumstein.

In 1997 the SGSV published a book by F Barnier on Suchard cards - 
that is to

say official postcards with advertising printing added. These wer
e sold by Suchard

at a discount from 1875 to 1912. The book also covers cards from t
he German Reich,

Kingdom of Bavaria, Stuttgart, Italy, Belgium & France.

If anything collecting chocolate advert cards is slimming since so
me of the

cards are so pricey, they severely deplete the housekeeping money.

Member D A Dixie reports that he has a copy of Geneva cancel shown
 on p 3 in the

January Newsletter and his dates from 1901. He wonders if any mem
ber has a copy

which is complete? (It seems a long time for a defective cancelle
r to remain in

use without being sent for repair. Michael Rutherfoord says that t
he bars were

very thin and easily damaged. Ed.)

SALES PACKET - from Geoff Hubbard. Will all concerned please follo
w these simple

rules. Nothing new or complicated, but just a refresher so do read
 it

1. SOME MEMBERS FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ADD OR SO IT WOULD APP
EAR

WHEN I RECEIVE THE PAPERWORK BACK, - PLEASE D(jUBLE CHEC
K.

2. PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN FOR MATERIAL TAKEN, IN THE BOOK 
AND

ON THE BOOK COVER.

3. PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE THE CIRCULATION LIST.

4. PLEASE TRY NOT TO TAKE TOO LONG BEFORE PASSING THE PAC
KET

TO THE NEXT MEMBER. (7 to 10 DAYS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE).

5. KINDLY ADVISE ME OF ALL YOUR HOLIDAY OR BUSINESS DATES, T
HIS

WILL ENABLE ME TO ADVISE A MEMBER ON 'YOUR' CIRCUIT
 TO

BYPASS YOU. TIME PERMITTING YOU WILL STILL SEE THE PACK
ET.

IF NOT PASSING BY HAND A CERTIFICATE OF POSTING MUST
 BE

OBTAINED AND SENT TO ME.
7. A REMITTANCE ADVICE MUST ALWAYS BE SENT, EVEN IF NO PURC

HASE

HAS BEEN MADE
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Members, I know have mixed feelings about philatelic competitions, particularly when one's
idea of the hobby doesn't conform to what the purists would have us believe is essential
for such presentations. Nevertheless it does offer an opportunity to those who would
otherwise never give a full display to show how they think material should be displayed
and how they have developed their particular line of research. So, on Saturday, 7th
February, the NORTHERN GROUP presented its annual variety revue commonly known as
"Competition Time". Members were determined to put up better opposition to last year's
runaway winner and in this respect they were quite successful, the outcome being as
follows:-

Postal Stationery. "Swiss Postal Stationery Envelopes, 1867-1886", D. Whitworth.
Postal History. "Early Swiss Postal Markings", R.A. Hoyle.
Aerophilately. "Airmail to the U.S.A., 1939-1945", D. Hope.
Thematic. "Expansion of the Confederation, 14th-16th Centuries", D. Hope.
Philatelic. "Standing Helvetia Issues, 1882-1907", P. Vaughan.

The "Highsted Cup" for the best entry was awarded to R.A. Hoyle, whilst the "Moore
Bowl" for the runner-up went to our Chairman, D. Whitworth. D.C.

The LONDON GROUP met on 12th February at the usual venue of the Victory Services Club with fourteen
members present. Geoff Hubbard put in a plea for members to abide by the rules when purchasing from the
Sales Packet - add up correctly, sign for material, fill in the front covers etc. Claude Mistely then introduced us
to an evening when 'The Committee Entertains' by saying he had been overwhelmed by members wanting to
show material and that we would need another session on the subject in next year's programme.
Four very different displays were then presented. Doug Houtris gave us a postcard trip round Chillon Castle
with several unusual views. He commented on the fact that there seemed to be a very specific lack of pictures of
certain interior parts of the castle and he was still looking for these! Doug also showed two covers with toy
stamps, items that are increasingly attracting the attention of cinderella collectors. Your Secretary then
presented all his tie-on luggage labels. From their use it is inevitable that many had signs of wear and tear - the
1914/18 5F and 1OF on a label attached to a 45kg parcel showed this but what other examples have members of
this sort of commercial use?
Bob Johnson took us into the Ticino with a superb display of postmaked covers: many 'ovals' including Ascona
on a 10Rp blue sitting Helvetia of 1878, Madonna del Piano of 1864 and Ranzo as a receiving mark : straight line
cancellations of Vezia, Astano, Morcote to name a few: a CT marking - corrispondenza ticinese - from the 1838
-1850 period used on correspondence to territories controlled by Sardinia : and a marking Sul Vapore Maria
Antonietta used on a cover sent down Lake Maggiore to Sestre Calende. The evening ended with Derrick Slate
providing us with the opportunity to see: all the Railway stamps in their various printings and papers
including proof sheets, a variety of 'ghost' flaws, telegraph stamps, Zurich tube mail, 1936 landscape issues with
both small and large T due marks, and much else.
Once again the four splendid and in many ways unusual displays provided fascinating material to see and
examine; stamps and covers that deserved much more time and attention than can be given during a short
evening meeting. JAC

SUSSEX GROUP OPEN MEETING 22nd November 1997 from Bert Mitchell

This meeting was held at the invitation of the Sussex Philatelic Societies who
were celebrating their 50th anniversary with a stamp fair and special exhibitions
in Hove Town Hall. The ready assistance of both Sussex and National members from
our Society made this meeting the undoubted success that it was. The first class
presentation of the excellent material from the collections of Fred Pickard and
Derek Dawson raised the status of our Society in Sussex.
Fred Pickard and Derek Dawson both exhibited four frames of 16 sheets each on

behalf of our Society in the sealed frames in the main hall, with Derek covering
Hotel Posts, Soldier Stamps, Pro Juventute, Strubel issues; Fred covering Essays,
Route Marks/Postal History, Geneva pre-stamps and Swiss Revenues. All impressive.
During the morning in our 'open room', a large and well-appointed council

chamber, Allen Payne exhibited a well-presented study of the Philatelic World of
Luzern. In view of the status of the occasion I took in a few bottles of decent
Alsace Gewurztraminer wine for aperitif time before the official buffet.
After the buffet lunch Allen Payne started our programme with an interesting

talk around his display of Luzern. This was followed by talks on the displays in
the main sealed frames. The afternoon continued with a series of very interesting
displays of well-researched material from members until time caught up with us.
The Exhibition Hall was full of quality philatelic material and the 40 dealers

made the occasion well up to the major London affairs.

*Our next meeting is at 2.45 p.m. on Saturday 7th March at Patcham. We are
*considering changing to a weekday evening meeting after that date. Watch the
*mpumipti- py for aptAil q nr rina Rprt on 01 271 20 49 65.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the SWISS POST is busily removing all signs of its pred
ecessor

the PTT, no costs spared, but it will still take time. I wil
l still

use SP as a suitable abbrevation.
- that perhaps as a consequence of the flourishing trade in mi

nt

stamps mentioned last month, the SP - rumour has it - will s
oon be

announcing plans to demonetise all old stamps and stationery
, starting

with all items issued in 1969 and before. Then for the foll
owing

decades, until new issues will have a life of 5 years only.

- that if there was a prize for the most idiotic stamp, the fi
ght

would be won by the new definitive 90c, showing a road marki
ng post,

where not even the Canton is mentioned. One should in time h
ave one

for every Canton, at least. Thematic collectors will no doub
t rejoice,

that item has been missing in all Road Transport and similar
 themes,

congratulations to the SP.
- that the new set of three SP postcards for the Olympic Winte

r Games

candidacy in Sion in 2006 (and for Nagano 1998) are quite at
tractive,

but at CHF 4.- the set, quite expensive, ie, CHF 1.33 each. 
However,

they are marked 'Taxe Percue', so are valid for everywhere i
n the

world, for ever. The FD was 5.2.1998. Hardly any notice give
n.

- that two issues of the fortnightly 'Stempel News' have appea
red

announcing, as before, new special, K and machine slogans. A
lso the

FD cancel of Sion for the candidacy for the 12.2.98 (see bel
ow).

- that I received two letters from the SA Philatelic Bureau 
where

'8049 Zürich' had been left out, however, somehow with the n
ew com-

puterized address lists both letters were delivered, from th
e name

and street only.
- that the strip of four 'Happy People' stamps has aroused som

e

comment, as living people are not allowed on current stamps,
 but who

are they, perhaps they are now famous?

- that going back to the query on 'GV' & 'PV' I have been able
 to

clear this up; GV = Grande Vitesse and PV = Petite Vitesse b
ut what

does it mean in practice? Various cancels are known with t
hese

letters, but were used only on rail-freight documents, not o
n postage

stamps. PV was used for 'Frachtgut', green forms, ordinary f
reight;

GV was for 'Eilgut', red forms for fast handling on freight 
trains;

then there was 'Bahn-Express', yellow forms, where smaller-s
ized

packages could be sent by passenger train. The offices for 
the GV

and PV were separate at the various stations and, therefore,
 the

customs offices as well, as shown on the two customs cancels
 in the

DYK column of August 1997.
- that in the BID Bern I found in the card index a new machine

 cancel

crown for 6830 Chiasso 1, 28mm, reserved for the Swiss Post 
Inter-

national, see below. See also the stickers used on periodica
ls coming

from Italy. The first shows the old name MS for Mondial Sped
 (as on

the stamp booklet) MIL for Milano, and the new one with SPI
 and ML

for Milano. This is, of course, the profitable part of the b
usiness.

Normal Chiasso 1 machine cancels have 22mm crowns.

SIOtii

,
sion aoo6
switzerland candidate

f-flVETIA
-

kill 11,8(9?I6

RP. P. P.
CH6830Chiasso 1 CH 6830 Chiasso 1

SRI. ML 

*

POSTMARK COLLECTORS

The following catalogues all in good condition are surplus to my needs. They form an excellent guide to the earlier postmarks and

some up date supplements have been published. All are standard reference texts.

ZUMSTEIN PEN 1988 - illustrated chronological list of special cancellations, mobile post offices and others. - E3

Machine Cancellations - yellow PTT produced A4 ring back binder with cancellations to 1974 - E4

K Cancel catalogue - published by SVP/ASCEP in yellow A4 ring binder with cancellations to Feb 1985 - E3

Handbook of Machine Cancellations - published by SVP/ASCEP in two yellow A4 ring binders with cancellations to Dec 1982 - ES

Items are offered on a first come, first served basis, and postage is extra.

John Cordingley Tel: 01654 710020.
. _ .ri nt-tri members must add cost of postage to their returned remittances.

http://SRI.ML
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Whatever Happened to the Collection? with one's own collection, or at least the
John Cordingley arrangements one makes for its eventual

disposal. The undeniable fact is that at some
At the end of last year I was able to attend

the big Stamp Fair at the Horticultural Halls in
London. As usual I went with a rough idea of
what I was looking for and some equally rough
Idea of what I was prepared to spend. Now I do
not know the state of your collection but I do
know the state of mine - pretty chaotic. Having
taken over a collection from a deceased Aunt it
has been difficult to know how to develop what
had been quite a delightful accumulation of bits
and pieces that had been accumulated since
Aunt was a small girl visiting Switzerland for the
first time in the early 1920s. Her interests were
not quite my interests or let's best say the
collection is developing in a different direction.
This is after all to be expected. I have an interest
In Swiss Railways whilst she was more interested
In the Pro Patria cards. One aspect I have
developed was her interest in wrappers. So
wrappers it was that was on the shopping list for
the Fair and the hunt began.

"Is this all the Swiss material that you
have?", I find is always an interesting and
sometimes useful question to ask a dealer.
Having asked this time round the reply was,
Well are you interested in Swiss railway material
because I've got this collection - its mostly all
there although a few bits and pieces have gone."

Presented to me then was a collection of
album sheets - some 40 to 50 in all - with
stamps, pieces and covers for travelling post
offices both federal and private.  Some were
loosely placed between the leaves: some were
priced and some not. All at some time had been
beautifully written up with identification,
hand-drawn and coloured maps, and very fine
postmark drawings - the result of much care and
attention to detail as well as many hours of work.
All this was being pulled to pieces - "the maps

and drawings are of no value to me", said the
dealer. Unless you have a photographic memory
or stupendous records that you always carry
with you, and I have neither, I find that it is very
difficult to decide what of this kind of material to
buy. This time after an hour of careful sifting
through the sheets and checking quality I was
able to buy material that would add to my
existing collection. For the odd extra 50p, the
cost of something I did not want, I was able to
buy a completely written up page. At the end
with photographs, postcards and an extra map
'thrown in' to a negotiated price I felt I had done
quite well. What I am particularly pleased about
is that I have five complete sheets from this
collection - five sheets that I will keep just as
they are. Some of this collector's efforts have not
been completely lost! And incidentally I did find
some wrappers, and I did go over my budget!

This is not the only bit of a complete
collection that I have managed to buy. I have
been fortunate in getting somebody's collection of
wrappers, and several sections of the late Mrs.
Ravvnsley's collection. Perhaps this idea of
sections provides the answer as to what to do

Small Ad. H.R.Schwarzenbach's "Postgeschichte". The first 32 issues (1980-83) available
for the price of P.& P.-£5.75, or collect. D. Cairns; Telephone 01282-812956. A 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
- - ___.. ... 1 • T LA C'1-•;,11.eTtAr r:R

time or another our collections are either going to
be given away, sold or dispersed in some way or
another. We can never be sure that our wishes
on the disposal of our painstakingly accumulated
hoard are going to be honoured. One very well
written up collection had all the stamps and
covers removed from the pages. These were then
thrown away and the 'Swiss material' offered for
sale. The reason - the pages and albums took up
too much space. But how much more valuable
the collection would have been with all the
research work on the written up page. The seller
was clearly not responding to the best possible
available advice.

Unfortunately the Society has lost many
members who have passed away. Many of us
have been aware of the size, complexity, the
rarity, the niceties, the effort expended on these
collections. Where are they now? What has
happened to all this material? Has it been left or
passed on to another collector? Does it remain
In boxes and suitcases in damp lofts? Or has it
been offered to the first or nearest dealer just to
get rid of it as something to be cleared out of the
way? Was the collector's estate best served by
this?

I know that if the Northern Group Secretary
or I are informed of a member's death we always
write a letter of condolence to the family. We
always try to tactfully include a suggestion that
the Society is available to give advice and help in
the disposal of a collection. On no occasion has
this offer been taken up. Perhaps our wording is
wrong, perhaps there is the feeling that the
Society has a vested interest - interest yes, vested
Interest no. Perhaps at this sensitive time easy
options on the disposal of the estate are taken.

What do you want to happen to your
collection? Have you told anybody or better still
left specific written instructions? I have tried to
do this and found it far from easy. My collection
is not static and easily defined or described.
Indeed it is scattered in many places - boxes,
ring folders, stock books, albums. But there are
certain specific sections that are in specific
places. I do not decry the collector who attempts
to have a copy of every Swiss stamp mint and
used but this is not the aspect of my collection
that I prize. I do prize my collection of wrappers
and I would like to think that this is not
Immediately broken up but offered as a whole.
It's the wholeness that makes it interesting.
Individual wrappers might have some attraction
but the similarities, differences and write-up
make the real attraction and value. What parts
of your collection do you most prize? What will
happen to them? Have you made adequate
arrangements? Are these up to date? What
would happen if tomorrow you were involved in a
fatal accident? Perhaps if we spent a little of our
precious collecting time now we could save a lot
of aggravation in the time to come. Is a codicil to
a will giving the name of the Society "who can
offer advice to executers" a way forward?
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PTT Form 318.40 Despatch Note from Gordon Hall

This is the front of a thin card which I have had for some t
ime, and

although after collecting Swiss stamps for many years, I fee
l I

should know something about it and what it is, but apart fro
m the

obvious I don't! Doubtless it is of no significance, but it 
does

interest me, particularly with its array of strikes. I wonde
r if

one of the more 'expert' members would be able to enlighten m
e.

(The verso of the card has two cancels of Firenze Ferrovia fo
r the

17.11.75 and the two parts of an Italian fiscal for 500 lire.
 Ed.)
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SWITZERLAND T S CHANGE OF agaass CARDS by Hans H Wintjen
Reproduced from an article by Jan van den Berg in De Postzak, the magazine of the
Nederlandse Vereniging van Poststukken- en Poststempelverzamelaars based on an
article by the author 'Die Umzugs-Dienstpostkarten der PTT von 1980 his 1995' in
Der Ganzsachensammler, the magazine of the Schweizerischen Ganzsachen-Sammler-Verein,
with permission from both Societies- Translated from the Dutch by R S Johnson.
Explanation by the translator/adaptor (Jan van den Berg) - The Po & Po was set up
in 1946 to cover collectors of .postal history and cancellations. The area covered by
the latter is self-evident, but the collecting area followed by the first named
requires some explanation. At present it is understood that the main aspect of this
collecting area is the bringing togetherof cancelsi_tariffs.and,specialfrankings
on a cover, the collecting of letters from the pre-philatelic period or covers which
have a connection with a certain town or area. At that time it also covered the
collecting of 'postwaardestukken', ie, postal items with a stamp impression or inscrip-
tion indicating prior payment of postage or related services.
The collecting of such 'postwaardestukken' in vogue up to the '50s and '60s was the

concern of a very restricted group of collectors, also inside the Po & Po. The reasons
for this reduced interest were diverse. One can think of the increased extent of
this collecting area, the limited availability of trade with genuine material, or
the want Of a good catalogue for many countries.
In spite of this the collecting of postal stationery can in many ways be very

satisfactory, not least because very scarce postal stationery items often cost a
fraction of the price of the self-same postage stamps. Interesting finds can be made
because of the lack of adequate cataloguing for some countries!
Most countries have in the last couple of years limited themselves to issuing a

core assortment such as: postcards, envelopes, letter cards, aerogrammes and news-
paper wrappers. Some countries have also issued postal stationery for diverse reasons
which can be considered 'exotica', such as the 'work lists' of the Netherlands.
(Labour statistical reports to the Labour Bureau.) A nice summary of these other
postal stationery items is to be found in the book by J A Desimpelaere, although this
publication is directed to the use of postal stationery items in a philatelic
collection.
Change of Address cards can also be reckoned as exotica. The Netherlands and

Belgian postal authorities have issued this kind of special postal stationery since
1919 and 1937 respectively. For a long time these were the only countries issuing such
cards, at any rate in the form of postal stationery. In succeeding-years. countries
such. as Ireland and San Marino have joined in issuing change of address cards. These
are genuine postal stationery cards which state that the appropriate postage has
been paid but not how much (signifying the same as the British non-value indicator).
In the last few years they were issued especially in countries where inflation was
rampant. With which I will just indicate that collecting modern postal stationery
leads to nice and sometimes exciting directions.
The Swiss Change of Address cards belong, in my opinion, to the 'exciting' objects.

They were issued in the period 1980-1995 and are different from the Dutch and Belgian
cards because they are service cards. (Moreover up to now there has not been an
adequate cataloguing of these relatively unknown Change of Address cards. J vdB)

It is true that the Swiss PTT have issued more special postal stationery in the
form of service cards which, among others, is connected with the interest of the
carriage of post and goods via the railways in that country. Also Switzerland has
exotica such as postal stationery for 'Nachforschung bei Kassenunterschieden' and
'Meldungen des Frankiermaschinenen-Zahlerstandes' (Enquiry regarding cash differences
and Report of Franking machine meters).
For a (opt wholly complete) summary of this kind of special Swiss postal stationery

you can look in the Michel catalogue.
Change of Address cards are popular with Dutch collectors of postal stationery.

Swiss postal stationery is relatively well collected. In this article Hans H Wintjen,
member of the Schweizerischer Ganzsachen-Sammler-Verein (a sister society of the
Po & Po) writes of his examination of Swiss Change of Address cards. This is an adapt-
tation of an article which appeared earlier in Der Ganzsachensammler.
1. Introduction - The Change of Address cards issued by the Swiss PTT form an
ancillary area of Swiss postal stationery and are relatively unknown to collectors.
This article will increase interest for this area. Several collectors have helped
me in this regard, especially I wish to note-the help of Urs Hobi and Rolf Brand/Uster.

First I must say that acquisition of these postcards has cost little in the last cr--
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few years. Recently this has become harder as the Swiss 
PTT takes new directions.

In this way the cards available at each counter positio
n are limited by supply

and are soon finished. Up to now they have been supplie
d free.

In this article I will deal with two kinds of change of
 address cards with the

postal stamp impression:
- the cards. with the form number PTT 212.06 and 211.11;

- the cards with the form number PTT212.09 and two roul
etted sides, those coming

from the forms for the 'Wohnungswechsel/Nachsendungsbeg
ehren' (Change of address/

Redirection requests).
These postal stationery items were issued in the period

 1980-1995. Cards are

known before these years issued by the Swiss PTT for the
 same purpose (figure 1)

but which had to have postage paid. The various cards w
hich, according to J vd B,

are known from the '60s and '70s have, probably not ent
irely by chance, the form

number PTT 212.06.

Figure 1 - Forerunner
without postage stampSchweiz

Suisse 10 Redo.
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2. The Change of Address cards with Form numbers 212.09
 and 212.11 - The first

cards with the inscription 'AdressAnderungsanzeige/Avis
 de changement d'adresse/

Avviso di cambiamento d'indirizzo
l and a stamp impression were very probably

printed in 1980. They were intended to allow business r
elations, family members

and acquaintances to know of a new address.

The first issue had form No. 212.11 and a value impress
ion of 20c (figure 2).

I do not know if there are more issues with this form n
umber existing because the

PTT do not have any records on this subject. I have the
 feeling they are not inter-

ested in things which interest collectors.

Subsequently Form No. 212.11 was used for a postcard wi
th the inscription

'Mittellung der Anderung der Postleitzahl' (Announcement
 of change in postcode).

This card exists with the stamp impression 00.50 (Fr) a
nd also with the ad-

ditional 00.10 (Fr). Both cards have the printing mark 
PTT 212.11 A6 K 160 without

the year.
In November 1986 a change of address card was issued 

without value impression.

At this part of the card there was a framed three-langu
age inscription 'Druck-

sachentaxe (printed matter rate). The form number is 21
2.06, the same as all

cards up to then.
In 1988 the postcard 'Adressanderung' PTT 212.06 was is

sued for the first time

with value impression (figure 3). At the top left on th
e address side was printed

-
in German, French & Italian 'AdresseAnderung/Changement

 d'adresse/Cadbiamento

d'indirizzo'. At the top right there was a value impres
sion of 00.50 (Fr), the

then postage rate. To the left in the middle there was 
a picture of household

goods on legs, as a caricature of the removal. The diff
erent texts and classi-

fications of the reverse side of this card are to be fo
und in the catalogue given

at the end of this article. (Translator's note: I think 
at IA 5. RSJ)
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As a consequence of the little knowledge of these change of address cards by collec-
tors, and also the lack of interest up to now, it is difficult to arrive at a
market value. An attempt at this is to be found in the September 1994 supplement
to the Zumstein Postal Stationery Catalogue of Switzerland. It is somewhat unclear
but is clarified by my new list which is given in section 5.

I am not clear how the pricing in this supplement has been decided. In my opinion
account must be taken of the fact that cards of 00.50 with the impression of 00.10
come from the original supply of cards without impression. How many of the cards
with or without the supplementary impression of 00.10 were in circulation is not
clear, seeing that the Swiss PTT were not especially responsive to my question. I
must record though that the Department Verkauf Postdienste, Produkt -Marketing Brief-
post and the Library have been most helpful with my investigation.
(This article will be continued)

87-7 212.06 X1189 7800000 (t0003>

ACID ADHESIVES ON SWISS COVERS (reproduced from'Tell') by Henry Ratz
Seldom has an invention created so much harm to philatelists as the introduction
of self-sealing envelopes. Patented as "Autofix", Swiss patent No. 168456, by
Goessler of Zurich in the late 1930s, it is,, in my opinion, one of the most self-
destructive materials ever introduced into Swiss philately. It is a disaster of the
greatest magnitude and smacks of total irresponsibility. The adhesive must have
been brewed by the same guys who created DDT!
They are still around (with or without modified adhesives). They were used exten-

sively for FDCs and for special events by collectors, societies, and the PTT. As
the sample here shows, by now the acid in the adhesive has oxidized severely, cre-
ating a dirty brown stain and then starts to bleed through to the front if you
leave the flaps closed. In another 30 to 50 years, you or your descendants will be
able to trash all these nice covers. (The adhesive is a latex base which eventually
decomposes to form lactic acids. Ed.)
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I urge you, in your interests and those of future philatelists, to find these
covers and remove their backs. Take a razor blade, a steel straightedge, two
deep breaths, and lower the boom on them. Never mind the old myth that covers with-
out backs are worthless; if you don't do this now, time will ravage them far worse!

_

There are reports that plastic hinge-less mounts leach the ink from stamps!
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The Victory Services Club was again the venue for the LONDON group meeting on 11th March 1998. Thirteen

members and a visitor participated in an evening on Swiss Lakes., a title that produced nine displays. Many

centred around post card pictures of the lakes with a highlight being a panoramic view round Lake Geneva

showing boats on both the Swiss North and South sides of the Lake. The 1978 LEMANEX sheet provided a

particularly good focus of attention with postcards matching the variety of boats shown. Indeed postcards for

all the lakes that are shown on Swiss stamps were on display with many views corresponding to the stamp

designs. Not only were the older postcards presented but also modern colour photographs that show

Switzerland as sunshine, blue skies and snow-covered mountains.
Mail carried on the lakes did feature with a good number of covers showing ship cancellations especially from

Lake Lucerne and the Bodensee. However of particular interest to your note-taker was another superb display

of postmarked covers from the Ticino area around Lake Maggiore. One 1855 cover not only had a Ticino

Military Office cancellation but a RANZO oval (Group 68), the typical MAGADINO horseshoe (Group 109) and

the BELUNZONA open topped box (Group 93). An Italian parcel despatch card also took the eye. Dated 1894

from COSSATO in Italy to BASEL it had travelled via MODENA to LUINO where it had received the Poste

Swizzera cds (Group 167). Several other cancellations for this Swiss customs post in Italy were also shown-

interesting and quite difficult material to find.
One 1957 cover stamped on the M/S Rousseau part of the Bielersee fleet complemented another member's

display of town and K cancellations around that lake. Indeed although there was some duplication of material

it was surprising how individual displays complemented each other, a point brought out by Fred Pickard when

he gave a very appreciative vote of thanks. JAC

(Group numbers refer to Andres & Emmenegger postmark catalogues)

SOME BACKGROUND NOTES TO THE MENZBERG TO RUSWYL COVER
M Rutherfoord

The Napf (1400m) tops an almost circular area of hills and 
valleys, famous with

walkers and nature friends for hundreds of years. The weste
rn half is in Canton

Bern and the eastern in Canton Luzern. To get from Luzern t
o Bern one has to take

either the older northern, or the newer southern route. Men
zberg (1016m) in the

middle of the eastern part has long been a holiday centre w
ith its Kurhaus, so

that it is not surprising that in 1833, just after the cant
ons took over their posts,

Menzberg became an official letter Depot. In 1849 there was
 a trip three times a

week by a postal messenger to Willisau, but in 1865 the mes
senger went six times.

a week, 8km on foot, to Menznau (600m) in summer, four time
s in winter. In 1880,

during July and August only, a private coachman ran some so
rt of horse-drawn cart.

Not very much seemed to happen in between.

At the time of our letter, May 1875, Anton Mehr was the Pos
tmaster with an annual

salary of 600fr. He had been there since 1865, but left in 
1876.

In Menznau, on the northern route between Wolhusen and Will
isau, the Postmaster

at that time was Alois Naef, who served there from 1867 to 
1885 and had then an

annual salary of 840fr. His office controlled the finances 
of Meniberg until 1878.

In August 1875 the railway line Luzern-Langnau-Bern was ope
ned, the southern

route, and the coach traffic along the northern route fell.
 In 1887 a Depot was

opened at Twerenegg, halfway between Menzberg and Menznau, 
to serve a group of

farmhouses, no hotels.
Today a yellow postbus does the trip from Menznau to MenZbe

rg in 20 minutes, and

runs eight trips a day. I hope to try it out when the weath
er gets warmer.

(Information from: BID Bern and a 7-page article on Menzber
g Hotels by Max H Wehrli

in the SVP Bulletin of June 1993.)

WANTS LISTS - After the few small ads recently a member has
 raised the question of

some way of filling members' wants lists. Would it be pract
icable to find a way to

circulate these with the packet, or include them with the N
ewsletter? Members may

like to suggest ways of doing this. If it takes a long time
 for your wants to turn

up in the packet at least you can see before you buy. As lo
ng as the 'small ad' was

no more than two or three lines then it could go in the mon
thly Newsletter with a

telephone number or even address. This brings your Editor r
ound to an article he

saw many years ago in a Swiss magazine about 'quality' and 
pricing of stamps. If I

ever get time I will see if I can find it and precis it for
 inclusion here. If you

have any thoughts on the matter of wants lists, or quality,
 then send it in along

with your Small Ads of sales and wants. Queries also w
elcome:

RAZOR BLADE CANCELS - another Geneve rue du Stand cancel fo
r 6.XII.01 sent me to

the article by Mrs Bidmead in the July 1991 issue of the Ne
wsletter. The cancels

shown there do seem to be subject to damage which be
ars out Michael Rutherfoord's

comment last month. Remember that Michael has handled these
 cancellers and did the

research into the subject. Once again you 'read it first he
re' - 96 pages of real

information every year about Swiss stamps in English - keep
 it coming in: Ed.
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The Chairman of the NORTHERN GROUP for this year, David Whitworth was, when
nominated over twelve months ago, quite reluctant to take up that office. For what reason
I am now not quite sure but it certainly could not have been because of the thought of
having to give the Chairman's Display - or could it? Well the day of reckoning was
Saturday, 7th March, when members were treated to a truly remarkable display built
around the perforated Sitting Helvetia issues of 1862 to 1881.  The presentation
commenced with some thirty sheets of the various values and printings of those issues,
mainly used but illustrating the wide variations in shades of colour of the individual values.
There were also numerous examples of the varieties (double embossing, split frames) to be
found amongst certain values as well as a set carrying the "AUSSER KURS" overprint.
However, the major portion of the display was devoted to postal items, within Switzerland
and abroad, illustrating the multiplicity of postage rates which existed before the
introduction of the U.P.U. rates in 1875. As David explained, it was difficult to know just
where to start some sort of logical presentation but, sensibly, he chose to commence with
local items, proceeding to the wider inland coverage, then to mail destined for other
countries. What a wonderful selection there was; too numerous to mention in detail but
covering every aspect and combination of the designated postal rates of that particular
period. In this present day age of E-mail and Fax correspondence, one is apt to forget the
vast scope of the postal system of a century ago which gave rise to the many different
cancellations, route marks and other strikes which, today, lend themselves to serious
philatelic study; to the commercial mail with "Nachnaiime" demands, subscriptions to
magazines and journals as well as the more intimate private correspondence. It was all to
be found in this display. Indirectly associated with these Sitting Helvetias were examples
of the postal stationery of the period, the embossed franking often supplemented by an
additional value stamp to make up the correct postage rate. Each member present had his
own particular preference on what he would have liked to take away. Mine consisted of
three items. A posted copy to Italy of the "Gazzetta Ticinese", dated September 12, 1863,
franked with the 3c. black; a cover dated January 17, 1866, to Alba (Italy) with the 30c.
vermilion cancelled with the "Curio" Ticino oval sent via Locarno and with the "Verbano
(N2)" Lake Maggiore shipmark; then a black edged mourning cover from Thun to Dalhousie
(India), September 2, 1867, with correct postage of Fr.2 made up with the 60c. copper-
bronze (x3) plus the 20c. orange. The array of transit marks on this item was most
impressive, Marseille, Bombay, Agra, culminating with the Dalhousie receiving strike dated
2 October, 1867. In his vote of thanks, Tony Hoyle commented on the range and depth of
research our Chairman had undertaken in compiling this display, how each of us, as
always, had learned something new but also what a pity it was that so few of us had been
privileged to have seen it. D.C.
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Did you know`' M Rutherfoord

- that the SP has quickly said that the 'rumour' is not correc
t and

that they have no plans to invalidate old stamps. I imagine t
hat

collectors, stamp dealers and the Philatelic Services have p
resented

many positive reasons for leaving things as they are. On the
 other

hand one hears that as soon as most POs are equipped with th
e new

terminals, then payment for parcels will no longer be possib
le with

stamps, only cash or credit card, to suit the standard coded
 address

labels_now coming into use.
- that the split-up of the old PTT into Swisscom and La Poste 

is

proceeding, the liberalization allows competition for both t
elephone

and postal services. The post retain their monopoly on lette
rs and

parcels only up to 2kg. The richer telephones have for years
 subsidized

the post, now the post stands alone. However, the Federal Co
uncil is

still the main shareholder_of the re-organized post to ensur
e that

all parts of the country are equally served. Naturally this 
is not

easy and costs have to be reduced. We will see how it develop
s.

- that for foreign Express post the old labels are out, now we
 have

the UK type which is, apparently, now the world standa
rd. I cannot

think of ,a poorer design, see figure-la. Prices remain the s
ame, am

additional CHF 8.- for all countries. From 1.2.98 the refere
nce.Of'the

label is Form No. 237.22.
- that there is a new service 'Priority Business' (English name

,

naturally) for a guaranteed delivery time for parcels into f
our zones

in Europe. The cheapest is for a 2kg parcel to Germany at CHF
 48.-,

but a part of the customs costs are included. All four zones
 lie

north of the Alps! I found out about these two items by acci
dent, now

there is no PTA (official bulletin) to tell normal customers
 about

changes in services, only 'internal' memos.

- that the three new official postcards I mentioned last month
 for

the Nagano Winter Olympics in Japan are sold only by the Phi
latelic

Counters, so that the ordinary PO has no idea about them nor
, of

course, what 'Taxe Perpe' means. Is this the new philosophy,
 new

stamps and other items only for collectors and philatelic su
bscribers?

See also figures la and lb.
- that so far this year one has heard only strong words agains

t the

number, and quality, of the new stamps, and lack of warning.
 It seems

that the new 90c 'road post' has found some interest in the 
theme of

'Dogs, and their Habits'. I refuse to buy it, or use it.

- that another disaster was the joint 'Swiss-Thailand' issue. 
The

Thais were apparently not prepared to print a commoner on th
e same

stamp as their king. The firm of Bach in Basel has found the
 way to

get hold of Thai FDCs, see figure 2, in which they have redu
ced the

_Swiss _cancel-diameter-by -2mm-,- and enla.rged-heir
J--s-b-y 2mm.

- that I have mentioned before that this .up-and-coming firm pr
oduces

price lists with useful groupings of similar stamp categorie
s. Their

latest list 'Winter 98' is worth getting, from Jean Paul Bach
 AG,

Steinenvorstadt 53, CH-4010 Basel.
- that another item in the new list is a PJ booklet, issued by

 the

Basel office only, containing three blocks of four of the 'of
ficial'

70c fish, and the other 70c mistletoe, and the 90c frog. See
 figure 3

which gives the impression that the stamps are se-tenant, bu
t are not.

SPI NEWS - On the cover of the Newsletter last November was 
shown one

of the postcards sent from Italy by Charles LaBlonde. It seem
s that

all postcards cancelled in Locarno were done in error! This 
explains

why your Editor could not get a sensible answer from the PO t
here.

Obliteration of the labels is done by application of a blue 
stamped-

on 'A Priority' to prevent reuse. Now only the coding bars o
r dots

prove postal use, either Swiss or in the country of reci
pient. Was told

that collection is three times a week. Only 100 odd hotels la
st year,

but there will be many more this year. (Card posted by Micha
el on the

18th received here on the 20th March. Ed.)

.<1 The figures mentioned in the DYK column are on the facing page.
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SWITZERLAND IN GERMANY? - Ken Eadie has sent a photocopy of a cancel
which he says is probably a curiosity of no philatelic importance.
It is intriguing to find SCHWEIZ in a German cancel. To be precise
the cancel is on a postcard to the USA in 1902 from BASTEI, sdchs.
Schweiz, and there is a handstamp stating that Richard Leukroth had
been the post agent there for 25 years, from 1877-1902. Any ideas
as to why Schweiz is in Germany can be sent to the Editor.
GERMANY IN SWITZERLAND - There is also a query about WW II German 4 -
stamps overprinted 'Schweiz' for the invasion in the 1940s. Does ---..- -
any member know anything about these?

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
April 4th - Northern Group AGM & Auction
April 8th - London Group, Cup Competition & Moore Trophy - ALL MEMBERS ELIGIBLE
May 13th - London Group, Odds & Ends - queries and bits and pieces, all members.

LA POSTE SWISS POST5 DIE POST' L4 POSTA 5 have excelled themselvesyet again with this issue
at the Naganophilex stamp exhibition in Japan (5-22.2.1998) by producing a folder
containing a block of four of the special stamp for the candidature, Sion in 2006
to host the Olympic Games. With the cancel shown the folder costs a mere CHF 7.-
It is doubtful if the folder is available elsewhere!--

,---, Exposition philatélique--- -
Stamp exhibition
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ANOTHER BALE OUTRE MER cancel sent in by Ken Eadie (above)
As members seem to spend more time in front of a screen than they do reading the
queries in the Newsletter, and answering them, here are two more places to find
details of Swiss Philately: swissonline.ch/atm/sbz and http://www.scoutphila.com/sbz
More Postal Agencies outside Switzerland from Michael Rutherfoord. In the February
1997 issue of the Newsletter were shown cancels for three of these; here are more
that Michael has found while 'trawling' the archives of the PTT.
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WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN MENZBERG IN 1875?

Readers will no doubt remember the cover shown on the front of the

rebruary issue or the Newsletter. Now another cover has turned up,

this time just going as far as Menznau on the 6th October 1875.

At the beginning of October the foot messenger would still be going

up and down six times a week as Michael Rutherfoord explained on p 29

last month. What was Postmaster Anton Mehr doing with the post in

this small village? The letter is again sent by the political council

of the village; were they all relatives of Herr Mehr? It is too long,

5 months between the two covers, for there to be no stamps in Menznau.

There must be someone out there with an explanation for these covers!

Who says that the 'post' is "Snail Mail"? Gene Kelly sent me a letter,

printed paper rate posted Geneva 2,7 a.m. 21st April 1998. Wrongly

sorted here, backstamped Glastonbury 6 a.m. 22nd and delivered to me

in Bath at 11 a.m. on the 22nd. Just 28 hours for the trip! Ed.

HELP NEEDED FROM GB POSTAL HISTORIANS - Michael Rutherfoord would like

to see the British Rates tables for letters TO Switzerland 1850-1875,

showing the 'rayon' changes, ie, list of towns with appropriate rates.

It seems that France did not accept the 1850 reduction of 4 to 3 rayons,

but waited until 1854, then went to two. One can imagine the cost to

all countries of informing all their POs of all the Swiss changes. The

internal and foreign rayons, therefore, were seldom identical at any

one time. Also the weight steps did not always line up. Michael has

the GB rate table for 1838/9. Do help if you can, even with ideas of

where to consult a copy. You will all read about it here eventually.

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 52nd year I No.5 I pp 33-40 I London May 1998 I ISSN 0951-0001
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SWITZERLAND'S CHANGE OF ADDRESS CARDS by Hans B Wintjen
(Continued from page 28 of the February 1998 issue of the Newsletter.)
3. The Change of Address Cards for Canton Graubdnden - Apart from the cards whichwere intended for the whole of Switzerland, the Chur postal direction issued sep-arate cards for the Romansh speaking population in Canton Graubdnden. The printingimpression is 'KPD X' in place of 'PTT'.
The first card was issued in August 1990 in a printing of 50 000. They can beconsidered as a forerunner and had at the top left the three language text 'Adresse-dnderung/Changement d'adresse/Avviso di cambiamento d'indirizzo'. The followingissues had the Romansh inscription 'Midada d'adressa' in place of the Frenchtext (figure 4).

4. The cards with Form No. 212.09 - These cards come from a set of five 'Wohnungs-weschel/Nachsendungsbegehren' forms. The set is printed on blue paper, the lastpart consisting of two postal stationery cards on blue card. The execution ofboth cards is similar to those printed on white card (figure 5).
The cards printed above each other are rouletted at the right and in the middleso that it is easy to divide them (an exception to this forms the cards of thetrial print, No. 1, which are rouletted on the left). Therefore the collector hasthree variants, which are priced separately in the Michel catalogue:
a) cards that are cut below and to the right;
b) cards that are cut above and to the right;
c) complete forms.

With one exception all cards are printed on the same blue card - the cards withthe printing mark VII 90 and those belonging to them are printed on blue-green cardand paper. One distinguishes also two editions - with value impression of 00.50and with supplementary impression 00.10 for an increase in rate.
As Graubunden has its own cards, this three-language blue form was issued forthis canton, whereby the French text is replaced by Romansh. In this way the col-lecting area of postal stationery gets greater. To my surprise it seems that thedifference between the print 'Changement d'adresse' for Switzerland as a wholeand 'Midada d'adressa' for Graubdnden had not attracted the attention of the staffin the Chur postal direction.
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5. Cataloguing of the Swiss Change of Address Cards 
In order to differentiate between the different editions of these cards and theforms, it is necessary to pay attention to the printing marks. The meaning of theabbreviations is as follows:
A6 paper format (148 x 105mm)
K 160 paper weight (160g/m )
PB Postbetriebsabteilung (postal work department)LF Logistik Postdienst (Logistics Postal Service)
KPD X Kreispostdirektion 10 (Chur) (Headquarters Postal Area X , Chur)

All cards are provided with a red value impression that looks like a franking ma-chine cancel. Here we have a value impression that is printed (probably offset JvdB).
t=m°
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It has four numbers and is with or without the decimal marker (the value is 
thus

given in francs and rappen/centimes JvdB).

In addition to the change of address cards catalogued here, there are severa
l forms

and cards which were made available to the public for similar purposes but t
hese did

not need to be franked with stamps. It would be too much to give details her
e, partly

because we are not talking about postal stationery. Despite this such forms 
and cards

are of interest philatelically. A collector of postal stationery is probably
 likely

to want to include some in a supplement to the official change of address ca
rds.

IA CHANGE OF ADDRESS CARDS FOR SWITZERLAND AS A WHOLE

1. 0020 (rappen). Light yellowish card, at top left above the address lines the

three-language indication 'Adressednderungsanzeige/Avis de changement d'adre
sse/

Avviso di cambiamento d'indrizzo
i . On the reverse side the inscription 'Sie

werden gebeten, die nachstehende AdresseAnderung vorzunehmen' (You are asked
 to

note the following change of address).

Printing mark at bottom left: PTT 212.11 IV 80 25000 A6 K 160 (figure 2, Feb
)

PTT 212.11 1.82 40000 A6 K 160

2. 0035 idem PTT 212.11 1.84 20000 PB K 160

3. 00.50 idem (with point) PTT 212.11 V.84 40000 PB K 160

4. 0050 idem PTT 212.11 IV.85 60000 PB K 160

The following cards are all printed on white card (148 x 105mm). At top left
 the

three-language inscription 'Adresseänderungsanzeige/Avis de changement d'adr
esse/

Avviso di cambiamente d'indirizzo' with a caricature of household goods on l
egs.

5. 0050 (Fr.) Three unbroken address lines with a broken line below for the pos
t-

code and destination place (figure 3). On the reverse in three languages 'Ic
h bin/

Wir sind umgezogen..., bisherige und neu Adresse..., persönliche Angaben...,
 .

(I/We have moved..., previous and new address..., personal details...)

Printing mark bottom left on front: PTT 212.06 XII 89 7 800 000 (100 153)

6. 00.50 (Fr.) As No. 5 but printing mark nowon the reverse side, bottom left.

Four unbroken address lines. PTT 212.06 VI 90 6 600 000 PB (100 153)

7. 00.50 (Fr.) As card No 6 but with the text on the reverse changed, three li
nes

'Ich bin/Wir sind umgesogen..., Neu Postfachadresse..., Anderung Postfach...
,'

(I/We have moved..., New postbox address..., Change of postbox...)

PTT 212.06 (100 153) 12.91 7 Mb. PB

8. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 5 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.06 XII 89 7 800 000 (100 153)

9. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 6 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.06 VI 90 6 600 000 PB (100 153)

10. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 7 with supplementary value impression (figure 6
).

PTT 212.06 (100 153) 12.91 7 Mio. PB

11. 0060 (rappen) On the reverse side in four lines 'Ich bin/Wir sind umgezogen.
..,

Neu: Postfachadresse..., Anderung Postfach..., Anderung der PLZ...' (I/We ha
ve

moved..., New postbox address..., Change of postbox..., Change of postcode)

- PTT-212.0L -(loo-isay PB

IB CHANGE OF ADDRESS CARDS FOR GRAUBUNDEN

1. 00.50 (Fr.) Light creamy card. Text top left, three languages (Ger/Fr/It) as

for the normal cards, format also. Caricature the same. Three unbroken addre
ss

lines and a fourth broken line for the postcode and place of destination.

Printing mark KPD X VIII 90 50 000

2. 0060 (rappen) As the previous card but text at top left in Ger/Romangh/It

Printing mark KPD X 212.06 (128 339) XI.92 50 000 (and) XII.92 50 000;

11.93 50 000; V,93 50 000; IX.93 50 000 (figure 4); 11.94 50 000; VI.94 500
00.

3. 0060 + 10 (Fr.) Card No. 2 with supplementary value impression.

Printing mark KPD X 212.06 (128 339) XI.92 50 000 (and) 11.94 50 000

IIA CHANGE OF ADDRESS CARDS FROM THE 'Wohnungswechsel/Nachsendungsbegehren' 
FORMS

FOR SWITZERLAND AS A WHOLE

Before the blue forms with double cards were issued, a trial edition on whit
e card

was manufactured. The cards were rouletted at the left in contrast to the de
finitive

issue. Up to now only the lower card from the double cards is known (figure-
7).

1. 00.50 (Fr.) On the far left identical to card No. IA-1, three languages.

Printing mark: PTT212.09 Probeauflage V 88 1000 PB (trial edition)

For the following numbers we are talking about five forms, of which the last
 consists tro
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Figure 7
P17 212.09 Plotmoulls9* vee 1000 PO

of two joined cards format 148 x 210mm in the middle and rouletted at the right.
Printed on blue card with imprinted value impression. The cards have at top left
the three-language text 'Adresse.Anderung/Changement d'adresse/Cambiamento d'indrizzo'
with the caricature of household goods on legs below.
2. 00.50 (Fr) To the left below the printing mark, three interrupted address lines

with below an interrupted line for the postcode and destination place.
PTT 212.09 I 90 1 000 000 x 5 PB (100 155)

3. 00.50 (Fr.) As card No. 2, blue-green card. Printing mark vertical along the
left edge, between the caricature and the address lines a thick, vertical black
dividing line. Three address lines, the fourth of uninterrupted dots.
PTT 212.09 VII 90 1 000 000 x 5 PB (100 155)

4. 00.50 (Fr.) As card No. 3, blue card.
PTT 212.09 (100 155) 3.91 1 000 000 x 5 PB

3.92 1 000 000 x 5 PB
5. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 2 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.09 1.90 1 000 000 x 5 PB (100 155)
6. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 3 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.09 VII.90 1 000 000 x 5 PB (100 155)
7. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 4 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.09 (100 155) 3.91 1 000 000 x 5 PB
3.92 1 000 000 x 5 PB

8. 0060 (rappen)
PTT 212.09 (100 155) 8.93 I 000 000 x 5 LP

IIB CHANGE OF ADDRESS CARDS FROM THE 'Wohnungswechel/Nachsendungsbegehren' FORMS
FOR GRAUBUNDEN
The cards are the same as those form for Switzerland as a whole, but the text
'Adresse4nderung' at the bottom left is in German, Romansh and Italian.

1. 00.50 (Fr.)
PTT 212.09 (100 155) 5.91 15 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

1.92 20 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)
10.92 10 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

2. 00.50 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 1 with supplementary value
PTT 212.09 (100 155) 5.91 15 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

1.92 20 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)
10.92 10 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

3. 0060 (rappen). Large value number without decimal point.
PTT 212.09 (122 808) 2.93 55 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

impression.
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4. 0060 + 00.10 (Fr.) Card No. 3 with supplementary value impression.

PTT 212.09 (122 808) 2.93 55 000 x 5 PB (KPD X)

NOTES
1. J A Desimpelaere, Het gebruik van postwaardestukken & aanverwanten in de

thematische filatelie. Published by the author 1991.

2. Michel Ganzsachen-Katalog Europa West 1992, Mfinchen, 1992.

3. Hans H Wintjen, Die Umzugs-Dienstpostkarten der PTT von 1980 bis 1995.

Der Ganzsachensammler, Journal of the Swiss Ganzsachen-Sammler-Vereins,

No. 54 April 1966.

Our thanks again to Bob Johnson for making this translation from the Dutch.

Any other member who can help with translations from foreign journals would be

most welcome as the stock of articles is very low. On the other hand why not

send in the results of your own research as this is your NEWSLETTER!

SWITZERLAND IN GERMANY and a few other places as well - a new thematic subject?

Werner Gattiker of Leo Baresch Ltd. wrote to say that the mountainous region of

Saxony has long been known as Sâchsische Schweiz (Saxon Switzerland) because it

reminded the people of Saxony of the lovely Swiss landscapes. It has been a

favourite holiday for the east Germans, and the name of 'Sachische Schweiz'
appears on a number of postmarks, including pictorial cds similar to the Swiss

K-cancels. Like their Swiss counterparts, these are meant to attract potential

holiday makers to the region.
Derek Lake wrote to say that he was aware of two 'Switzerlands' in Germany.

Fränkische Schweiz, which is an area to the north of Nuremberg, and Sachsische

Schweiz, which is south east of Dresden towards the Czech border. One of the

rivers of the latter is now plied by the steamship "Bastei"! There are, of

course, other little Switzerlands in New Zealand, Russia and even UK.

Eric Lienhard extends the list further with Böhmische Schweiz which is Bohemia

in Czechoslovakia. (I still think the genuine Schweiz beats them all. Ed.)

Which brings us to the lineside graffiti on page 32 last month and the modern

graffiti which anyone travelling by train in Switzerland must have seen. Eric

Lienhard suggests that the Cailler card shown last month cannot possibly be

graffiti as Switzerland is such a tidy country, they are obviously 'Rock

Paintings'. Some of the 17 postcards Eric has of these are of a more transient

nature in meadows and snow fields. The ones the Editor has bear no printer's

mark. What we need is one of our postcard experts to find a Cailler card view

without the advert. It would be easy to add the graffiti to the plates just for

advertising purposes. Postcard Experts - get looking through your cards please.

PTT Form 318.40 on the front of the April Newsletter drew replies from two of

our members, Charles LaBlonde and Werner Gattiker. It seems that these forms

are known internationally as "CP 2" and accompany :a parcel, usually with other

documentaticn Such as cUStoms declarations and export licences. In most countries
(other than Britain) the stamps paying the postage on the parcel are not affixed

to the parcel but to the CP 2. In this case Grieder & Cie, an expensive dress shop

in Zarich specializing in silk, sent a 1.2kg parcel to Messrs Renzopucci in

Florence at noon on 31st October 1975. The 5.90fr was paid with the three stamps

we can see. It cleared Swiss customs at Chiasso on 3rd November; Italian customs

at Como on the 5th and reached Florence on the 15th. The 500 lire was collected

with a parcel post stamp (not a fiscal, Editor's mistake). Could the 17, 10 & 698

be the storage depot marks to show where it was to be found? At least these cards

are easier to display than a piece of brown paper from the parcel itself. 

GENEVE RAZOR BLADE CANCELS 6.04 (8)
Eric Lienhard has checked his and found
some evidence of the bars on three. 2mm
or less in two places on 13X00 & 31X1100;
strangely 3X1I00 shows in six places all
2mm or less. In the Guinand listing the
earliest date is 10IX00; in the SBZ 11/87
he says on 141X00 upper bridge missing,
lower bridge intact, by 241X00 lower is
also incomplete, and disappeared by the
year's end. Eric's 3X1I00 is a mystery!

Overheard - 7 have decided to part with most of
my Swiss stamp collection. Over the years I have
found tfuzt I can't see them as well as I used . to
so Jam collecting postcards instead. Its so
exciting because I have got over 600 different
ones of the Chateau de Chiffon and nearly 6000

topographical ones.'

from an anonymous source
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The Annual General Meeting of the Northern Group was held in Leeds on Saturday,

the 4th April under the chairmanship of David Whitworth. In his report as well as that of
the Secretary, comment was made about the high standard of display and presentation
which continues to be maintained by this small group. He added that as a result of his
year in office, he was gradually being persuaded to widen his collecting interests beyond

his long time specialisation of the Sitting Helvetia issues (see last month's report). He

thanked all for the support that he had been given. The secretary commented on the loss

of two more members, earlier in the season, through death and ill health; friends we could

ill afford to lose. Nevertheless, all present were of the opinion that this group would

continue and eventually flourish after the losses of the last two years. We were
particularly appreciative of the encouragement and support received from the National

Officers.

Officers for the 1998/99 season were elected or re-elected. Michael Proctor will be
the new chairman with your correspondent continuing as secretary/treasurer. After many,

many years in the post Tony Hoyle has relinquished the office of Librarian, this being taken

over by our retiring chairman, David Whitworth. We do thank Tony most sincerely for his

diligence in this duty and (tongue in cheek), Mrs. Hoyle also for allowing the storage of
the material in their home! Perhaps it is not too well known amongst members in the north

of England but the Northern Group, as well as the National Group does hold quite a

comprehensive stock of Swiss related books, catalogues, magazines and pamphlets which
may be borrowed against the cost of postage. Relevant telephone numbers as to whom to

contact are to be found on the current programme. A full programme was agreed upon for
the next season and this will appear on the new cards later in the year. Finally, whilst

enjoying Michael's refreshments - yes, he too was thanked - two members gave mini-

displays; one relating to the modern issues of International Switzerland, the U.N. Geneva

Office; the other of 5c. postal stationery cards of the 1880's bearing advertising motifs of
, the chocolate firm Suchard. D.C.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL COMPETITION was held at the London meeting on 8th April 1998.
The Helvetia Silver Cup was won by F Pickard with a fine entry on the 1939 National
Exhibition issues. Runner-up was V J Mitchell with an interesting study of the high
value 'Evangelists' issued in 1961. These were the only two entries received but, as
both achieved high judging marks, they were deemed worthy of their awards. The Moore
Trophy was won by E G Stern with a beautifully presented display of 19th century
pre-stamp covers. Runner-up was Doug Houtris with a show of Swiss TPO markings. Other
entries were Postage dues, Postal Stationery, and the Swiss Post in the 19th century.
The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to all who displayed, enabling a thoroughly
entertaining evening which was enjoyed by all. The meeting concluded with a discussion
on possible subjects for next season's programme, during which the point was raised
on whether there should be more emphasis on purely philatelic displays. After further
consideration, it was agreed unanimously that there should be no restriction on the
nature of the displays and that presentations should continue in their present format.

CPM

HELVETIA MEMBER WINS AT FERNDOWN - Ted Stern swept the board with his two excellently
presented Swiss entries at the recently-hold Ferndown & West Moors annual competition
night. Ted won the Postal History cup with a display of pre-stamp letters, the
Thematic cup with Swiss posts from the 14th to 20th century, and the Arthur Denyer
cup as the overall winner in the three classes.

His pre-stamp entry started with straight-line cancellations from Fribourg 1818
and Morges 1823 on to early double-ring cds from 1840 to 1861. In the thematic entry
the various methods of transporting and delivering mail were shown from Cantonal
Messenger through to present day Air Mails.
Both displays join the winner in the general class to represent Ferndown at the

forthcoming interclub competition against other clubs from Dorset and Hampshire on
the 18th of April. D S

IF YOU ARE GIVING A DISPLAY, OR WIN A COMPETITION then let the Editor Know so that

it can go in the Newsletter. If members do not 'blow the trumpet' for Swiss stamps
then no one else will: Deadline for publication is usually the 20th of the month,

this also includes small advertisements.

4f. WANTED - Any SCADTA 1924 'S' overprints. Societe des Nations 1935 Z65 & 66 (3fr & 5fr).
"Officiel 1942 overprints Z49 & 51 (15c & 25c). Courrier de la Societe des Nations
1944 Z89 (3Fr). Courrier du Bureau International du Travail 1944 Z68, 70 & 72 (25c,

35c & 50c), Tel: evenings after 7.30 pm 01 273 68 15 23. Rene Dee.
41t. NEEDED TO COMPLETE 24-hour clock with cross & numeral stamps; clear cds with Roman

numeral I, IV & V. Harlan Stone, POB 770334, Woodside, NY 11377, USA (price or ph-cpy)
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord
- -

- that a new contract is being drawn up between Liechtenstein and

the newly independent SP to regulate the postal affairs of the two

countries for 1.1.99. No changes in practice are expected, as the

Swiss government is still in charge of postal policy.

- that it seems likely, therefore, that similarly a new agreement

is needed to be made with the UNO. I wonder if they will have the

sense to drop the ridiculous issue of BIT, WHO, UPU and other stamps

whose only purpose is to be bought by stamp collectors. Mention this

to the Philatelic Bureau in Bern with your next order.

- that the sedate NZZ had a good idea for a 1st April whiz. The

previous Postal Director Jean-No61 Rey is not being re-elected, for

a number of reasons. Some say he is responsible for the dramatic

drop in popular appeal of recent stamp issues. The hastily-produced

stamp for the promotion of Sion 2006 Winter Olympics was 'over-

printed' with a text commemorating the rise in price of a normal

letter from 50 to 90c during his 'reign' from 1990 to 1998 (figure 1).

- that the demise of the 11 Postal Districts is now documented in

the new cds of ordinary POs. See figure 2 for the latest one newly

issued to Roveredo in the Italian-speaking part of GraubUnden, with

PK No.11 on 16.2.98, and figure 3 for Cortaillod, the first without

PK No. 4 for Neuchatel on 19.3.98. Note that 'GR' is needed for the

former to distinguish it from the place with the same name in Canton

Ticino. Both these cancels appear to be replacements for damaged ones.

- that at last on the 8th September 1998 the SP will issue the

promised booklet of ten 70c self-adhesive stamps. The poor appeal

of the 90c did not prevent their success so it will be interesting

to see how the 70c will go with twice 5 pictures of youth, leisure

and sport.
- that on 25.11.98 there will be a curious China/Switzerland joint

issue, a 70c Chillon and a 20c Chinese Bridge No. 24. With two of

each you can send a letter to China.
- that from the 29th April until the 3rd May there will be the 12th

International Book and Press Show in the Geneve Palexpo, which for

the first time will include the Europhilex '98 philatelic exhibition

and bourse. A good idea, pity I will not be able to go.

- that the well-known green Giro inpayment forms have been replaced

by a modified version in pale pink. I don't know if green was the

colour used in 1906 when the Giro started, but it was an immediate

success, as the banks were not interested in small customers. Switzer-

land was not the first, but perhaps the only country where the payee

at the counter does not have to pay the transfer costs (giro to giro

being free). This can result in a serious loss_ to club finances, so

most clubs now have a higher fee if dues are paid at the PO counter.

See figure 4 for the 1956 slogan.
- that at last we have been able to get an example of the new SPI

PP slogan used in Milano for SVPS New Issue Service subscribers.

Figure 5 shows it as used on mail going through Chiasso.

- that the Philatelic Society of Rapperswil-Jona has decided to

boycott Swiss stamps by sending all their mail to members via Liech-

tenstein. Who will follow?
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So you understand PTT policy.
Please explain, because I don't!

John Cordingley

For a number of years I have had a new issue
subscription with the PTT. This has been for
mint new issues together with stamp booklets.
Until last year this has worked quite well. In fact
I have had no complaints at all. So what
happened last year you might well ask? The
basic answer is that I do not know! In December
or there about I received a sales brochure from
Jean Paul Bach AG stamp dealers in Basel.
Amongst a variety of interesting items (where do
they all come from?) was an advert for not one
but two different 1997 Pro Patria booklets - one
priced at CHF19.50 and the other at CHF29.50.
On closer examination the CHF19.50 booklet was
one that I had been sent by the PTT as part of my
new issue subscription. The other was for a
completely different booklet containing the Pro
Patria 70c stamp rather than the standard 90c
and the accompanying text stated that 3 000
only had been produced. This 70c booklet was
available either mint or with a choice of two first
day cancellations, one of which was the PTT first
day cancellation for the issue.

In the last month I have received another
brochure from from Jean Paul Bach advertising a
special limited issue of the 1997 Pro Juventute
stamp booklet containing 4x70c, 4x70c, 4x90c
stamps i.e. a booklet with three different stamp
designs. This is very different from the standard
booklet with 10x70c stamps. Again this booklet
Is being offered at a premium. I feel that there
are several issues at stake. The first is that no
mention of these alternative/additional booklets
was made in Stamp Focus - or did I miss this?
There was no opportunity for the regular
collector to obtain these items even though they
might be on the FIT standing order list. The
booklets must have been produced with at least
the knowledge if not connivance of the PTT
because they are available with the standard PTT
first day cancellation - I believe. So it seems as if
the MT could be supporting a limited number of

Swiss stamp dealers at the expense of the
average collector. If this is the case I believe
there is something seriously amiss.

Other activities of the PIT baffle me. Why
produce a stamp to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the visit of the King of Siam to
meet the Swiss President? And why produce a
stamp to support the Swiss application to host
the Winter Olympics in Sion? This latter caper
goes from bad to worse. Not only has there been
a special stamp but also two sets of postcards. I
am told that one is a set of three containing
different designs but the second is a set of five
with the same three designs and two duplicates.
What is the point? These issues cannot seriously
promote stamp collecting or philately in general.
In fact just the reverse.

There has been yet another issue that I
consider to have dubious credibility to say the
least. I refer here to the stamps issued for the
150th Anniversary of the Swiss Federal State.
These are printed as a sheet of 40 - 4x10 stamps.
That is 2x5 blocks of four because the graphic
design spreads over a 2x2 block. Clearly in cases
like this we have the opportunity for a number of
se-tenant pairs both within a block of four and
also between blocks. To get a complete set of the
possible pairs a block of 3x3 is required.
Realising this I sent in a special order to the PTT
asking for just this. I received a typed note that
stated' "the stamps are only obtainable in blocks
of four .... we are sending you two blocks of four."
This is absurd The stamps must be on sale in

Swiss post offices and the general public must be
able to buy single stamps from the sheets. After
all you only need one stamp on a letter not the
block of four. Why then can't the PTT supply a
3x3 block? The answer must be that they will
have odd bits of sheet left over. So what? The
sheets cost very little to produce and any stamps
sold to collectors produce virtually all profit.
There won't be the same profit when I withdraw
from their new issue service. And if you, and
you, and you, and all the other collectors do the
same, there won't be any profit at all. 'Kill the
goose that lays the golden eggs!'

-
NEW FROM "SWISS POST"

If you think the slogan 'The
Post Carries Your Packets' merits -)
a prize then you would also
expect them to carry your letters. '2-4
In Lausanne, Swiss Post have placed'
a yellow box where you can get
stamps from the left-hand side.
Fine, you think, there will be a
letter slot on the right side.
But no, just a solid metal panel; I
no slot at the side or back. -1A small notice directs you to the
nearest letter box, 30m away. m

—There are times when you have —
=Ato take Swiss Post literally! .

(Translated from '24h' of Lausanne 01
for the 11th September 1997.)
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ROHRPOST
(Pneumatic Tube Mail)

by Michael Peter

Mail placed into small containers and then propelled by compressed air through tubes which were part of

a pneumatic tube system or "R.ohrpost" was a widely used method of communication from the late 19th century

until the telephone became more available and cheaper.

Such pneumatic tube systems were widely used in Vienna (see American Philatelist, Feb. 1998), Paris

and Berlin. Smaller systems operated in Prague, Marseilles, Munich, Rome, Milan, Naples, Buenos Aires and

Rio de Janeiro, and all were open for general use by the public at a special rate of postage.

Eleven places in Switzerland had tube systems: Zurich from 1913, Lausanne 1.11.26, Geneva 5.3.26,

Lucerne 1927, Basel 1928, Bern 1928, Often 1953, Chur 1957, Locarno 1965, Lugano 1968 and Montreux

1973. None of these systems are said to have any markings to indicate .te that the mail h. ad been sent through

the tube. ,

One office in Zurich, .

however, did cancel the stamps ---,– .

on mail sent through the tube. CV11:1"..,"E"'.1-Vr: - ' . •-". n ';;'",t,'"f-',"'E''"-:',S''':

This was situated in the
--,•11P

Schmidhof, a large office building ._ I . h • '
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which was built over a tube line '
, 
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so that it would arrive at the fA' .
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Central Post.Post. Office and be *1------- - - - - _ . 7°- \\„ ,z . ' I Ci •
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sorted more quickly. An •• - .. -.-.',-'-...,=):; --... kn-, ' -"------7`.- • <-°7-----Tcri--, ,
;_,:i.. ._2,,I..„-: ., -,j..--,-,1 2. ;2-A-5

employee of the Telegraph ..,,,, i,-

Department staffed this office
* \......._ –v.,-

44,74 .

and canceled the stamps with
the octagonal "Telegraph" Figure 1

canceller. Non-tenants of the
Schmidhof were also allowed to use this system on payment of an additional 10c, and in this case another

octagonal canceller was applied, inscribed "Rohpost T.T. Zurich T.T. lOcts". This service ceased in 1941.

The cover (Figure 1) was mailed by a non-tenant of the Schmidhof and bears all the appropriate

markings. It was also flown on the Graf Zeppelin's 4th flight to South America in 1932. It is a rare

combination of "Rohrpost" and "Zeppelin Mail". Only two or three such Swiss items are known to exist.

The above article is reproduced from '
Tell', the journal of the

American Helvetia Philatelic Society, 
Vol. XXIV, No. 3, May 1998.

This answers a query that has been out
standing in the editorial

pending basket for some time. Your queries are not forgotten here

but may take longer to find an answer 
than seems reasonable. Keep

sending in your queries, and more artic
les for the Newsletter. Ed.
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WHAT IS A 'WEGSTUNDE'? or how far can a postman walk in an hour? M Rutherfoord
In the old postal tariffs and laws this distance is never defined. It is sometimescalled 'Stunden' or, in French, 'Lieues'. So I have looked at old maps of theperiod, especially postal maps, giving post coach routes and the distances betweenplaces, and other references. As 'Stunde' is 'Hour' in English was this ever usedon maps in the United Kingdom?
The Bernese Fischer Post used a distance of 18 000 Bernese Feet to define a Stunde.At the turn of the 18th to 19th century that foot had a length of 293.2mm, so theirStunde was 5.2786km (3.2780 miles). Bernese influence before the French invasionin 1798 was great, extending from just west of Zdrich to the gates of Geneve, andmany 'mile stones' were erected saying, for example, 21 L, ie, L = Lieues = Weg-stunden from Bern. The French tried to introduce their metric system without muchsuccess, excepting in the adjoining regions.
In 1837 a committee was formed to average out the various uneven cantonal measures(and moneys) and establish a common Federal value which had an even relationshipto the metric system. For instance, 32 Loth became 1 Swiss pound of 500g, 1 Swissfoot was standardized at 300mm, and the Wegstunde, of 16 000 feet, had a length of4.8km. On 13.3.1851 a law was passed to establish this compromise system, but manyCantons objected, so it was only on 3.7.1875 that the full metric system waspassed into law.
Now the problem was how to apply this standard distance to the winding roads ofthe coach routes. The Federal Post Tariffs of 1.10.1849, and the simplificationof 1.1.1852, stated that the distance between POs, or Depots, was to be takenalong the shortest coach road, expressed in Wegstunden. For instance, maps showthese distances as 5i or 2.
In the next change of rates, and more simplification, in 1.7.1862, this distanceis to be measured 'in a straight line'. No doubt the result of endless discussionswhen sending a letter to the next valley. Here grams are mentioned for the firsttime instead of Loths, ie, 15.625g.
On the 1.9.1876 the Wegstunde is superseded by the kilometre, ie, 2 Wegstundebecame 10km, to define the local letter rate and, of course, measured in a straightline.
As towns grew bigger it has to be remembered that this distance was taken to theHPO not to the, nearer, sub-office. I would like to find a postage due, taxed lettersent just after a village had been incorporated into say Ulrich in 1893 or 1934,from a neighbouring village from where the local rate had once applied.
This 'local rate' persisted until 31.12.1972, 120 years. Note that the Ortspostof 1849 applied only to designated towns and had nothing to do with a fixed distance.There were at first 36 listed towns, Geneve omitted! Later other towns must havebeen added, as shown on covers found, but no complete official list has ever beenfound. I doubt if any of these towns could have exceeded lkm from the PO at that time. '

HAS ANYONE SEEN AN EARLIER USE? asks Stuart R MacKenzie, of the large double-lined'T' denoting Postage Due. This 10c Tubli envelope was sent from St. Gallen to Ulmom the 30th of August 1875. Noted for taxe with a manuscript '30' and 'T'.
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Summarizing changes of Weight and Distance - Letter Post

Weight: 32 Loth = 1 Swiss pound of 500g 1 Pfund app. 1 lb (454g)

1 Loth = 15.625g = app. ioz (14.175g)

Distance: 1 Wegstunde = 16 000 Swiss feet of 300mm e
ach = 4.8km = 2.983 miles

Date 1 Height Distance ( miles all approximate)

1.10.1849 , Loth Wegstunden, along post road

Local 1 , 2 3 4 Rayon

1/2-32 8* • Ortspost 10 25 40 40+ Wegstunden

8-500 g 1 aprx 48 120 192 - 192+ km

. (1/4-16 oz) (30) (75) (120) (120+) (miles)

1. 1.1852 1 2 3 Rayon

1/2 -** 2 10 10+ Wegstunden

8 - g** 9.6 48 48+ km

(1/4 - oz

**

) (6) (30) (30+) (miles)

1. 7.1862 , g Wegstunden, in a straight line

10; 250 2 2+ I

9.6 9.6+

Wegstunden

km

(1/3; 8oz) (6) (6+) (miles)

1. 9.1871 . 15; 250 2 2+

9.6 9.6+

Wegstunden

km

' (1/2; 8oz) (6) (6+) (miles)

1. 9.1876 km, in a straight line

15; 250 10 10+ km

' (1/2; 8oz) (6) (6+) , (miles)

' 15; 250 1 0 10+ km

1.11.1884
I (1/2; 8oz) (6) T5+) (miles)-

1.12.1891 250 (8oz) 10 (6) 10+(6+ km (miles)

1. 1.1973 250 (8oz) unlimited

* = eight unequal steps. Above 4 Loth Parcel Post (F
ahrpost) was cheaper.

** = above 2 Loth Parcel Post (Fahrpost) was cheaper.

Ortspost: three steps, 2, 4, & 8 Loth - 31, 62, & 12
59 (1, 2, & 4oz)

Further reading - an article in the BBZ No. 9 of 19
71 which was updated by M Kahn

of the AMPS and appeared in the Newsletter of Septem
ber and October 1977.

(John Carey's map of Switzerland dated August 1st 17
99 gives the scale as British

Statute miles, 69 to a degree; Common German miles 
15; Common French Leagues 25.

No mention of other distances, or was this due to
 Napoleon?) 

SMALL ADVERT - H R Schwarzenbach's "Postgeschichte. 
The first 32

issues (1980-83) available for the price of post & packing - 15.75,
or collect. D Cairns, telephone 01 282 81 29 56.

This was in the March Newsletter and no replies - 
is there no one

out there interested in Postal History? Even as a gif
t? Ed.
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London Meeting - The final meeting of the 1997/98 season on Wednesday
the 13th May was the usual 'Odds and Ends' show, usually providing the
stimulus for some interesting displays. Once again, members did not
disappoint. An interesting assortment was shown including an early
cover with a pair of nicely-cancelled 10 rappen Strubels, some 1900
UPU cards with various 'razor blade' postmarks, railway station cancels
from Canton Ticino, and an unused set of the 1918 Bundesfeier cards
with the reverse printed in grey without imprinted postage stamp and
the pictures un-numbered, a very rare combination. Among the wide
selection of pictorial postcards were ones featuring the Vatican Swiss
Guards, a postcard of the early 1900s printed entirely in Romansch,
pictorial cards produced by the Cailler chocolate company, an advertis-
ing postcard for the PKZ insurance company, misprinted cards that had
escaped being printer's waste, Swiss cards imprinted in English for
Christmas, and a pair of commemorative cards for the opening of the
Simplon Tunnel with pictorial medallions imprinted in gold. There was
also material featuring the Vitznau-Rigi and Montreux-Oberland lines.
Fred Pickard showed a Fischer Post entire addressed to the department
of the Ardeche in France with the cancels 'Suisse par Fernay' and an
'FF104'. No one at the meeting could answer Fred's request for some
information on this latter cancel. If any reader can help please let
the Editor know so that any new knowledge can be published in the
Newsletter for the benefit of all members. C P M

Our immediate past Chairman, Fred Pickard, gave a Swiss presentation
to the Sidcup Philatelic Society on Tuesday 12th May 1998.
If you are giving a display of Switzerland to a local society, even your own, then
let the Editor know so that mention can be made in the Newsletter. You may get
Helvetia members to join your society, or local members to join 'Helvetia'.

PTT POLICY - Allan Young writes to say, "I am sure many of us share
John Cordingley's concern (May Newsletter). Earlier this year I wrote
to the editor of 'Focus on Stamps' to express the view that too many
new issues are produced which might very well discourage collectors
and ultimately reduce the sales of Swiss stamps to collectors. Indeed,
I also used John's saying of 'killing the goose that lays the golden
eggs'. I had a two-page reply from the General Co-ordinator, Renzo
Lorenzetti, headed Stamp Issue Policy, some of which I quote:
'For many years, we have been trying hard to keep annual stamp issues
to a reasonable level and feel that, compared with many countries,
we have more or less succeeded in doing so. At any rate, we are
repeatedly credited with having a sensible, balanced and responsible
issue policy. In recent years the annual value of the stamps issued
was always around CHF 35.00 a month, e.g., 1994 =30; 1995=33.50;
1996 =36.80; 1997=34.50.
We can assure you that we are well aware of our responsibilities
towards collectors and we take the justified concerns of philatelists
seriously (while giving due consideration to operational constraints
such as the tariffs). After all, they are entitled to expect as wide
as possible range of different motifs for their money.
However, the many bodies vying for special stamps are also inter-
ested in sufficient stamp numbers being issued because otherwise,
their chances of a commemorative issue become even smaller; especially
in recent years, we have tried again and again to keep these issues,
which are not so popular with the general public, to the absolute
minimum, but have not always managed to do so because of political
and economic pressures.'

He goes on to make the case for continuation of the PP and PJ issues
on charitable grounds, and to defend the design of Swiss stamps, and
ends with 'you can rely on us to continue doing our best to take ac-
count of your justified concerns'.

I think this is the closest we are likely to get to a stamp issuing
policy. In the final analysis we all know that the purpose of new
issues is primarily commercial, not philatelic, for the Postal Authority
to make money from collectors."

To make your feelings known on New Issues write direct to Curt Bdhlmann,
Editor, 'Focus on Stamps', CH-3030 BERN and not to me! Ed.
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There is an obvious interest among members in the picture pos
tcards

of Switzerland. In Switzerland there are some dealers who hav
e cards

which have never been through the post let alone spent the la
st 100

years in an album. The cards are so 'fresh' you could cut you
r hand

on the edge of them, prices for these items are very high. At
 the

other end of the scale the small flea markets sell cards at a
 price

starting at 10fr for items which no one here would look twice
 at, not

even to check the postmark. If we remember how many, or how f
ew, cards

there were to look at in Grandmother's album in the 1940s, an
d how

many had gone for salvage in both wars the ones now in collec
tions

are lucky to have survived! Swiss cards do not seem to be col
lected

by Publisher in the same way that British cards have been. Al
though

the large publishers produced many thousands of each card the
 local

chemist and photographer was only interested in his own town.
 Such

cards are surely of more interest to social historians than t
he ones

showing the 'Dents du Midi'? To philatelists though the addre
ss side

is the one to look at for rare postmarks and unusual stamps. 
Quite

often the cancel is a straight-line or even a temporary cance
l and

perfins and coil stamps turn up as well.
The card below has been sent in by A H T Clayton who would li

ke

help with the initials of the railway companies around the bo
rder

of the rectangular cancel of the Station Master's Office. The
y look

like:SCB VB,JS,BE(or L) B, andNOB(clockwise). He
lpful

suggestions to the Editor please.
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On the subject of chocolate manufacturers and their cards R J
 Clegg

has sent in copies of two from Cailler. The one produced for 
their

agent in Liverpool, Ellis & Co, around 1900 has the address s
ide in

the standard GPO format and was probably used as a visiting c
ard by

the company's salesmen. The other card for Swiss use shows th
e harbour

at Evian (France) and the caption is in German! The photograp
h seems

familiar to the Editor who will now have to search his boxes 
of cards.

Ray Clegg also sent in a card of 'Le Lac des Chavonnes' publi
shed

by Seal Edit d'Art R E Chapallaz fils, Lausanne and asks if a
 member

may know where the lake is to be found.

Another interesting sideline of philately is the many labels 
used

by the PTT for a great many purposes. Colin Griffiths has sen
t in two

R-labels from around 1971. They read: 8059 ZUrich 59 Flughafe
n 356,

and 8058 ZUrich 58 Flughafen 358. Was this a change of postco
de some

time in the 1970s or was it a printing mistake that passed th
e person

who checked the proofs? These labels were produced in strips 
of ten,

stapled up in groups to make 1000 in a block, but must have b
een

printed in larger sheets before cutting into strips.



The Swiss Specialists
TELEPHONE

0181 348 0296
FACSIMILE

0181 347 8397

P. 0. BOX 242
LONDON, N2 OYZ
ENGLAND

20.00
20.00
40.00
90.00
15.00
12.50
40.00
40.00

90.00

75.00
90.00

5.00
20.00

110.00
80.00

150.00
30.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
40.00
50.00
40.00
90.00
50.00

120.00
60.00
50.00
60.00

120.00

160.00
275.00
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1911 2
1911 2
1915 12
1915 12
1915 12
1916 15
1916 14
1916 15
1916 15

1917 16

1917 18
1917 19
1918 23
1918 20-24

1918 21
1919 27

1931 681

1931 73

1931 73

1934 80
1935
1938
1941
1960

Special rarely seen Bundesfeier items
used 11.X1.11.XI Zweisimmen
used 12.X11.12.XII Neuveville
used, without value imprint, but adhesive stamp 125111
used, ditto August 1st very rare, without adhesive stamp
unused, without value imprint
unused, without value imprint
used, without value imprint, but adhesive stamp 125111
used, without value imprint, but adhesive stamp 125111
used, without value imprint, but adhesive stamp 125111,

August 1st postmark, very rare
with very rare FIELD POST cancellation, Hand-

Grenade Training Course
with very rare FIELD POST cancellation
without value imprint, unused
used, Number (4) imprint missing
used, Complete set, Number imprints (1-5) missing.

Very difficult to assemble!
with FIELD POST cancellation. Rare
used August 1st., additionally Peace stamps 143 & 145

FIRST DAY. Very rare
used August 5th with complete Peace set 143/145
With Air No.4, 1st ZURICH-MILAN flight.
with Air No.10,1st LAUSANNE-MILAN flight
with Air No.5, 1st LAUSANNE-MILAN flight
with Air No. 3, Colonial Fair Flight LAUSANNE-GENEVA
with scarce Slogan cancellation, creased
with scarce Slogan cancellation
GLIDER FLIGHT. landing AUSLIKON
GLIDER FLIGHT, landing BUB1KON
GUDER FLIGHT, landing WETZIKON, rare
GUDER FLIGHT, landing AUSLIKON
GLIDER FLIGHT, landing WETZIKON, rare
GLIDER FLIGHT, landing AUSLIKON
GLIDER FLIGHT, landing BUBIKON
ZEPPELIN FLIGHT 14.1X.30, additional airs 3 & 4
INVERTED PICTURE, extremely rare. Also normal

for comparison
INVERTED PICTURE, extremely rare. but 1st August

postmark. Rxtremely rare. Normal for comparison
VERY RARE LAUSANNE-BASEL-ZURICH flight

EXTREMELY RARE CHAUX DE FONDS-BASEL-ZURICH
flight 350.00

with scarce Bundesfeier Slogan Cancellation 25.00
Scarce Bundesfeier Slogan Cancellation on Picture Postcard 15.00
Scarce Bundesfeier BRUNNEN Mobile P.O. cancellation 30.00
BERN Bundesfeier Mobile Post Office cancellation 20.00
BALLOON FLIGHT 24.VII. with set 96/100 & 101 35.00

1919 25
1925 42
1925 42
1925 43
1925 43
1929 56
1929 57
1930 64
1930 64
1930 64
1930 65
1930 66
1930 67
1930 67
1930 67
1931 68i
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that in the PTA it was announced that in August 1996 n
ew counter

computor-controlled parcel and letter labels would be 
on trial at

some POs in Geneve and Lausanne. I sent three addresse
d covers to

Geneve Rive with an open signed postal cheque. A week 
or so later I

received a letter from Rive saying that the machines w
ould not be

ready for service on the FD announced, but my letters,
 with parcel

labels would be sent as soon as possible. (See the New
sletter, p 67,

September 1996.) On the 18th April 1998 I received the
 three covers,

with the FD of another trial with a new style of label
 (see figure 1).

Note the weight of the letter, but minium parcel rate 
as requested

in 1996. Not bad, bravo PTT/SP. Figure 2 shows a B let
ter of the

same machine type.
- that another positive story: My son sent a letter from

 Winterthur

to me, but it didn't arrive. He asked at Winterthur PO
 and was told

that all lost letters went to a central 'Lost & Found'
 depot in

Chiasso. He had to fill out a long form and pay CHF 10
-. Three weeks

later they told him Mot found'', and paid the 10.- bac
k to him!

- that the SP is still without a General Director; 65 
replied to

the advertisement, but none were suitable. Only Swiss 
can apply.

- that in 1993 the PP charity led with two low-value sta
mps of 60c

each, followed by the PJ in the same year, and both ha
ve followed

each year since. Now the PP have put out a set of five
 stamps, 2 x

70c and 2 x 90c, and one for 110c (for Europe). The PJ
 is not follow-

ing in 1998 at least, but still not a bad idea.

- that the PP issued four different versions of their ne
w booklet

in 1989, I think more by accident than by design. Howe
ver, the PJ

booklet shown in the April DYK, p 30, is different, an
d I think it

is a form of 'co-operation' between J P Bach and the l
ocal PJ organ-

isation, which causes more harm than good. As John Cor
dingley men-

tioned on page 40, one thinks it is an official issue,
 but it is not.

It must be remembered that the PP and PJ booklets have
 never been

produced by the PTT in any way, except for providing s
heets of

stamps, mint or cancelled (in a flat-bed printing mach
ine for the

whole sheet), and then taking over a number of booklet
s, put together

in sheltered workshops, for sale at philatelic counter
s only. The

charity organisations sell more via school children an
d door to door.

They should not authorise 'specials' arranged by deale
rs, nor should

the SP provide them with cancelled sheets. Only in thi
s are the PTT/

SP to blame.
- that the other point raised by John on page 40 about h

is block of

nine stamps is tricky. I think that the Philatelic Bur
eau should

provide this service, but where does it end, and which
 other countries

do it, should it be free, or at twice the price?

- that in Luzern there was a new style of exhibition pre
sented by

Rolf Rölli, together with the Swiss Postal History Soc
iety, local

philatelic societies and others. 'Stamps Tell Stories'
 was the title

and - invited - exhibitors were expected to explain th
eir collection

to the interested public at specific times. A very goo
d idea, and

the public attendance was high. Five stamp designers s
igned covers.

On show was also the set of 12 volumes of the 1926, 19
43 and 1958

cancel registration cards, in facsimile, at CHF 1200.-
.

4800 Zofingen

I I 1111111111 II 111
99.0Q480000.62.000149
LA Pori' P
DIE POST 
LA POST)
16.04.1998 16:13 CHF 3.50

Klein paket kg 0.199
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Collections Grow! John Cordingley

There are several ways that I have for adding to
my accumulation of Swiss bits and pieces. For
Instance there are a few dealers who know what
interests me so they either send me items on
approval or their latest lists. This can be an
expensive business because specialist dealers do
tend to be aware of the scarcity of material they
have on offer. On the other hand the Society
packet sometimes provides an odd item but usually
nothing very substantial. Some members attending
the Society meetings have covers and stamps that
are surplus to their collections and as a result they
are willing to sell these. I have managed to acquire
some good items and indeed a couple of substantial
lots this way. I know that several of these same
members successfully bid at postal auctions but to
date I have had no joy with these - prices have
seemed very high. Then unexpectedly I have been
offered material by members contacting me as a
result of my writing in the Newsletter and them
knowing what I am particularly collecting. There
must be a message here for other members - write
articles for the Newsletter!

The most useful sources of items are undoubtedly
the Stamp Fairs and Shows that I attend every
month or so. Recently I have been to the Christine
Bowick organised show at probably her best venue,
Hatfield. There were no specialist Swiss dealers
present but others did have interesting items. One
had several feet of covers. This seems to be an odd
way to describe a quantity of envelopes but gives
some indication when you know how covers are
packed into boxes! Many were of no interest to me
because they were of relatively modern vintage i.e.,
first day and commemorative covers of the late
1970s, 80s and 90s. However I did spot the 1993
Lucerne "Kapellbrücke" special stamp on cover
although I didn't register which postmark it had -
price £2 I think. Much else was of variable
condition although I did buy three covers with the
1907-09 Helvetia busts. No Airmail material
though. When were you last offered counter panes
of stamps? On offer: half a dozen publicity issues
from the 1980s and again although I didn't buy the
prices were about one third catalogue. From one
dealer who had only six Swiss items I bought a very
useful mourning cover dating from 1920 for a £1 -
this must be a good buy. Another had between 30
and 40 unused FIT postcards with views both
Zu153 and Zu162 with the iaj ger picture format.
These I found particularly interesting because I am
trying to match pictorial K cancellations to view
cards. Of course I hadn't got my catalogue with me
so I had to guess what might be useful. I decided
that at £1.50 each I couldn't go far wrong and was
delighted with my six when I checked the
purchases against my collection. All in all a good
fair and a surprisingly large amount of Swiss
material to go through.

Stamp '98 at Wembley was quite a different affair.
It was my first visit to a Wembley 'bash' and I didn't
know quite what to expect. Access from central
London is quite good and a courtesy bus will take
you to the Conference Centre from the
underground. I decided to walk and in not queuing
and waiting beat the bus both going and returning.
Entry to the Show was a farce because if you don't
want a 'goody' bag or any 'literature' you could just
walk in without queuing for ten minutes! But a
surprising amount was available to the Swiss
collector.

In retrospect with 50 to 60 stalls I can't remember

the individual dealers. There was certainly the
rugby scrum situation around several and, unlike
the relaxed Hatfield show, no chairs to sit on while
examining what was on offer. This makes
everything quite tiring. Once again there was a
plethora of 'modern' covers with one particular
stand having boxes of foreign covers, of British, and
of Colonies. There is always the temptation to avoid
such situations but when I caught sight of a 1972
Pro Aero cover I decided to trawl through the foreign
boxes. Found: 1957 Europa FDC with Italian
cancellation, 1954 maximum cards for opening and
closing matches of the World Cup,  special
cancellation for the 1947 Military Medicine
Kongress, and a 1938 Luzern Concours hippique
MPO card, all priced at 75p! All must have been
worth having at those prices even if they were not
items that I was particularly looking for. As usual I
was looking for used wrappers and there were some
very ordinary ones at high prices. I did find one
with a registered label - a bit different - but I was
not prepared to pay over £40 for one flown airmail
even if it did have a Lausanne 1 Blecherette
registered label! I am always on the lookout for
tie-on luggage labels and although a German dealer
had three, again I was not going to pay £25 - £40,
especially when the stamps were dirty and
damaged. I do wonder how these items come to
have such prices, even at £5 they would have been
too expensive. Although not a tie-on label I did find
an envelope used for the return of hotel keys and
with a nice 60c Helvetia with sword thought it well
worth having.

Perhaps I should have bought some of the quite
unusual collection of 15 or so used PTT postcards
all with pictures of post buses priced between £7
and £16 each. The more expensive had additional
markings, or had been through the censors. This
was the best selection of these quite elusive items I
have seen and although I do tend to accumulate
MT postcards they are not my main interest.

I had hoped to pick up another cover for the 1937
4th International airich flight - I am still missing 3
of the 8, but I saw only one, and I had an example
already. There was however a superb selection of
Zeppelin covers for sale; all in excellent condition,
all at high prices but if this is what you collect then
I suspect prices in the catalogue are not very
realistic. The same stand had a 1928 Zeppelin
flight with SCADTA stamps and markings priced at
CHF 2100 - probably quite a bargain but ....

One stand had quite a number of TPO cards at
prices from £3.50 to 1.8. I was lucky because the
three I wanted were at the lowest price and seemed
good value with their straight-line cancellations.
My last port of call was to another stand with boxes
priced at El and over, El, 50p, 40p and 20p. I
found a 1986 PTT Xmas card for 40p, 1957 Tag der
Briefmarken cover with a complete PJ set for £1.50
and the 1949 Pro Patria set on an attractive Hotel
envelope with K cancellation at £3. With a couple
of postcards at 40p I felt I did quite well.

A visit to a Show or Fair usually results in me
finding something of interest. My small collections
of very specific items tend to grow extremely slowly,
and if I take as success the extension to these then
my two latest ventures could hardly be rated very
highly. But I did have a lot of fun just churning
through dealers' stock and my conversations with
them are always useful. There were also other
Helvetia members at both events and to meet them
is always very enjoyable. Inevitably in their
searches they saw and bought material that I
missed. I just hope it was not one of those items
that I was particularly wanting!

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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INFORMATION ON THIS ATTRACTIVE POSTCARD PLEASE - Dennis C
airns

Dennis wrote in to say, "Enclosed is a photocopy of a card
 which I obtained some

time ago. I can find no reference to this in the 'Luftpost Hand
buch', and I am

afraid I have had no re
ply to a letter which I wrote to the Swiss Aerophilatelic

Society, of which I am a member. The card has been postally use
d, the reverse

stating that it was published by Perrochet & David, La Chaux-de
-Fonds, and it

carries the following postal marks: double-circle 'FRIBOURG LET
TRES -6 III 12 IX-',

a blue straight-line cancel 'CRESSIER SUR MORAT' and finally a 
purple military

cachet 'TRAIN DU DETACHEMENT DES SUBSISTANCES SECTION 1'. The w
riter of the card,

which is addressed to atirich, states that 'I am very busy in th
e military'. Any

help would be greatly appreciated."

Dennis offers the following information in answer to the quer
y from A H T Clayton

in last month's Newsletter regarding the initials around his st
ation cancel:

SCB - Schweizerische Centralbahn; NOB - Schweizerische Nordostba
hn; 'TB - Voral-

bergerbahn; JS - Jura-Simplon; BLB - Bern-Luzern-Bern. (BEB was
 Birkseckbahn, not

formed until 1902 and became part of Baselland Transport in 197
4.) He says his

information is from 'Schienennetz Schweiz' published by the SBB
 in 1980, a most

comprehensive book of tables, charts, photographs and statistic
s about every aspect

of Swiss Railways since they were introduced in the 1840s.

Doug Houtris also wrote in with some of these answers and sugge
sts that as far as

they relate to the management of Basel Station is concerned the
se could be some

of the companies who use Basel Station. (Now don't say you can'
t get your queries

answered in the Newsletter! Keep sending them in. Ed.)

HEW PHIL SCX: NFAVSL I 52nd year I Nol I pp 49-56 I London Jul 1998 I ISSN 0951-0001
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SWISSAIR IN WARTIME M Rutherfoord

On Wednesday the 9th of August 1944 six P38 Lightnings of the 434th Fighter Squadron
of the USAF 479th Fighter Group made a low-level attack, through 3-5/10th cloud at
3000 to 4000m, on an airfield "near Nfirnberg", and claimed six aircraft destroyed
and two damaged, ie, Ju 88s, He 111s and Ju 52s. The pilots probably never knew that
they had attacked the Stuttgart Airport, 150km from Ndrnberg, and the only two planes
destroyed were a DC 2 of Swissair (HB-ISI) and a Lufthansa Ju_90 just landed from
Malmö and Stockholm. All the mail from the latter was destroyed, but the Swiss mall
had been unloaded just as the alarm sounded. The DC 2 was standing off the runway at
right-angles to the attackers, so that the 'neutral' markings, broad bands of red
and white at the nose and tail and across the wings, were perfectly visible. This
was the only Swissair plane lost in the war.

The daily flights, except Sunday, continued with some alarms. On Monday the 16th
a major attack took place, and the crew spent an uncomfortable night in an air raid
shelter. However, their DC 2, HB-ITE, was unscathed amid extensive destruction. Only
on the 16th did Swissair give up. (On the 25th Paris was liberated.)

That was the end of Swissair activities outside Switzerland. However, the mechanics
were kept busy dismantling the dozens of US bombers which had landed, mainly in
adbendorf, many badly damaged.

Swissair had been flying the route 12, Zdrich-Ddbendorf - Stuttgart - Berlin, since
the 19th November 1941 (after having to give up the Zdrich - Mdnchen route), but
only until 29.1.43 to Berlin, six times a week, with DC 2 and DC 3 machines, the only
foreign flights allowed at the time by Germany, whose forces, completely surrounded
Switzerland. The flights were lucrative for Swissair as the planes were practically
always full between Stuttgart and Berlin, and back. In 1944, in less than 8 months,
they had received SFr. 300 298.05 in transport fees, of which nearly half came from
the PTT. Compare this with the SFr. 241 242- they received from the PTT from the
sale of the 1.50 stamp used only for the commemorative flight Zdrich - Geneve -
Zdrich of 20th September 1944, of which 265 573 were sold to philatelists (Z No. 40),
but only 85 650 flown. (The aircraft used was a DC 2 HB-ITE, not the DC 3 HB-IRI
shown on the stamp.)
Every flight to Stuttgart and Berlin took mail, including Red Cross cards and

letters, and freight.What was in those boxes? Essential spares for U-boats, precision
instruments for bombers, bars of gold on the return flights - shall we ever know?
The Germans would not have allowed these flights if they had not been beneficial to
them, they had to provide the fuel too. This was all part of the fine balance which
Switzerland had to maintain to prevent the country being overrun!
Only three days after VE day Swissair flew to Lisbon, and on the 30th July 1945

the first regular flight to Paris. Others followed in quick succession.
Only on the 24th October 1990, after 47 years, could a Swissair machine again fly

to Berlin. Until the Berlin Wall fell the Russians would allow only one airline per
ally the privilege of flying into Berlin. For this historic flight Swissair used
a DC 3 (not their own) with the crew in old uniforms.
Almost all the information for this article has been taken from 'Die Swissair

1939-1945' by ex-Swissair Pilot Alfred Muser, published by Schack Verlag, 1996.

Swissair Regular Flights 1939-45 (data from the 'Luftpost Handbuch' p.RF-22)

1939 27.08 all flying stopped at start of WW II, 3.9.39

1940 18.03 - 15.06 Locarno - Rome (Italy in war from 10.6.40)
1.04 - 11.06 Locarno - Barcelona

30.09 - 31.12 Zurich - Mdnchen

1941 1.01 - 14.11 Zdrich - Mdnchen
2.01 - 14.01 Locarno - Rome

19.11 - 31.12 Zürich - Stuttgart - Berlin

1942 1.01 - 31.12 Zurich - Stuttgart - Berlin

1943 1.01 - 29.01 Zdrich - Stuttgart - Berlin
30.01 - 31.12 Zdrich - Stuttgart

1944 1.01 - 16.08 zdrich - Stuttgart

1945 30.07 - Geneve - Paris, Ztrich - Paris

(It would be too much of a long shot that we have a member of the Society who flew
one of the P38s on this mission? Or even knew someone who was in the same Fighter
Group in 1944 - stranger things have happened before in philately! Ed.)
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THE FISCHER POST OF BERN

In 1675 the Bernese nobleman,
Beat Fischer (1641-1698) received
from the town and cantonal auth-
orities the concession to run
the posts in a more organized
way than the existing chaos of
many lessees, prices and routes.
With few changes this contract
lasted until 1832.
On Saturday 23rd June 1677 the

first rates booklet appeared,
as shown here, seven pages about
A5 size, of which half on tariffs
and half on legalities of damage
or loss claims, and the last
page on the weekly timetable.

Michael Rutherfoord

(Shown here are the first, second and

seventh pages. If you would like a

copy of the other four pages then send

a sae and 10p in stamps to cover the

cost of the photocopies to the Editor.)
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Le flu de soie est remplace par un trait imprimé

1862

Filigrane dans Croix ovale
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THE FOURNIER FORGERIES OF SWITZERLAND - information from various sources.

Francois Fournier 1846-1917 sold 'facsimile reproductions'of stamps of the world in
Geneve between 1903 and 1917. Some were from the stock of L H Mercier who had made
'forgeries' since 1891 but went bankrupt in 1904. Restrictions during World War I
ruined the business of Fournier. On his death in 1917 the business was continued by
Charles Hirschberger who himself died in 1927. To prevent the stock falling into the
wrong hands the 'Union Philatelique de Genbve' bought all the stock and machinery. C::••
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One of the Swiss pages from the special albums made up from the Fournier stock.
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The equipment is displayed in the Geneva Museum of Art 
and History. The stamps

were marked FAUX or FACSIMILE and made up into 480 spec
ial albums which were sold

in 1928. The remaining stock was burned. The catalogue i
ssued by Fournier in 1914

lists stamps in three groups: 1st choice, 2nd choice and
 overprints and includes

49 varieties of Swiss. It should be remembered that the
re were forgers before this

period, and stamps and covers of Switzerland are still b
eing forged today.

The Society Library contains several useful books on the
 subject of forgeries

for those members who wish to check their own collection
s.

Further to the item on page 18 of the March Newsletter H
einrich K Heissinger

sent a copy of the page from the 1914 price list where '
nine items, Swiss, 2c to

lfr of the 1881 issue' are offered for Fr2- with 'authen
tic fantasy cancel':

Edward Quinton, who sent in the illustration of the for
gery of the lfr telegraph

stamp suggests that the forgery may have been used to de
fraud the PTT, but it is

more likely that it Was produced by one of the forgers.

Stuart R MacKenzie sent in the page reproduced opposite
 (slightly reduced) of

some of the Fournier facsimiles. He also sent the postal
 forgery done in Basel in

1916. The 25c stamp on the postal stationery envelope is
 green, not blue. It is not

the issued stamp but a Giradet Paris reprint, privately 
perforated. The envelope

was valid at that time and the higher postage rate is e
xplained by the Registered

and Express despatch.
• . .
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A TAXED 1894 POSTCARD PUZZLE from Michael Rutherfoord. 
- The German 'Swiss Study

Group (ArGe Schweiz) had a short article by Hilmar Stur
m on a rare taxed Postcard

in their Newsletter No. 47, 1997. Usually this well-know
n item (with impressed 5c),

when sent registered abroad, had a 30c stam. added to m
eet the foreign rate of 10c
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Condition John Cordingley

Over the past few months a whole variety of
bits and pieces of Swiss postal history have come
my way. Their condition has varied quite
considerably.

During the Christmas holidays a vast collection
of covers and postcards came on approval, to be
picked through and bought at a fixed price.
There must have been many thousands of items
because the two parcels in which they came
weighed nearly 30kg! There were some useful
finds and a quantity of cancellations that I found
useful in filling gaps and extending my existing
collections. But what did strike me was the
condition of the material. Many of the covers
dated from the 1970s and 80s when self adhesive
envelopes were particularly in vogue, and the
adhesive had discoloured and seeped through to
the front of the envelopes quite spoiling the
items. I know of no way of rectifying this
situation.

There was also a quantity of the PIT folded
notelets. You know the ones; those that are used
for first day and special cancellations and have in
the top right FIT below the Swiss Cross. Over
the years a variety of papers have been used for

AN EARLY EXPERT - 1886 letter
signed by Thomas Tapling. He
is writing to say that a Zdrich
is a Type IV and genuine. He
had an extensive Swiss collec-
tion which can be seen at the
British Museum. An article
about it appeared in the
Newsletter sometime in the 80s.

Another place to find Swiss
stamps reproduced is on the
many Trade Cards issued
more than 100 years ago.
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these. The ones I was looking at have some
discolouration at the top; a bit worrying! I
decided to take a closer look at those that I have
which are stored in both plastic card index boxes
and old shoe boxes. On examination I found that
they have the same discolouration and this is not
restricted to the top edge but goes some way
down. The amount of discolouration does seem
to depend on the paper quality but again I can't
see any easy remedy for the situation. I wonder
what would happen if I were to spread them out
on a sunny table top for them to 'bake' for a few
hours. Too much of a good thing could cause the
stamps to fade and we have all seen the results
on stamps left for months in dealer's display
windows. You might care to take a closer look at
any that you have sorted away.

Whatever we collect I suspect that over a period
it will begin to show its years. Now we have the
opportunity to buy album leaves that are
'chemical free' and transparent envelopes and
mounts made from 'inert' plastics. This is all
very well but the items we store using these
mediums certainly were not made using the
same criteria. Do we worry too much about
storage? What experiences have members where
album pages or storage envelopes have affected
their stamps or covers?
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the new opening hours of the Museum of Communications in Bern

(formerly the Postmuseum) are now reduced from 8 to 2 per week -,

2pm to 4pm on Wednesdays. Unfortunately this reflects the lack of

interest among philatelists for the written word. However, up to 20

black and white copies and 2 coloured can be obtained free, but if

they have to do research for you that costs CHF 60 per half hour. Try

them. Philatelic literature, books and magazines are sent free, but

the return postage has to be paid by the sender.
- that I have not been able to find out which TPOs have been taken

out of service when the summer timetable was in force from 24th May

1998. But the 'Burgdorf-Langnau' TPO travelled only as far as Zoll-

brUck from 1.6.97, therefore this cancel was replaced with an SBB

type 'Bahnpost-Ambulant'. This has happened before when the indicated

route has changed. I have heard that in June 1999 all TPOs will be

withdrawn, as all sorting will be done only in the big centres. See

the Newsletter of February, p 12.
- that also shown on p 12 was a temporary cancel of Coppet dated

29.IX.04. According to the latest catalogue of these cancels by Pierre

Guinand of Morges in September 1990, this cancel has a nominal value

of CHF 45.-, ie, plus 50%. It is the 6th of 13 shown, a large number

for such a small place. M Guinand is pleased to hear of any new

discoveries. (These can be notified through the Editor.)

- that the SPI have informed me that they are going to put out four

new booklets this year for postcards from Italy (see the Newsletter

of September and November 1997). Four new pictures are to be used, of

Venice, the Colosseum in Rome, Naples, and Milano, per booklet. I

have not seen them yet.
- that the 'Roll' is being signed this year by, among others, the

well-known Swiss philatelist Teddy Dahinden, for many years President

of the VSPhV and chief organizer of the NABA in Zlirich in 1984, and

others. His main collecting field is (was) Astro-Philately, and no

collection in that field have I found to be so well founded in sci-

ence as his, not a welter of covers from the moon etc. Congratulations.

He is also a main promoter of the 'Open Class'.
- that in the last week of May four Frama machines were put on trial

in Bern, Gen6ve, La Chaux-de-Fonds and Zug. I visited the last on the

first day. Dealers were being rationed to 15 minutes a time; as I

would have had to wait 3 hours, I didn't. The machine issues the

usual Frama Four Seasons ATM stamps, either as stamps or for a letter,

or for a parcel, in the correct value. The four-colour touch screen

seems easy to use and one can select German, French, Italian or

English, and the receipt comes out in this language. Only the receipt

indicates that this machine has been used, as the stamps are normal.

Parcels can be weighed, but registration cannot be selected (at least

not yet). Change is given only in stamps, and payment can be made with

cash or a card. See a typical receipt below.
- that it is not often that a living philatelist is shown on a can-

cellation, but Austria have done it to honour Roland Kohl for his

latest handbook on Austrian Airmails. Very well deserved. He is best

known for his work on the Swiss 'Luftpost Handbuch' and his book on

the Air-Rates from Switzerland.
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 88 November 1997)
HELIO COURVOISIER S.A. 

Five colour trial and gold print with a man's head
(in a strip of three - Nos 1000, 1001 & 1002)

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

See below

Photogravure

Brown and Green Fibres
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1967 PHOTOGRAVURE - CHALKY GRANITE PAPER - BROWN GUM

1000 Black, Yellow, Red, Blue and Gold
1001 Dull Gold Background With Black &White
1 002 Dull Gold Background With Black & Yellow

NOTES:
No. 1000 Border of fine coloured lines and vertical strips of small blocks in various colours,

plus one large red square
No. 1001 COURVOIS Courvoisier and the letter C in various sizes, top in white (that shows the

paper), bottom in black. On the right a finely outlined portrait of a man's head
( Wettstein Z.281 ? )

No. 1 002 COURVOIS Courvoisier and the letter C in various sizes, top in yellow, bottom in black.
On the right a finely outlined portrait of a man's head ( Wettstein Z. 281 ? )

A PROBLEM WITH THE ANNIVERSARIES ISSUE M Rutherfoord
This 90c stamp was issued in four versions on 7.1.98, one for each language region,combined into an incomprehensible block of four, arranged as in figure 1. Each sheethas 40 stamps in ten blocks of four. Each such block can be split into two pairs,either vertical or horizontal. From a bigger block so-called 'stranger' pairs can beobtained using stamps from neighbouring blocks of four. This gives a total of eightpairs. In the same way three additional blocks of four can be constructed. Strips ofthree do not, to me, bring any additional visual patterns of value.
Now from a full sheet one can take: four singles, eight pairs, four blocks of four,and what else? That is the question. This can be done in the same way with the 1991block of four for the 700 years of the Swiss Confederation.
From the Philatelic Bureau one obtains full sheets, mint and cancelled,unfolded (and therefore more likely to be damaged in the post).From normal POs the sheets are sold folded across the middle, i.e.,weakened. Therefore such pairs are not to be considered for thepuzzle, in fact tear your sheet in half before you begin, as shownin the sketch, figure 2.
My thanks go to John Cording ley

_

2 ,for enticing me into this puzzle. ,
Answer to the Editor for =?. ••• • - publication in a subsequent issue
of the Newsletter. ..!..

Figure 1 Figure 2

ABAB
CDCD
ABAB
CDCD
ABAB
CDCD
ABAB
CDCD
ABAB
CDCD
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SWISSAIR IN WARTIME - Fred Smith has sent
 this copy of a cover which

he has, as an adjunct to Michael Rutherfoo
rd's article last month.

He adds that: "according to the cover it 
was carried on the first

Swissair flight from Ztirich to London af
ter the war on 18th July 1945.

It seems to be genuine in that part of th
e typewritten note is under-

neath the cancelled stamp. It would appea
r, from what Michael says,

that this flight was not the first of a r
egular service bearing in

mind that he suggests that the flight to 
Paris on 30th July was the

start of regular flights to other cities.
"

Now who knows anything about this, or oth
er, unusual Swissair

flights around about this time? Do let th
e Editor know, please.
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CHRIS RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD

This annual award was always intended to be for the contributor to the Vwsletter who had done some new or

, additional research into Swiss philately or postal history. 'The winner has been decided by members informing their

preference to the Editor.
It is some time now since the fast award was made and members are asked to nominate a writer for the Newsletter -

a writer who in their opinion has contributed most to the Society. Material inclu&d form the 5anuary 1997 issue to

that of June 1998 should be considered and a name submitted to the Editor by November 1st 1998. If sufficient

interest is shown an announcement of a winner will be mad at the November Society meeting in London, and a note

included in the December Newsletter.

So who made the biggest contribution to the Newsletter during the fast eighteen months?
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An answer to the taxed 1894 postcard puzzle on p53, July issue - M Rutherfoord

The observant official in Stuttgart must have noticed that the card was not marked
with 'Postkarte', as required by the UPU for international traffic, so he worked out
that as a letter it should have had 25c for the letter, plus 25c for registration,
less 5c paid for the card, less the 30c stamp = 50-35 = 15, doubled for taxing = 30c.
At the rate then of 1M = 1.25Sfr, this makes 24Pf. rounded up to 25Pf, as written on
the card. But Hr Sturm goes a step further. The validity of the card is given, quite
clearly, as until 31.XII.93 only next to the 2.111.94 cancel. Why did not the sharp-
eyed official notice this? If he had then the missing amount would have been: 50-30 =
20c, doubled to 40c and 32Pf, or 35Pf. Perhaps a 'ZUrich' card confused the clerk in
Schaffhausen, who can tell?
However, the origin of this card is worth looking at. In 1893 it had been decided

to celebrate 50 years of the first Swiss stamps, the ZUrich 4 & 6, with the first

International Stamp Exhibition, from the 25th June to 2nd July in the big hall of the
Zurich Stock Exchange. The PTT printed 36 000 (as noted on the card) special inland
postcards, with the impressed 5c in the top left-hand corner. Too few as it turned
out as, when on the second day stocks were exhausted, the disappointed crowd went
berserk and the police had to be called to quell the near riot. Cards were changing
hands for Fr. 30-, speculation running rife.

Michael asked 'who has such a postcard, registered abroad, taxed or untaxed, in his
or her bottom drawer?' Two members, Ralph B Soderberg and Ed C Walton, sent copies of
cards from their collections and answers. One of the cards is shown below and the
other copies have been sent on to Michael. Thanks to these members for their help.
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Ed Walton goes on to question the explanation given for the initials 'JS' on the
Basel Station cancel of 1893. As the Simplon tunnel was not opened until some 20 years
later he wonders if this could be Jura-Solothurn, a key point for railways to the Jura,
or should another explanation be found? (See p45, June & front page July.)

Le Lac des Chavonnes - the query on p45 in June. Baedeker's Switzerland 1911 edition
gives the following as one of the excursions from Villars-sur-011on (1884 VD). After
mounting to the saddle of Bretaye (5935') "a somewhat rough path (guide desirable)
leads via the chalets of Morgex and Crettaz, the Lac de Bretaye (5820'), the small
Lac Noir (5640'), and the charming Lac des Chavonnes 

, (5560'; inn, pens. 4-5 fr.) to
(11/2 hr.) La Forclaz (4134'), and, crossing the Grande-Eau, to (1/2 hr.) Le Spey."
So now you know! Any more queries as to where places are? Don't all rush out and buy
up the old guide books from the dealers or there will be none left for the Editor!

PTT Form 318.40 Despatch Note, front page April and p37 May has produced some copies
of the November 1959 issue where the number 1845 is also given. Edward W Posser sent
this and copies of the 1955 and 1956 printings still in use in Basel in 1961. They
make a colourful addition to a collection especially as they include mixed frankings
of the Symbolic designs and Evangelists high value definitives.
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A member of the BRITISH WEST AFRICA STUDY CIRCLE asks for 
help with, this cover.

It is postmarked BATHURST 21 MY 19 and has the receiving 
cancel of BERN BRF.-EXP.

for 19.VIII_19.-9. on the back. Somewhere it has been ope
ned and resealed by the

French Military Authorities Postal Censor No. 902 and the
n had the rectangular

boxed cachet 'Released by the / British. Military Authorit
ies' applied in mauve.

The bottom rh corner has the figure 22 in a similar colou
r.

What would the route have been from The Gambia to Bern in
 1919? Why did it take

3 months? Is the '22' a Swiss mark? Why was it censored i
n 1919 when the war had

ended in 1918?
Any help would be appreciated and you never know when you

 may need help from

another specialist society:
•
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FRENCH MAIL CANCELLED IN SWITZERLAND page 5 January 1996. We reported that the

Geneva PO had handled 28 tonnes of French. mail while the
re was a postal strike in

France- In the July issue of 'Tell' was an item on 'Remai
ling' translated from the

SVPS bulletin by Charles LaBlonde. Giovanni Balimann and 
Heiner Durst found strange

- -cancels In the mail. When-asked -SP replied "The marking-is only for postmarking

the mailings of customers that live outside Switzerland. 
Such. mailings are often

brought by the foreign customer to Basel (or Geneva) for 
posting. These mailings do

not bear a Swiss return address. The postmark allows us t
o return undeliverable and

returned pieces to the sender. The postmark Shown can onl
y be used by the company

for their mailings." Balimann asked the company that owns
 the Basel example to

provide examples for collectors, but received no reply. A
s these are foreign com-

panies using the cancels to send their mall from Switzerl
and they will not be

mentioned in,Sp literature. They look normal except for t
he customer number 018 MDS

in Basel and CP 1144 in Geneva. Look out for them and rep
ort any sightings to the

Editor. It may be that something similar was used for the
 mailings In December 1995

from Geneva as. no one has reported seeing any of the 28 
tonnes of French mail with

a Swiss cancel - yet!
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GENEVA RAZOR BLADE CANCELS - - p3 January 1998 & p37 May 1998  from Ed C Walton

Geneva was one of the eleven places that used this form of cancellation, (thus named
because of the resemblance of the. cancellation bridge to an ordinary safety razor
blade). They were used from October 189.8 until as late as 1932 and occur in six
distinct types.
The cancellation shown with the query is know as 'Type 6.04', where the '6' represents

Geneva and the '04' indicates the configuration, there being six types, numbered 01
to 06. No. 04 is' the only device among the six which has a diameter of 26mm, the
others all being larger, so it can not be a case of modification. I have examples. of
the cancellation ranging in dates from 1901 to 1903, so surely it can not be a defect.
However, faint traces of a bridge line are visible on the example dated -7 I 01-1,
but this may have been a guide line only. (One also has to be careful not to confuse
this cancellation with 6.01 GENEVE EXP.LE.LT.R. where part of the bridge line is also
missing.) I believe however, that the canceller was deliberately made without the
horizontal bridge lines, perhaps on a designer's whim, or as an experiment to make
the date line more prominent.
Ref: HNL No. 5 May 1993 'The great Razor Blade Mystery' Part 2 by M Rutherfoord.
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The interesting thing. about this cover i.e that it bears the name of Edmond Champion,
one of the younger brothers of the forger Adrien Champion. He was a partner in the
firm Champion & Cie which went bankrupt in 1900 and Adrien left Geneva. It seems
from this cover that Edmond set up a separate business, but may not have been involved
in selling forgeries, while his brother continued in the area under various aliases. Ed.

,.. .-, , +

HOW LARGE IS THE HOLE? Richard H Barton AHPS
.,-----,The interspace pairs issued before 1927 had a hole

punched in the blank space to prevent the paper being .
misused. It has been claimed that the information given . --
in the catalogues is incomplete as to the sizes noted
for the holes.
If you have any of these in your collection will you please measure the holes and

record the information as follows: Zumstein number - S...; date, if cancelled; if it
is on cover or piece; size of hole, in millimetres (some are not exactly round and can
be as much as 0.5mm out of true). A good perforation gauge has millimetres on it. Send
the data to: Dick Barton, 2800 Crestview Ct. Loveland, CO 80538, USA or to the Editor.
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THE LATEST REORGANIZATION OF THE SWISS POST M Rutherfoord

When the French occupied Switzerland in 1798 one of the things they tried to

improve via centralization was the postal service, but their good intentions

failed hecauae of general corruption and because the French Army pinched all the

horses. When Switzerland regained partial freedom in 1803 the cantons went back

to their old postal systems- Slowly ideas changed and in 1833 (about) practically

all cantons introduced improved facilities. Following improved roads and coaches

came stamps to cater for the increased literacy, so that under the new constitution

of 1848 a reorganization of the posts was inevitable.

On the 4th June 1849 the law was signed to introduce the eleven new postal

districts, which have remained in force until the end of September 1997. From

October 1997 the Swiss Post has been reorganized into 40 Sales Regions whose

boundaries follow, where applicable, the old district boundaries. All other

functions have now been centralized in Bern, such as Letters and Parcels, in a

more efficient way, they tell us. The Sales Regions promote bulk contracts and

new services, but do not sell new issues. It is likely that this change should

have been made at the time when the Postcodes were introduced in 1964, as this

showed up the weaknesses of the old 'post coach' organization. With modern

communications it is wasteful to have a small country divided into eleven prac-

tically autonomous districts.
Where one should now complain about poor cancellations and such matters is not

clear, but probably direct to the Philatelic Services in Bern is best.

The 1998 edition of the annual List of Places (OV) gives the relevant Sales

Region number next to each PO, instead of the District number as.previously.

These new numbers, 1 to 40, do not appear on anything that philatelists would

see, as far as I know. As mentioned on p39, May 1998, the Arabic number for the

Postal Districts is being left off new cancellers.
In the following table the old Postal District is shown under PK, in Roman

figures for the eleven 'Capitals' of the districts, and in Arabic figures for

ordinary places within a district. Under SR is given the new Sales Region number

for the places listed, with the name given in German under G and in French under

F. Where a place has two names the official one is underlined, dotted if the

second language is official in only part of the Canton.

PK SR G F i PK SR G F
4

I 1 = Genf Genéve 6 21 = Baden

2 2 = Morges 6 22 = Wohlen AG

2 3 = Yverdon 7 23 = Sursee

II 4 = Lausanne VII 24 = Luzern Lucerne

4 5 = Delsberg Delémont 7 25 = Zug Zoug

IV 6 = Neuenburg Neuchâtel 8 26 = Schaffhausen 5chaffhouse

2 7 = BuIle 8 27 = Kloten

2 8 = • -Montreux 8 28 = Winterthur Winterthour

2 9 = Sitten Sion 8 29 = Weinfeiden

4 10 = Biel Bienne VIII 30 = Zürich Zurich

2 11 = Freiburg Fribourg 8 31 = Horgen

V 12 =1-3-a-i61-- Bale 8 32 = Wetzikon ZH

5 13 = Liestal 9 33 = Wil SG

5 14 = Solothurn Soleure IX 34 = St.Gallen St-Gall

3 15 = Lyss 9 35 = Rapperswil SG

3 '16 = Herzogenbuchsee X 36 = Chur Coire

III 17 = Bern Berne_ 10 37 = Davos

3 18 = Thun t Floune 10 38 = St. Moritz St-Moritz

2 19 = Visp Viége XI 39 = Bellinzona Bellinzone

VI 20 = Aarau 11 40 = Lugano

,

.

Here we are again at the bottom of a page and at the bottom of the

barrel as far as articles for the Newsletter. It is up to you, the

members, to supply material for these pages. I cannot make bricks

without straw. I have one item for next month. The deadline for

publication is Monday the 17th August. WHAT WILL YOU DO?
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - The Hon. Secretary wishes to remind members
that the Annual General Meeting of the Society will be held on Wednes-
day the 11th of November 1998 at the Victory Services Club. Any member
desiring to move a Resolution or Motion should write to the Hon.
Secretary not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.

DID YOU RECEIVE YOUR COPY OF THE JULY NEWSLETTER?

Some members received the charred remains of their July Newsletters
in the usual 'sorry' plastic bag. If you did not receive your July
Newsletter then contact Doug Houtris, 62 Thirleby Road, EDGWARE 11A8 OEZ.
Royal Mail seem to be doing their worst this year - half the January
issue disappeared, now they are burning them! I thought it was only
E-mail that disappeared, or am I getting old? Ed.

Our member with the encyclopaedic knowledge of Swiss Revenue Stamps, Gene Kelly,
has reached Volume 9 of his catalogue of the Fiscal Stamps of Switzerland. This part
of his 'opus magnum' deals with the Kantonal Tax Stamps of Kenton Bern. It has 187
pages and colour illustrations and is available direct from him for $45- or any
convertible currency, p & p included; Zelgstrasse 7, CH-8253 DIESSENHOFEN, Switzerland.

ANSWER TO THE ANNIVERSARIES ISSUE PUZZLE page 56, July

There are certainly a number of possible answers,
mirror images and others. Figure 1 shows that a
regular block of four is left over, just right for
a First Day cover, in the bottom right-hand corner.

Figure 2 shows another possible solution with two
pairs, or four singles, unused in the bottom left-
hand and right-hand corners.

In the July 1995 issue of the Newsletter, p52,
another member had a 'philatelic dilemma' with a
complete Sheet of this issue. J Andrew K Moilliet
reported on the difficulty he had had in splitting
the complete sheet to get all the combinations of
mint and used, and how he was still short of certain
'variations'. Did he ever get the items he was short
of for his collection? You can be sure that the PTT/SP
are only too glad to sell stamps to collectors for
such purposes as they do not have to pass through the
normal mails. Look at Royal Mail profits this year

THE SECOND MENSBERG COVER shown on p33 of the May issue of the Newsletter, has the
same "Charge, Porto, Nachnahme' instructions (and the same spelling mistake) as the
first one found. My discussions with a few specialists have produced no new ideas.
One can only think that the political council insisted that all their post was free,
registered or not. Perhaps such irregularities caused Anton Mehr to leave. His suc-
cessor in 1876 was Josef KAch; Dominik K.Mch took over in 1894, and when he died in
1924 his daughter (?) Hedwig became Postmistress until she was pensioned off in 1967
at the age of 69, giving a family total of 92 years. In Menznau the family Naef
ran the post office from 1867 until at least 1965, when the yearly salary was raised
to CHF 25 258-, a total of more than 98 years for five family members. M Rutherfoord

Ken Reeves has sent a copy of the oddest card he has seen. It is a postal stationery
card of the September 1892 issue, imprinted 10c. Posted Geneve Exp. Lettr. on
12.V.93-11 and addressed to Mr Chas Coate, c/o Messr Morford & Goodman, Staines,
Nr Windsor (no country name). On the verso is written "Tailors Dep. 7. p.m. 12/5/1893
I have the pleasure of informing Master Charles that the long looked for cricket
pants were sent off on Wednesday evening C.P. Trusting he is well & getting used to
his duties, I remain Yours Sincerely B.Figuls". Ken asks what is cricket doing in
Switzerland? It has him stumped and bowled over.

SALES PACKET PLEASE SEND YOUR MATERIAL AND 3%
to Geoff Hubbard at Flat 13, 41/43 Belsize. Avenue, LONDON NW3 4BN. Tel: 01 717 94 80 78

If you are going away during August or September then please let Geoff know so
that the packets can be diverted, better safe than sorry if they are left on the step:
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that for the first time the US Post Office launched a new issue

outside the USA, ie, on the 26th June for the stamp commemorating the

Berlin Airlift, in Berlin. The NZZ comments that Switzerland beat

them to it, in that the Swiss 'Sion 2000' 90c stamp was launched in

Japan on 12th February 1998. They do not mention that this affair,

with the three postcards, did not do much to help Jean-No gl Rey from

being sacked. The new PO Chief is Reto Braun, brought back from North

America as a top manager.
- that there are many rumours about how the new Post will be re-

organized. One is that the yellow postal coaches, long a loss maker,

will be taken over by the SBB, as they are really an extension of the

railway system. Looking back 150 or so years, only the Post moved

letters, parcels, cash and people around Switzerland. This central-

ization has gradually been eroded, by the railways (at first all

private), by the banks, and now more and more by private parcel car-

riers. So the world changes.
- that now is the time when people start to have their mail diverted

to their Swiss holiday addresses, by filling in a form about 10 days

in advance and paying CHF 5,-. Or the mail can be held back at the

local PO. Parcels in Zürich, and other big towns, get distributed

separately from letters, they also get sent on. Privately delivered

newspapers can also be sent on by post, by informing the publishers.

The system has worked well for decades. Only optimists try to have

their mail re-directed to a foreign country.
- that I have just received the first letter, from St Gallen, with

the new coding layout of the orange-red bars. It partially follows

the new German system. More details later. I heard about it some

months ago, but expected it later in the year.
- that when announcing the latest three stamps of the new series in

'Focus' a list was given, rather belatedly, of matching postmarks

for the first six stamps. For the ridiculous 90c (nobody has ever

sent an envelope to me using one) they give 7558 Strada in Grau-

bunden. I will check it out; if only we had a dog!
- that the SP is very busy removing all 'PTTs', with religious

ferltour, one could say. Below is an example of the new 'Philatelie'

cancels used at ten philatelic counters. In this Zürich example the

postcode has been changed from the 8022, which indicated that the

counter was in the old Fraumlinsterpost building, and the 'PTT' has

been removed from 'Philatelie'. One must now ask where it is to be

found, as all now have neutral postcodes, with no branch office given.

- that the new 70c booklet will be ,issued on the 8th September 1998,

with five different stamps per page, see illustration. There will be

na-FD-service as-sno-h-bceause-no one has yet invented a machine-to

stick self-adhesive stamps automatically on to covers. However, the

thoughtful SP is providing blank covers and a suitable FD cancel for

DIY collectors. The stamps themselves do have a youthful appeal and

will be a success. As with the 90c booklet these self-adhesive stamps

can be washed off the rubber adhesive. Does anyone know of any other

country which has this feature? The USPO recently announced that 80%

of the stamps they sold were self-adhesive, with a rising tendency.
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Nos. rs and 16

include a series of
Six Maps,

specially engraved

for this

Publication, and

beautifully printed

in Colours.

•Cln-"b

No. 14.

320 pages. Spaces

for 8,000 Stamps.

Nos. 13 and 16.

4400 pages. Spaces
for Ii,000 Stamps.
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PAGES FROM HISTORY - our Hon. Secretary John Cordingley sent the advertisement
below which may amuse members. The comment about postcards is particularly relevant
in view of the renewed interest in them! 'Philatelists of experience' have long known
that such items have a place in a collection, especially as many have interesting
cancellations from unusual places_ The new rules on exhibiting enable them to be used
in a display for the value of the picture side particularly if it shows a Post Office
of a remote turn of the last century village or a postman and his mule.

NEW EDITION.

Plr 100 POSTAGE STAMPS, all genuine and different, and of a catalogue
value of over 8/-, are presented with each STRAND ALBUM.

THE STRAND POSTAGE STAMP ALBUM.
'Well arranged, reliable, and tborougbly correct.

T
HE book, which is printed on an unusually good quality paper, is bound in a
new and specially designed cover. The shape is as illustrated, and the size

a new and convenient one viz. 9i in. by 71 inches. Sufficient guards have been
inserted so that when the !Album is full the covers shall be level with each other,
and not bulged, as is often the case in imperfectly constructed books.

•
Concise Geographical and other particulars with Illustrations are given at the head of each

country, the pages being divided into rectangles, as is usual, with this most important innova-
tion, that they vary in size so as to conveniently accommodate the Stamps desired to be placed in
position. This is an advantageous improvement that will commend itself to every collector.
Post Cards are not Provided for, as all Philatelists of experience know it is hest to collect them -cpnra

A new and very important departure has been made in Nos. 15 and 16, in including for the
first time in any Philatelic Album a series of Six specially drawn Maps, printed in colours, and
giving the names of all Stamp-issuing Countries. They are of course fully brought up to date,
and are not needlessly encumbered with unnecessary names, so as to increase their usefulness for
easy and instant reference. -

Each Album now has four full-page Illustrations of the Watermarks found on all Stamps.

PRICES.
No. 14.—Strongly and neatly bound in plain cloth, gilt lettered, 320 pages, 2/6;

post-free, 2/Ii; abroad, 3/4.
No. 15.—Strongly and handsomely bound in plain cloth, with gilt edges and

lettering, and 6 Maps, and 8o extra leaves, 5/– ; post-free, 5/5; abroad, 6/–.
No. i6.—Ilandsomely bound in half morocco

'

 lettered on hack, plain cloth sides,.
with 6 Maps, gilt edges, 400 pages, 8/6; post-free, 9/–; abroad, 9/6.

BLANK T. XVES. For No. 14. -9d. per dozen ; 5/– per roo, post-free.
For N- or 16, gilt edges.—I/3 per dozen ; 9/– per•ioo, post-free.

STANL1LY GIBBONS, LTD., 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.  13

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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HAS THE PTT BEEN TOO EAGER TO COLLECT POSTAGE DUE?

ThIF cover was sent by the. Araentinian PTT on 10th February 1958 to
the International Telecommunications Union in Geneva. It has back
cancels of Geneve 1 Distr.lettr. for 12.11.58-22 and aneve 14 Palais

Wilson for the 13.11.58-10. The postal official in the Palais Wilson
made calculations in purple crayon on the back as follows:
100 + 400 = 500 2 = 2,50 and 730 2 = 3,65. On the front, under
the stamps has been written 1,8. A pair of 90c Z247 of the 1941 set
have been added and cancelled with the same cds of Palais Wilson for
10 am and two Ts in circle. If it was correct to tax this letter then
was the 1,80 correct and how was it calculated? But, was this not
correct as this could have been considered as an 'Official Paid' item?

What do our members who specialize in postage dues think about this
cover and can they answer the questions posed above?

---1
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THE FOLKLORE FESTIVALS or FOLK CUSTOMS definitives of 1977 & 1982/4, taken from
the information given in the Newsletters at the time. Requested by a member.
5c Sternsingen, Bergdn (Epiphany Carol Singing). During the festive season between
Christmas and Epiphany, costumed groups of children in the Grisona go from house to
house singing popular carols to announce the birth of Christ and the. coming of the
Magi to his. crib- At Bergdn in the Albula valley, the singers carry an illuminated
star, decorated with Christian symbols, which can be made to revolve, by means of a
crank. They sing their carols and in return for glad tidings they bring, tradition-
ally they receive a small gift, in kind or in money.
10c Sechlauten, Ztrich. The local festival, on the Monday following the spring
equinox, takes its name from a bell signal which marked the transition from winter
to summer and from that day rang in work finishing time for Ztrich's citizens. at
6pm. Following an afternoon procession by the city Guilds, the chiming of all church
bells ushers in the second stage of the festival, highlighted by the burning of the
'B8Ogg'. This is a personification of winter in the shape of a vast snowman made of
wadding, complete with hat and broom. The ceremony takes place in a vast lakeside
square in the middle of which a huge pile of wood, topped by the 'Bdagg' has been
built. The bonfire is set alight and circled by a galloping cavalcade of Guild
members, until the effigy, stuffed with explosives, bursts asunder amid the cheers
of the onlookers.
20c Silvesterklause, Herisau. The original idea behind the St. Nicholas. or 'Klause'
tradition, which goes back to pre-Christian times, was to drive evil spirits from
midwinter homes and farmsteads. The custom is still very much alive in the Appenzell
districts of Herisau and Urnasch, though the former 'Wild Men' have been gradually
superseded since the second half of the 18th century by the handsomer 'Klause' who
now dominate the scene. They make their appearance on New Year's Eve and on 13th
January (the old St Silvester Feast), in groups of six, with a front and rear couple
of 'Rollewiiber' (lads in women's folk costumes, with 'sweet' wax mask, oversized
half-moon shaped headress and 13 large bells on shoulder straps) and between the
'Röllewiiber', the four 'Treichel' bearers in gay peasant costume, each with a hugecowbell...on breast and back and a platter-shaped hat firmly secured on his head.
The elaborate headgear of both 'Rollewiiber' and bell-bearers is decorated with
the wearer's own representations of peasant life.
35c Gansabhauet, Sursee. On St Martin's Day, (111 November),the date at which
peasants formerly paid rent in farm produce to their temporal or spiritual masters,a popular festival is staged in the market town of Sursee in Ct, Luzern. It centresround a special variety of blindman's buff, a contest of skill in which local young
men take part. The blindfolded contestant, his face traditionally covered with a
mask symbolizing the sun, attempts to cut a fattened goose off a string by which it
is fastened to a wire stretched across the townhall square. Harvest thank-offering,
unpopular tithe payment and perhaps reminiscences from the life of St Martin of
Tours, are the idea underlying this local festival.
40c Escalade, Geneva. On 12th December 1602, the people of Geneva beat off an attack
by troops of the Duke of Savoy, thereby securing their political and religious
independence. The account of this event is described on Geneva's. Reformation Monu-
ment. An annual memorial service, attended by Escalade veterans developed graduallyinto Geneva's patriotic holiday, and the festivities soon reflected both. memories
of the historic event (repulse of the enemy assaulting the city walls with scalingladders) and elements of a noisy winter procession and carnival. At an evening  •
procession in period costume, a herald reads out the news of the city's deliverance
to historic figures surrounding him, leaders and men from both camps, torchbearers,
boisterous youths and 'Mere Royaume' with her cauldron - the 'Escalade' symbol -
which she is said to have flung, steaming contents and all, at an intruding
Savoyard's head.
50c Achetringele, Laupen. The Bernese dialect word 'Achetringle' means ringing out
the old year, and is what the young people of the small market town of Laupen do
when the year is drawing to a close. On New Year's Eve they descend from the hilltopcastle amid the swelling and subsiding noise and tinkling of innumerable cowbells.
By this infernal din the 'Tringgelers' aim to drive away the evil winter demons -
which points to the pre-Christian origin of the custom. The accompanying 'broom-
men', their fearsome masks half hidden by shaggy pelts, ply long-handled brooms
which they dip into the fountain and with which they splash. onlookers, particularlythe girls, a purification act at whose root was surely a pagan fertility rite.
So-called 'Blaateremannli' carry pigs bladders on sticks, dealing out harmless blowsto keep the wild company under control. 
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70c Processione di Mendrisio. The medieval church, by promoting rel
igious drama,

aimed to give the Faithful as impressive and realistic rendering as 
possible of

the birth, life and suffering of Christ, as recorded in the Bible. D
ramatizations

of biblical texts were staged as theatre performances or processions
 at Christmas

or Whitsun and above all at Easter. Among the popular themes was the
 entry of

Christ into Jerusalem. In the 'Processions' of Mendrisio in southern
 Ticino,

which takes place on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday before large 
audiences lining

the streets of the town, the southern baroque temperament carries re
alism as far

as it possibly can. Mendrisio is one of the few places in Switzerlan
d where the

tradition of Passion plays is still very much alive and capable of d
irecting into

religious channels a naive popular need for dramatic expression.

80c Vogel Gryff, Basel. The entry into Kleine Basel, in ceremonial 
fashion of

'Vogel Gryff' (the Griffin), 'Wilde Man' (the Wild Man) and 'Leu' (t
he Lion),

on 13, 20, 27 January in rotation, rpminds the local people that th
e famous Basel

Carnival is imminent, although there is no direct link between the t
wo events.

The 'Vogel Gryff' ceremony can be traced back to the 16th century, 
when the old

trade Corporations used to meet each January for a banquet, precede
d by a pro-

cession in which the Corporation emblems were displayed. In time thi
s procession

developed into a public spectacle with the personified emblems perf
orming their

antics. In 1838 the three Kleine Basel Corporations decided to hold
 a joint

January banquet, the 'Gryffe-Mahli', and the ceremonial preceding i
t has become

firmly rooted in local custom. The shaggy 'Wilde Man' is met on a pl
atform linking

two river boats by the Lion and the Griffin and on their way to the
 banqueting

hall they stop from time to time to give pantomime performances to 
the

accompaniment of drums.
90c Roitschaggata, Lötschental. In some of the valleys of Ct. Valais 

the carnival

festivities are marked by noisy processions of figures wearing shagg
y sheepskins,

cow-bells round the waist, rag-covered shoes and wooden masks with 
terrifying

features, gaping mouths and a few odd cow's teeth sticking out grote
squely. These

witches and demons masks, however, can be traced back only as far a
s the 1850s

and were probably not widely used before the beginning of this cent
ury. Far

older traditions are the Shrovetide blackening of faces and hands w
ith chimney

soot. (Roitschaggata in fact means smoke-stained or sooty figures) a
nd pranks

such as the squirting of water from large syringes, throwing ashes, 
the fearsome

brandishing of primitive battering implements, for the most part sug
gest pagan rites.

30c Rollelibutzen, Altstatten. The 'Rollelibutzen' (bell bogeys) of
 AltstAtten

are among the most glittering carnival figures in Switzerland. The 
custom can be

traced back in chronicles to the beginning of the 17th century but 
may well derive

from an ancient fertility and purification cult, symbolised by the-.1
luirting

syringe which today, however, has become a carnival diversion and d
elights many

on Shrove Tuesday when, above all, the marriageable girls are treate
d to a shower.

Another outstanding characteristic is the magnificent get-up, espe
cially the

splendid colourfully beaded helmet-like headgear.

25c Chesslete,Solothurn. In Solothurn the annual Shrovetide celebration
s have

developed into a large-scale popular festival embracing a wide range
 of activities.

The curtain-raiser is always Thursday's 'Chesslete' which originall
y was almost

certainly a ritual noise manifestation. At five o'clock in the morn
ing a pro-

cession escorted by torchbearers forms up; hundreds of early risers
, all clad in

white nightgowns and caps, make an infernal din with their horns, b
ells, sirens

and other noisy instruments - a signal that carnival time has come r
ound again.

45c Klausjagen, Küssnacht am Rigi. The 
I Klausjagen' at KUssnacht am Rigi is

today an impressive manifestation of light. About 200 'Lichtkläusen
' in white

robes reaching to their feet, and headgear known as 'Iffeln' (from i
nfula = mitre),

prance about in procession, twisting and turning, illuminated by sev
eral candles,

the mitres with. their elaborate cut-out designs and coloured paper 
linings look

like the stained glass windows of a church or fairy-tale castle. St.
 Nicholas,

bringing up the rear, hardly attracts any attention after the spect
acular sight

of his entourage.
60c Schnabelgeissen, Ottenbach (Ct. adrich). On the first and secon

d Friday in

December, about 20 'Schnabelgeissen' get up to all sorts of pranks i
n Ottenbach,

near Affoltern on the Albis. The 'Schnabelgeissen' are a kind of bog
eyman,

dressed in white sheets, with long wooden beaks which they clack lo
udly, continuing

to wreak their mischief until placated with a few coins. Originally
 one of the

many ways. in which spirits had to be driven away or placated, the a
ncient custom

has become a social event that attracts young and old alike.
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel. Reprinted, with permission, from Jungfraupost,
the journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland', Nederland and translated from the
Dutch by R S Johnson. (continued from November 1997, p82.)
FLUGTAG BIEL 8 June 1913 - The 'unknown' mail flight.

Introduction The Biel-Bern flight occupies a modest place in the many flights which
occurred in 1913. Nevertheless it was. a real mail flight and no other than the then
very popular Oscar Bider carried the mail, with 3125 cards, in his little plane to
Bern. These cards (there were no letters) are for one reason or another less well
known. In the auction catalogues they are usually to be found under the heading of
I Luchtpost Diversen' (Various Mail Flights). A major cause of this is probably the
absence of a special airmail label as had been designed for most of the other
pioneer flights. of 1913. Nevertheless there is enough interesting philatelic material
to warrant a small article on the mail flight Biel-Bern.
The flight Biel a well preserved old town at the foot of the Jura is the only real
bi-lingual town in Switzerland. On both sides of the culture boundary, the Obergasse,
is a German- and a French-speaking part of the town, each with its own, wholly
separate, building style. It is also striking that the text of the red/purple cancel
specially designed for this mail flight is the only one of these cancels for 1913
that is bi-lingual. (See figure 1.)

Just outside the old inner town was an open field at that time 'die Nidaumatten'
where many spectators could. gather. They came also because of the two fliers. Bider
and Taddioli provided a good show with twelve flights in total, with and without
passengers. It was after 7 pm that Bider carried out the mail flight to Bern.
Philatelic specialities In place of an airmail label it was possible to buy (only
at the airfield) the well-known Bider postcard with a special text  for this event
'Erste Flug-Post BIEL-BERN, Transportiert durch Aviatiker Bider' (see figure 1).
This card, already franked with a 5c Tell boy stamp could be bought for 50c, which
included the airmail fee. This is also the reason that no letters were handed over
for this flight. Only the card itself, provided that it was franked with the special
cachet paid for air transport. These cards with the printed text on the address side,
about 2000 were sold out prematurely. Quickly a further 2000, in stock but not
printed, were provided with a rectangular cachet, the text of these cachets was the
same as the imprinted cards, but with the added 'Sonntag, 8 Jun i 1913 (figure 2).

In the end 3125 cards were flown to Bern. The front, or picture side, carried
different texts, some in German and some in French.. . , . .

. 1/4 Azi, 4.Erste Fluz-Post . 4 .01- - 4; -

S141-43E'" C3reeP f V444A. Figure 1 - The special postcard with• O. * 8 , 	,
the imprinted text in the top left;`, 1111*/ Atiy, - 7
corner. The card is addressed to= , Prepal.\ Rockford Ill. USA.„ •
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Figure 2 - One of the 2000 cards in 7

' 1 =
c2the second batch with the Committee .

cachet in place of the printed text. , ,

,
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Naturally, philatelically speaking, there are a few great rarities- There seems to
exist a card with both the imprinted text of figure 1 and the blue Committee cachet
of figure 2! Furthermore the Committee cachet exists in black, very difficult to
find. I have only seen one example in an entry to the Ad Astra exhibition in Zdrich
in 1989. The Biel-Bern flight is well worth getting to know in collecting circles.
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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF A "SWISS CANCEL" M Rutherfoord

A few months ago I asked who knew what was meant by a "Swiss Cancel", as used in

the German and Scandinavian philatelic articles. Now I have found the answer in

volume 2 of Michel's 'German Cancellations'. They show the first examples from 1885

and then the orders to two German firms to make cancels with a date bridge, having

wheels for the figures, and bars above and below. They say this layout was given the

name "Swiss Cbncel" because of the similarity to Swiss cancels of the time. See figure 1

and figure 2 for the first three types shown in the Geller Record Book, the correct

date being 1867. Figure 3 shows a typical cancel with the heavy bars, introduced in
1875. Note the number 15700, after 40 years (roughly a third of their production went

to foreign countries). Now when Geller made his first cancellers in 1865 with wheels

for the date Instead of the loose inserts used before, he could not patent this, as

a Patent Office was unknown in Switzerland until 1888, but did he patent it in

Germany? My theory, very weak, is that after his German patent ran out in 20 years,

1885, the Prussian Post Office in Berlin Immediately took advantage of the situation

and had their own cancellers made, free of patent dues, but the name stuck, to show

the origin. Michel makes no mention of Geller in their book.
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Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

SUGGESTIONS FOR SPLITTING UP A FULL SHEET OF THE ANNIVERSARIES ISSUE - A Moillet

see p 62 of the August issue of the Newsletter

When working out how to split the sheet so as to get all possible horizontal and

vertical pairs and blocks of four, always bear in mind that you should concentrate

on breaking out the abnormal items first. These would include:

E i D i ,B A ICI D C
A B DC AB DA

The reason for doing this is that, if necessary, you can always buy the standard

blocks of four and, therefore, the normal vertical and horizontal pairs of stamps

from a stamp dealer should this be necessary. But remember that many dealers break

up sheets of stamps like this into the standard blocks of four only. This means that

B A D C
and blocks

DC B n
and the pairs taken from them are much rarer than you would at first think. - ,

If you are anywhere near Milwaukee, USA, on Thursday 17th September then don't miss

the free seminar being held as part of MILCOPEX. The American Helvetia Philatelic

Society are organising this at the Ramada Inn, 201 North Mayfair Road from 1.00

to 5.30 pm. Subjects to be covered range from Postmarks of Pioneer Swiss Rail Routes

to Use of Swiss Stamps Abroad with a list of international speakers. -
Lac des Chavonnes p 58 of the August issue of the Newsletter. Colin Griffiths has

sent a copy of a card he purchased recently of this lake. It is J.J. 1790 and was

used in 1903. The message on it reads: "Visited here yesterday. Left home at 5 a.m.

Climbed a mountain on our way to see Mont Blanc. Lots of love to you all, Bessie".

How many members get up at 5 a.m. to go walking on holiday these days?

THE NEW CANCELS FOR THE SP PHILATELIC OFFICES
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Lot 2252 SWITZERLAND 1939-70 PTT folded sheets bearing mainly
sets cancelled FDI or with special event postmarks (48)

Estimate 50-60

This looked an interesting lot when seen in a well  material itself? The age range of 1939-70 was slightly
known auction house catalogue; well it did to me misleading and inaccurate - one item dated 1939, two
because I collect or really accumulate cancellations. in the 1940s and sixteen outside the range, although
Accumulate because I still do not have enough to within the 1970s.  There was only one FDI
write-up into an interesting or even representative cancellation on a 1956 PJ set contained in a PTT
collection for this period. In this lot the latest material  Livret (small booklet), not a folded sheet. Nearly all
was dated as 1970 and this is getting on for nearly the sheets had MPO cancellations with just a few from
forty years old. I find that talking to members we  other events. There was some significant duplication
tend to discount items produced since 1945 and I  in both sets of stamps represented and in the
certainly see that most displays tend to concentrate cancellations, four in one case. The general condition
on older issues. Looking through the Swiss Dealers  was good and I have been offered considerably worse
catalogue, the price of FDI (First Day of Issue)  material at considerably higher prices at stamp fairs.
cancellations for some 1950s material is quite  It is difficult to say if I have value for money. A
surprisingly high - check some of the common quick evaluation of catalogue prices for all forty eight
propaganda or Europa sets for yourself/ If this lot had items comes out at nearly CHF400 and on that basis I
just one or two of these it might be worth putting in a  have done quite well. There is a significant number of
bid. Nevertheless the estimate looked very high and  items that will go into my collection; others might see
there was no reference to quality. Did the mainly in their way into the Society packet or go back into
the description refer to the folded sheets having sets auction! I think that the lot description was not
of stamps, or being cancelled FDI or that there were accurate particularly regarding the date of the
sheets without either sets or FDI or special event  material and that this is inexcusable - sufficient
cancellations? The only way to fmd out was to make grounds for the return of the material. However other
a bid, be successful and then find out. £30 with a  aspects such as the balance of the cancellations and
possible increase of 10% for a matching bid seemed to  the inclusion of a livret depend upon expert
be a maximum offer to make. knowledge of a particular postal system. Any

Of course the lot didn't cost me £33 the maximum I  company offering nearly 4000 lots on a two weekly
bid. To this had to be added12% buyer's premium basis is going to be pretty hard pressed and it is
and postage, packing and insurance making a total unlikely that any would provide a better description
on the invoice of 138.85. I also thought that it was a  on such a low priced lot. The acid question still to be
little odd that somebody else had bid £30 and my bid  answered is, will I bid again at this company's
of £30 had been increased by 10%! The material auctions?
arrived recorded delivery and quite well packed in What are readers experiences of postal auctions?
card envelope, card folder and cellophane envelope,  Are there real bargains to be had? Have you had one
certainly no complaints about that. So what of the recently? JAC
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Follow-up to the table on p 2, January 1998, on the validity of PJ & PP stamps.

This cover has PJ stamps of 1924 and two for 50 Years UPU, cancelled 1.XII.24. -7
at Winterthur 1, local Express rate of 10c plus 60c is correct. However, the last
day of validity of the UPU stamps was 30th November 1924. Inside the cover was
the relevant page of the PTT Bulletin where it said UPU stamps were accepted if
posted during the night before 1st December 1924. So here we have one of those
anomalous covers bearing valid and invalid stamps together.  M Rutherfoord
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that in 1997 Courvoiser of La Chaux-de-Fonds printed 325 stamps for

29 countries, the main six being: Bosnia, San Marino, Thailand, Ethi-
opia, Senegal & Taiwan. How many of them do you collect?
- that a famous Swiss General was captured by the British when wounded,

after being in action against them. That taught him a lesson, which
has benefited many. Don't guess, an article is in preparation.
- that the 'Fund for Philately' has laid down new principles: the
present capital is just below CHF 6m, and it must not be allowed to

fall below 5m; each of the four newly defined areas of operation have
more freedom within a strictly defined budget. St. Gallen 2000 being

the next big exhibition.
- that the new 1999 Zumstein 'small' catalogue is 10% cheaper at CHF20,

with several new features. Well worth it.
- that in 1840 the UK introduced a uniform rate of postage over the

whole kingdom. On the 1st January 1973 Switzerland followed, when the
10km local rate was abolished. Has anyone seen a table stating when
other countries took this big step? So far I have not found one, on

the subject of uniform postage.
- that on the 1847_railway_timetable there-was a small note, affecting

the trains running from ZUrich to Baden and back, it says "The above
departure times are according to the station clock, passengers please

note". This is a real sign of the times. Up till then each place had
its own time, midday being more or less when the sun was at its zenith.

With the railways this all changed, across the whole world. In 1851

'Bernese Time' was introduced, using the telegraph system for co-or-
dination. Paris, Berlin and others also. So for the 30-minute trip,
including stops in Dietikon, Schlieren and Altstetten, the station
clocks ensured synchronization, but who set all these clocks, there

was no telegraph then (the railways were the first to use it). Did

the loco driver's watch do the job? Probably.
- that another railway story has come to light, not so amusing. On the

11th March 1997 a firm in Basel produced nice FDCs having all the four

150 years of Swiss Railways stamps nicely cancelled with the curious

old cancel of Uetikon SBB, in black or red. This cancel used to be one

of a set for all the ship landing stages on the lake of Zffrich, see
figure 1. Then the anchor was removed and the cancel used for letters

and other items,later given the station number 806 by the SBB, see

figure 2. Later again changed with No. 3105, figure 3. I was one of

those who occasionally got examples at the SBB station. In 1992 the
SBB got sick of this and forbade its use in any form, as a normal
station rubber canceller had existed all the time, for office use.
The question is how did the firm in Basel get hold of this cancel, and

remove the station number before using it on hundreds of covers? (NZZ)

- that Zumstein is planning a new edition of their Ganzsachen-Katalog,
in co-operation with the Ganzsachen-Verein. If you have any comments
or corrections to make now is the time to write, in English, to Zumstein.

3105 

KB°4

..17.11.68 -

Figure 3

UPDATE FOR THE TABLE OF
. ‘ t..1 041 . -T 1 ,... .....0,4/PTT ENVELOPE STICKERS I K x

A new label has appeared, bright - 	--- - -.--' S:13-13; .

yellow with black lettering, 15V111.76
dated February 1998. Self -
adhesive, 165 x 40 mm.
See the article in the March 1996 Figure I Figure 2
Newsletter, page 21. M R
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 56 July 1998)

WELIO COURVOISIER S.A.

VIEW OF LAKE AND MOUNTAINS
",•„. ,

..•
-

. '

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

COURVOISIER S.A. SUISSE

Photogravure

Phosphor Coated

19?? PHOTOGRAVURE — PHOSPHOR COATED PAPER — WHITISH GUM

1010 Various Shades of Blue

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets:
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

COURVOISIER S.A.SUISSE

Photogravure

19?? PHOTOGRAVURE — UNABLE TO TELL THE PAPER AND GUM ( ALL COPIES SEEN
ARE ON ENVELOPES)

1020 Blue
1021 Purple
1022 Orange
1023 Emerald — Green

CANCELLED ON ENVELOPES:
No. 1020 On a PTT envelope cancelled "BERN 1 BRIEFVERSAND 5-6 20.111 1962"
No. 1021 On an envelope cancelled " BERN 1 BRIEFVERSAND 5-6 20.111 1962"
No. 1022 On an envelope cancelled " BERN 1 BRIEFVERSAND 5 — 6 20.111 1 962"
No. 1023 On an envelope cancelled " BERN 1 BRIEFVERSAND 5-6 20.111 1962"

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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No. 10 October1998

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given that the
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on Wednesday 11th November 1998 at 6.30pm prompt

at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London WC2.

AGENDA 1. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 12th November 1997 and published
in the Helvetia Philatelic Newsletter of December 1997

2. Matters arising from the Minutes
3. Chairman's Address
4. Hon. Secretary's Report
5. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts

6. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
7. Librarian's Report
8. Press Officer's Report
9. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 1998/9

10. Motions and Resolutions
11. Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee i.e.
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, and (not exceeding)
TWELVE Members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in
WRITING to reach him not later than Monday 9th November 1998.

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual General
Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text to the Hon. Secretary
not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.

7th September 1998
J.A.Cordingley Hon. Sec.
C.P.Mistely Chairman

ALL MEMBERS who can are asked to attend this meeting, when they have the opportunity to

criticise the running of the Society and to put forward suggestions for future policy.

AN AUCTION

Following the AGM there will be an auction. Members are reminded that lots should have an
identity reference e.g. CPM 1, CPM 2, CPM 3 ...., and that a list giving each lot with individual short

selling descriptions should be prepared for the auctioneer.

SALES PACKET
DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT THAT MATERIAL THAT HAS BEEN

UNTOUCHED FOR YEARS IN THAT OLD SHOE BOX

and send it, with the 3%, to Geoff Hubbard our Hon. Packet Secretary

at — Flat 13, 41/43 Belsize Avenue, LONDON NW3 4BN.
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1937 4th International Flight Meeting - Zurich
J.Cordingley, M.Rutherfoord and G.Balimann

Up until 1937 there had been three international flight meetings in Zurich. The first took place from 3/10
September 1922 with a special cds and vignette being issued. For the second from 12/21 August 1927 there
was a cds, vignettes in German and French and two commemorative postcards. On 22nd August in
association with the meeting the first airmail flights between Zurich and Bellinzona took place. Special cds and
cachets were used on the mail carried. The third meeting took place 22/31 July 1932 and mail was sent
between Zurich and Interlaken with the plane using the airstrip at Thun because of bad weather. Two special
cds and a vignette were produced. To advertise these three meetings special slogan post marks were applied on
mail through Zurich 1 main post office. Similar slogans were applied to mail through Zurich 3 post office for
the second and third flights.

The 4th International Flight Meeting took place between 23rd July and 1st August 1937 at the Dubendorf
airfield outside Zurich. From June 15th to August 1st a special slogan postmark was applied to mail through
the Zurich 1 and 3 post offices. However postal arrangements for flight mail were completely different.

In 1937 Mobile Post Office No 1 (MPO 1) was built for the Swiss PIT by the firm Eggli of Lausanne on a
Saurer chassis. This followed successful ventures by the French in 1935 and the Germans in 1936. The
MPO was first used at the International Automobile Show in Geneva where the first special circular date
stamps (cds) came into use - in the French
language. The contemporary postcard
reproduced here clearly shows the three
serving hatches and the two dispensing
machines, one for postcards and the other
for stamps.

The card saw considerable use before and
during the time that the two special 10c PIT
postcards of MPO 1 were in use (Zu 120 &
121). Indeed the illustration on Zu 120 is
exactly the same. It is not known if the card
was on sale from the MPO but a
considerable number do have the MPO cds.

On the reverse the card has a Saurer logo
and an inscription:

Fahrbars Automobil-Postbureau auf Saurer-Chassis
Bureau de poste automobile sur chassis Saurer

together with a number Nr. 1936

During 1937 MPO 1 was very well used visiting 112 different locations. From the 19th until the 23rd July it
was at Uster for the Zurich Cantonal Shooting Festival and then travelled to Arbon for the Thurgau Cantonal
Music Festival held on the 24th and 25th of July. On 26th of July MPO 1 was in Zurich and remained there
until the end of the international flight meeting. It visited eight different locations and collected mail both for
the special flight made on 2 August to Sion and for general distribution. All mail for this special flight came
through the MPO.

Mail passing through the MPO at this time had two basic cancellations. Stamps were cancelled in black
using the special German language design MPO hand stamp showing 1.SCHWEIZ.AUTOMOBIL- POSTBUREAU
with the date (figure 1). I find this interesting. The PIT must have imagined the possibility of at least a second
MPO because of the 1. A second handstamp in red giving the MPO location was added and usually to the top
left of the card or envelope and these are listed in the statistical table. Mail for the special flight had a third
blue cancellation applied somewhere to the bottom left (figure 2). Added to this collection of cancellations was
one of two cds applied sometime after arrival in Sion (figure 3).
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Figure 2

There are three entries about the cancellations and the flight in the PEN Cancellation, Zumstein Specialised
catalogue and the Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbook. They differ in detail especially concerning the number
of items flown, with the numbers varying between 24 000 and 27 000. In addition there were items going
through the MPO for general distribution. So taking the smaller of the two figures it struck me that there must
have been quite a logistical problem for the MPO and the arrival office in Sion. The MPO collected mail from
eight different locations ,so on average 3000 items were handled each day. All had to have the correct postage
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of 50c,with registered items costing an extra 20c for cards and 30c for letters. Registered items also had to
have the MPO Registered label affixed. Each item had stamps cancelled in black, the location stamped in red,
and the flight cancellation in blue - three cancellers and three different coloured inks. Working an eight hour
day on average 375 items were being handled per hour, i.e. 63 per minute. Even if this was humanly possible
there seemed to be sufficient scope for something to go wrong so clearly the MPO organisation must have been
quite superb.

I raised these queries with Michael Rutherfoord and he was intrigued. After a visit to the Swiss MPO expert
G.Balimann) who provided some explanation, Michael visited the BIC (Business Information Center - previously
the BID) in Bern and found the MPO records for this time. Official records for the MPO do exist but only for
1937 and 1938. Below is a table of the appropriate statistics.

Day

26.7
Tues I

27.7
Wed

28.7
Thurs

29.7
Fri

30.7
Sat

31.7
Sun

1.8
Mon

1.8
Mon

TOTALS

Red Location
Handstamp

ZURICH 2
Pftnf F i /Bkidier g

ZURICH 3
Station Wiedikon

ZURICH 1
Sihlstrasse/Gessnerallee

ZURICH 10
Station Wipkingen

ZURICH 1
Heimplatz

ZURICH 10
Walcheplatz

ZURICH 1
Linth-Eschergasse

ZURICH
Flugplatz

Hours Customers Stamps Letters/Cards of which Staff
open sold SF * sent Registered Trained/Helper

8 819

9+ 907

9 2164

9 1341

9 2794

9 2544

2 794

4 1007

59 12370

* includes the value of stamps already on covers
These statistics and the MPO report give some insight into the working of the MPO. It seems that the

number of customers was higher than expected. All three serving windows were in operation at all locations
with the same team of four trained staff and two helpers, although a fifth member of staff was used on the
Thursday and at Dubendorf on the Monday. Apparently little time was taken for lunch and the team worked a
nine hour day. This was despite having to quickly move the MPO at Station Wipkingen when fire broke out in
a nearby vehicle. Monday was an interesting day too. Stopping for only 2 hours at the Linth-Eschergasse
location the MPO moved on to the Flugplatz. But as it rained and rained all day the closure of the Air Show
was brought forward 2 hours to 17.00. As a result examples of cancellations from these two locations are
going to be more difficult to find and the amount of mail handled bears this out. Considering the
Linth-Eschergasse location 794 customers were served during the two hour period. This works out at well over
two a minute at all three counter positions. This is a good service considering that each customer averaged two
items to process and for every other customer one item was registered. However the total number of items
passing through the MPO was only 21 724, very much lower than the catalogues would have us believe.

Examining the MPO date cancellations on the three pieces of mail through Station Wipkingen shows two
different dates, 29.V11.37 and -1.V111.37. The MPO was at the location on the 29th and the piece of mail with
this date is a non-flight letter. Checking other flight mail reveals all to be cancelled -1.V111.37; not only that, a
closer look at the back of envelopes shows black smudging compatible with envelopes being stacked before the
cancelling ink was dry. It would seem that there was a mass stamping of flight mail. Incidentally there were
no red smudgings so perhaps customers saw their mail location stamped but stamps were cancelled either at
the end of the day, or in batches, or at the back of the MPO. Another theory suggests that all the mail was
taken to the Zurich 3 office to be sorted into Swiss, foreign, and Registered mail; then cancelled and bagged.

One matter on which there seems to be little information concerns the 'sent in' items. I would not expect
these to include the numbers given in the Luftpost-Handbuch for Liechtenstein. Austrian and Belgian covers
serviced for the flight. Has anybody got or seen any of these - what cancellations do they have? What were the
arrangements for 'sending in' an item? At this time Balimann says that all items for this sort of special
cancelling were sent direct to the MPO and only later, from 1946 onwards, were 'sent in' items cancelled at a
Philatelic Office and the the MPOs themselves did not carry the full set of cancellers.

Ganz in his book on postal cancellations does illustrate two different date cancellers used in MPO 1. If three
serving windows were open at any one time there must have been at least three. On looking at impressions on
mail I think I have found three.
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Records show however that MPO I had sets of language cancellers, five in German, five in French, four in
Italian and three in Romanche. For this event this would be a sensible provision. Three cancellers in use at
the windows, 1 used by the fourth trained member of staff to process the 'sent in' mail, and I spare. Perhaps
all five are distinguishable. A point raised by Balimann was that for 'normal' use the time would be given in
the MPO date canceller, but for flight covers the date would be set at '0', as was usual for special as opposed to
commercial flights. I have seen only '0' on the covers with the flight cancellation. One cancellation in figure 4
comes from a piece of 'ordinary' mail and shows a time of '10'.

Looking more closely at the red location cancellations I have photocopies of three from Station Wipkingen
which show differences in the length of the words. I deduce that each serving window had one of these
cancellers. However a close examination of the flight cancellation does not seem to show any significant
differences. They seem to be considerably more variable in strike quality with examples of under, partial and
over inking. This seems to indicate a much faster bulk cancelling than for the location cancellation. Was this
cancel applied in the MPO at all but instead at the Zurich 3 office?

Running an MPO has other logistical problems. What stamps and in what denominations and quantities are
stocked? Would you stock both the Disarmament Conference Airmails 10c on 20c and 10c on 15c overprints;
or both the 40c on 20c and 40c on 90c overprints? I have covers with all these, is one cover a 'sent in' item?
The variety of AIRMAIL labels is probably easy to explain. I have flight covers without a label and others with
one illustrated in figure 5, the earliest dating from a 1932 printing. As Airmail labels are usually applied by the
sender anything in a collectors 'stock' could be used.

[ 	• MM 'Ira et. lief t ?lb s t I pit L ea rat:rooms t I

Per aeroplane Con lane

.. .

Figure 5

The LUFTPOST-HANDBUCH lists a Type 7 and a Type
Type 8 comes from a booklet - the new Handbuch will detail

- same design but different placing. Apparently
this.

The situation in Sion on reception of well over 20 000 flight covers must have been interesting to say the
least. Two date cancellers were in use as mentioned above. I suspect that these were randomly applied to
items because each cancellation exists on Station Wipkingen posted mail. All the date cancellations seen are
dated -2.V11.37 and timed at '10'. It must be extremely doubtful, if not impossible, for all the items to have had
the receiving cancellation applied on 2nd August but nevertheless it must have been done in a reasonable time.
Sion had all their 'normal' mail to process by hand and this must have taken precedence over philatelic
material. I believe that the machine canceller came into use in Sion on 10.12.1938. It would be interesting to
know how many cancellers were in use at that time in Sion and what staff were employed. MPO 1 was at
Davos on 3rd August and although its trained staff could have been involved processing flight mail on the 2nd I
would imagine that they were having a rest day! In fact the MPO travelled to Davos on that day. Flight mail
was addressed to many destinations, have members covers with destination date stamps that might give some
indications of the time taken to cancel the mail in Sion; I have only one, with a date stamp Rotterdam 3.1V. - 8
1937.

References:
The Swiss Mobile Post Offices 1937-1987 by Adriano Gervasi Helvetia Newsletter June/July/August 1992
Schweizerisches LUFTPOST-HANDBUCH - Schweiz Aerophilatelisten-Verein 1992 p SF-32, FE-2
Zumstein spezialkatalog schweiz 1992 p 565
Zumstein PEN 1988 p8
Postal Cancellations and Markings in Switzerland by Felix Ganz . The American Helvetia Philatelic Society 1994 p 12, 74

Authors Note: This article has been set using an English language typeface that does not allow for accented letters in place names
such as Zurich - please excuse this.
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CANCELLATIO
N BOOKS, 12 for CHF 1200.- M Rutherfoord

The Consilium Philateliae Helveticae is to be. congratulated on publishing these.
very Important reference books. They can be divided into three groups: 1926 Inventory,
3 volumes.; 1943 Inventory, 4 volumes; 1958 Inventory, 5 volumes.
What does this mean? In 1926 someone in the PTT had the good idea of sending a
standard postcard to every PO in the. country asking that an impression be. made of
every canceller they had. The returned cards were kept in the 'Material Dept. and,
when a new canceller was issued, an impression was first made on the card of that
PO. Returned cancellers were crossed, out. In 1943 this was repeated with AS cards,

and again in 1958. With the. introduction:
of cancellers with the postcode the

system was changed. Figure 1 Shows a card of 1926; note how the top cancel was
modified and reissued on 26.V.32, with Bern below. Figure 2 is the larger A5 card
used from 1943 onwards, 'Bahnpostamt Zdrich'. The cards files have now been copied

and issued in book form.
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

London - October 14th, Letter'M' - All members.
Northern Group - October 3rd, the 1950s - All members

- November 7th, Cantons Tessin & Valais - All members
Sussex Group - Sunday November 22nd, Main Speaker C Mistely, 2.00 p.m.

Enquiries to Bert Mitchell 01 273 20 49 65.

Ferndown and West Moors Philatelic Society have invited collectors
of Switzerland to a meeting on Saturday October 24th to be held at
2.00 p.m. in the Wimborne Citizens Advice Bureau. All members welcome.

Sussex Philatelic Federation are holding their Autumn Convention & AGM
on October 31st at the Masonic Hall, East Ascent, St Leonards on Sea
starting at 10.30 a.m. with dealers in attendance.

Report of the Northern Group meeting held on the 12th August

Whilst most of us who live in the North of England and Scotland will be familiar with
the expression "The Glorious Twelfth", when the Open Season for grouse shooting begins
on the 12th August, I am never quite sure whether there are such things as "Open" or
"Closed" seasons in philatelic circles. Of course, most of the philatelic clubs and societies
cease to meet during the height of summer - if only to give the programme secretaries a
welcome break - but does that necessarily mean that we, as collectors, stop collecting
during that period? Certainly not if those who attend the Northern Group meetings are
typical of philatelists in general.

The Group met for the opening meeting of the new session on the 12th September
in Leeds under the chairmanship of Michael Proctor, giving those present the opportunity to
display what they had collected since our last meeting in April. Some had been abroad (to
Switzerland, where else?), others had attended various stamp fairs and auctions up and
down the country, whilst your correspondent usually waits simply for things to come his
way! The important fact was that all who attended the meeting contributed something to
the afternoon, whether it was a mini-display in itself or just half a dozen sheets. It is not
possible to go into detail of all that was produced but it ranged from pre-stamp material of
the early 19th Century to the latest issues of self adhesive stamps, recent publicity
cancellations, plus postcards and photographs which do so much to enhance a display,
unless one happens to be a purist! What members showed usually reflected their own
specific interests, the early issues, the modern issues, TPO's, MPO's, airmails, etc.
Without detracting from anything that was shown there were, however, individual pieces
worthy of note; a World War I cover from French-Croat troops in Corfu to the Red Cross in
Geneva; a postcard of 1898 with the violet straight line cancel "ROTHORN-KULM" across
the 5c. franking, another card of 1911 bearing a rare vignette commemorating the opening,
on the 24th July, 1910, of the airship station at Luzern alongwith the airship "Ville de
Lucerne" and a set of eight modern covers bearing cancellations of what are possibly the
last named TPO routes. These and many other items often raised questions enabling all to
join in with one's own answers and theories but if no satisfaction was achieved there and
then, to pursue more research in the comfort of one's own home. Whilst later meetings
will be around displays of a specific theme, this opening meeting sets the tone for the
remainder of the season, reinforcing the fact that we learn through sharing our knowledge
and sometimes - just sometimes - confiding in colleagues how much a particular item cost
- but don't tell the wife! D.C.

CHRIS RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD - Please read the notice on the front of
the August Newsletter again and write to me, the Editor, with your
nominations. I have received only one name so far! Send a contribution
to the Newsletter as well and you could win the award next year.

"It is interesting to reflect that an average of six new stamps have
been issued per day (not counting Sundays) in various parts of the
world. This fertility ,

of production, far from having a deterrent effect
upon collecting, is continually bringing new collectors into the
philatleic field." Don Symonds sent in this item taken from the preface
to the 1935 edition of the Whitfield King & Co. of Ipswich stamp
catalogue. He wonders how Whitfield King would view the present day
situation and if his thoughts would be the same. Stamp prices then were
£180 for a Double Geneva and £120 for the 4c 1849-50!
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that in September 1999 there will be the 2nd Swiss Open,
 again in

Winterthur, 5 years after the first, and very successful
 that was.

The opening day will be the 9th, so the FDCs can be canc
elled with

9.9.99-9, the SP taking this opportunity to issue their 
autumn

special issues on this date too. Further, the first of t
wo planned

miniature sheets for the NABA 2000, to be held in St. Ga
llen in

June, will also be issued on this portentous date.

- that during the show in Winterthur visitors will be enco
uraged to

practise their skills at the sports shown on the new 70c
 self-

adhesives, the younger ones, that is.

- that the 70c booklet shown on page 63 of the August New
sletter

does not show the discreet printer's name, Courvoisier, 
on each pane

near the join, in fact identifying both. Note the intern
et address!

- that on page 67 of the September Newsletter is mentioned
 the 70c

stamp (Z No. 600) . of the Mendrisio Procession, as part
 of a most

useful and interesting article. At the time, 1977, I wro
te to the

PTT and asked what was the language used on the tablet b
eing held

aloft, as it didn't look like Hebrew. Their answer was th
at they had

defaced the Hebrew-of the original, as they didn't want 
Switzerland

to be boycotted by certain countries if Hebrew was blata
ntly used

on a Swiss product. Politics in philately!

- that when John Cordingley's request for a block of 9 '15
0 Years

Switzerland' stamps was refused by the Philatelic Servic
es, it set

off my puzzle as shown on page 56 in July. Now I cannot 
help thinking

of another one. There would be four different blocks of 
9, which

show all the possible combinations of 2 and 4 stamps, bu
t how many

of only one type of block would be needed to obtain all 
four blocks

of '4' and all eight pairs?
- that Zumstein has catalogued all five SPI booklets in th

eir 'small'

1999 edition. Perhaps genuine used postcards with the 'l
abels' will

be catalogued next year, there must be many to be found.

- that in 2001 there will be the next Swiss Expo (one reme
mbers

those of 1914, 1939 and 1964, and their philatelic 'fall
out' posi-

tively) and the art director, Pipilotti Rist, is already
 coming

under fire. The NZZ draws attention to the one stamp she
 has designed,

the 150c 'Centenary of the Cinema' of 1995 (Z 884) witho
ut enthusiasm.

- that the 1997 PTT Report, the last under that title, c
overs all

the ground in a very superfidial way. A graph shows the 
number of

'printed stamps' issued as falling again, to only 666m (
PTT 540m and

Courvoisier 121m). It was 830m in 1990. The number of st
anding order

holders has dropped slightly to about 160 000.

- that the older SFS machines from Frama (figure 1) are be
ing pushed

out .cd bigger POs by the new computer-controlled counter pri
nters,

although no one claims that they are faster. On the open
ing day of

the newest ZUrich PO, Letzipark shopping centre, I found
 that at one

counter the printer had been set incorrectly and was onl
y printing

in a very small type. So, with a 70c label from one coun
ter and a

normal 20c label from the other a very special FDC was c
onstructed;

no cancellation needed (figures 2 & 3). On the 20th July
 about 20

of the older, superseded, SFS machines were put back in 
service at

smaller POs, and without a machine number as there was o
nly one

machine there, and the Roman numerals are dropped as th
ere are no 

postal districts now. (figure 4).
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CANCELLED AIRMAIL LABELS

Ian McQueen of Bournmouth,
England, is a world authority on what
he calls cancelled airmail labels. If the
postage on a letter was insufficient for
complete airmail service or if airmail
service was not available beyond a
certain point, the post office could apply
an obliteration mark over the airmail
label.
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Our "QUERIES" have gone unanswered of late, please look back throughyour Newsletters and try to help. In the meantime here are two itemsfrom Charles J LaBlonde CPhli., one of our American members. These aretaken from the September issue of 'Tell' and, in turn, raise anotherquery - What was the 'Cross Postal Message Scheme' marked on the coverfrom Stockport to Geneva?

. Lessi: ur4 • tiam=e2. Ricaande."

; 39 71:5iirth ik7edue
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forms. Most were applied by rubber NA, . . , 'Station. -
These obliterations take many re: • - •

stamp, in a variety of colors. The point
of application is generally the point at : IrCa— Git7which air service ceased. For a short' V •

".:paid letter, this could actually be the
• • •point of origin. But during a war, the .	: - : . •

letter may have been properly paid, but
the service may simply not have been
available. In this case, the "end of air service" terminal would obliterate the airmail markings on the letter.The actual point of application of these obliterations remains a mystery. We are especially interested inthe "double railroad tracks" marking shown here on the cover, as it is vear5r rare and some have actually
suggested it may be of Swiss origin. (Close examination of several covers casts doubts on a Swiss origin.)

If your collection includes any covers bearing this marking, photocopies would be most welcome. ErnieBergman, Ed Walton and Bob Zeigler have already sent examples for which we are very grateful. Any others outthere?

A MYSTERY MARKING

.. ....... .••

sx'Z.1.7e0At i, , ry 1 r a .."""n:nnDuring early 1944 there appeared 1147 .. ; ..,:4 n "rm.— p .
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.on letters to and from Switzerland (some km. _ BY A 1_R r ,i A i i_______ .. 14 Mk . , ------....... • _ _ _ 1 •other countries also, but very seldom) a VI •.'..

mystery marking, assumed to have t - - t n
,, 1944 ;

.... • sh
y 	• ......____„;

••nn• •n al..../

originated in the German censor office in = WOO tte- eet. t .
........--

Paris. ta . • zii •As the cover shows, the marking alC ?abut Ota &tad ' deed

appears like a machine cancel, upside li
down at the lower left of letters. It has 5 --"-.:1

mo
.

straight lines and a round crown that .. _______
4*—ed.U.44t ,sometimes contains letters (rare) and

sometimes is blank (more common).  " 4- .The origins and meaning of this •
marking has been a research subject . .......... . ./.3•477,„ ' din . (411, L.,

%tet, Ysince the mid 80s, but the real story is . .not yet at hand. If you have any covers
with this mark, please send a copy, with particulars of the cover. Tony Brooks of Indianapolis is making a neweffort to solve this puzzle.

Information on these, and previous queries, to the Editor please.They will be published here for the benefit of all philatelists!

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
L.- nnx.r

( and an 'unknown' scheme) to, CR0 EIS
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"I am afraid this may be too late to catch you at Wrich"  John Millener

So starts the message on the back of this GB Postal Stationery Card posted in

Kingsdown, Somerset, then under Taunton PO. It is addressed to Zurich and was

posted on 28.6.1904. It was undelivered and there are various marks on it to

this effect. The 'Parti' mark at the left and the 'Non Reclame' mark are in blue,

the GB 'Undelivered mark is in red. The manuscript at the base 'Kingsdown, Taunton'

is in red crayon. The word across 'Ztirich' is in blue crayon and could be Menton.

The label 'Nicht abgeholt' is bluish-green (see p 92 of the new book of postal

labels mentioned in DYK this month). The point of all this is what is the capital

'D' in red on the left of the printed stamp? I do not know this as a GB mark and

therefore assume it is Swiss. Could anybody comment?
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The card and its message show an interesting side of life in 1904. The card only

took 2 days to reach Zurich for one penny. The message includes "Mrs Graham had a

Victoria lent her & took me for a drive. We went to a very pleasant garden party

at the Manor one day & today we are going there to tea quietly. Also "We bicycled

to Charlton Mackerel to call on Mrs F Brymer, but they were not at home."

All reminders of an age before television and radio, and before telephones and

motor cars were in widespread use. It is always worth reading the other side of

postcards and letters inside the envelopes we so carefully preserve just for the

stamps and cancellations. The contents of the Corsini Correspondence, which was

auctioned some years ago, told us much about life and communications in the 16th C.

If you have any interesting 'social history' relevant to Swiss philately then

send it to theEditor for publication. PH

FON PHIL SOC NIEWSL 52nd year No.11 
f 
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Tickets for the 1939 National Exhibition in Zurich J.Cordingley

It is sometime now since I had a real sort through all the bits and pieces that I have for the 1939 National
Exhibition held in Zurich. I suspect that we all have at least representatives of both sets of stamps, both used
and unused. The second issue of stamps went on sale first at the Exhibition and were obtainable in the first
Instance only at the Exhibition post offices. There are four values 5c. 10c, 20c. and 30c and each comes with
either German, French or Italian inscriptions. That is the easy bit of sorting through a quantity. The catalogue
now has to be consulted to sort out the two paper varieties and hence the stamps issued in sheets and those
produced in rolls for dispensing in rolls. Of course if you have any pairs and they are in two languages then
these must be roll stamps.

It is a matter of choice and personal preference if you decide to collect the three combinations of language
pairs and the three of triples that are possible with the stamp inscriptions German, French, Italian German etc
along the strip These exist for the 5c, 10c, and 20c stamps - the 30c stamp was only produced in sheets. To
add to the collecting possibilities every fifth stamp along the roll had a control reference printed on the gum - a
letter ( one of LMNOP) and a four digit number. There are also a considerable number of flaws and retouches.

I am always on the lookout for these issues used on cover. Language pairs and even triples are about
although the 20c command high prices. There do not seem to be many pairs and triples of the sheet varieties
on offer. You can imagine my interest when I spotted the two covers illustrated. Neither is in pristine
condition - well the covers are nearly 60 years old. But at the price I thought that both were worth having
because they went together. Addressed in the same hand and both have 'Please keep the envelope for me. H.B.'
written on the back. More interesting perhaps is that these are German language strips with top perforations
clipped and bottom perforations as complete holes or nearly so. Could these be examples of an uncatalogued
roll stamp? Had the PT!' run out of 5c roll stamps and decided to cut up some grilled paper stamps to make
some extra rolls? Well certainly somebody had been at work with a guillotine and somehow I couldn't imagine
that it was the H.B. who had prepared the covers and asked for them to be kept. So what ere they? Perhaps
the best approach would be to write a query for the Newsletter or perhaps even better ask an expert. I wrote a
long letter to one of our Swiss members, addressed an envelope, and decided to visit the local print shop to get
some photocopies of the envelopes.
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At the back of my mind there was an odd feeling that I had seen something like these stamps. They were
not dissimilar to stamps prepared for booklets. I seemed to remember that the older booklets had blocks of
2x3 stamps and the more modern ones had strips of 2x5 stamps, but this was a strip 1x6 at least. So back
home out came the big 1992 Zumstein catalogue. Markenheftchen is the section about booklets. Its quite a
fascinating section because you suddenly realise that the first Swiss stamp booklets were produced in 1904.
Entries for 1939 did not provide the answer to my query. So I idly continued to turn the pages - Pro
Juventute booklets, Pro Patria booklets, Pro Sport booklets, and then Tickets. The eye ran down the list and
stopped at :

1939 - 10x5 Rp grim Blutenzweig (Nr 228) (waagrechte Streifen)
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Found it!! That is what is on the envelope - stamps from a ticket. I had no idea that the 1939 stamps had

been available in anything other than sheets and rolls. When a ticket is made a strip of 10 stamps is cut

across a sheet. They are stuck into a folded card cover using the left hand selvage, and the right hand selvage

removed. The stamps are then screen folded into the cover. As a result there is a fold in the perforations

between alternate stamps. Back to my envelopes, out with the magnifying glass, and the folds were clearly

there.. Conformation.
The catalogue also lists the corresponding French 5c and Italian 5c stamps as being sold in tickets. I have

gone through all my stock of 5c stamps and can find no others with cut perforations top and bottom. Readers

might care to examine their stocks. Does anyone know how many of this ticket issue was produced? Were

they sold through machines only at the Exhibition?
I suspect that what I have on these two envelopes is a bit unusual. With 6 on one and 4 on the other I can

surmise that the stamps on my two envelopes were the contents of just one ticket!

References:
Zumstein spezialkatalog schweiz 1992 p495
Catalogue des timbres suisse 1999 ASCAT (Swiss Dealers Catalogue) p213
Author's Note: This article has been set using an English language typeface that does not allow for accented letters in place names

such as Zurich - please excuse this.

NEW SWISS POST INTERNATIONAL STAMP BOOKLETS M Rutherfoord

In July 1998 four new booklets replaced the 1996 'Palm Trees
' issue, each with

eight identical self-adhesive labels again, for the Italian
 holiday postcard

market. All booklets have the title on the cover and the in
structions on the

back in four languages, English, German, French and Jápanese
 (see figure 1).

Each booklet contains eight identical labels for either Veni
ce, Naples, Milan

or Rome in a brown-yellow colour, some blue for Naples and a
 'A Priority'

label in blue. The booklets are 93 x 57mm and open out to sh
ow the eight labels

which are 43,5 x 25,5mm, cut rectangular but no teeth. The 
labels carry the

inscription 'P.P. CH- Swiss Post'. The booklets cost ITL 10 
000 nominal (£3.60).

Stickers for postcards
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Figure 1 Booklet front & rear
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WANTED TO COMPLETE 24-hour clock with Cross & Numeral stamp
s; clear cds with Roman

numeral I, IV & V. Harlan Stone, POB 770334, Woodside, NY 11
377, USA (price or copy)

Le Centenaire des Timbres-Poste Suisses 1843-1943, Presenta
tion Edition issued by

the PTT Bern 1943. 61 pages inc. stamps and miniature sheet 
W14, cloth bound.

200 copies were issued in German and 100 in French, this is 
number 276. Price £50-

including p&p. Also available the ordinary edition, £12-. Ri
ng the Editor.

If any member does feel like nominating anyone for the Chris
 Rauch Award this year

then ring the Hon. Secretary now. If you did not read the it
em on the front of the

August Newsletter then please775ok it up and do something!
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A H T Clayton, writes from Gloucestershire to thank members for their
comments on the cancellation from Basel Central Station about which
he wrote, page 45 of the June Newsletter. However, he begs to differ
with Ed Walton who suggested the initials 'JS' might stand for 'Jura-
Solothurn'. He says he is 99% confident that they must stand for the
Jura-Simplon Railway for the following reasons: (a) The Jura-Simplon
Railway was formed in 1890 from the merger of the 'Suisse Occidentale'
and 'Suisse Occidentale Simplon' companies and included the word
Simplon long before the tunnel was completed (in fact it had been
nationalised by the time the tunnel was open to traffic). (b) I have
a postcard showing the J S Railway system with one of its main lines
running from Basel to Del gmont and Biel. (c) I also have an official
envelope of the J S Railway headed 'Chemin de fer de Jura-Simplon:
postmarked 1897.

Fred Smith writes from Ipswich to say that as a result of Geoff Hubbard's
request that members 'sort out the old shoe box for the packet' he
came across the enclosed card. By coincidence also in the same News-
letter was a list of ambulant cancels relating to Zürich, but only
from 1943. He asks which route attracted the 'Ambulant No. 2' cancel,
and is 17th August 1900 a rare usage?

AUTUtir,..
1 _ 4001Carte postai . —-

Union postale universelle. — Weltpostverem. —,Unione
cf.)

SUISSE. SCHWEI
77.0 . t. t

1 4440;40 , -gf,;

REALphilately - Do you know your rates? from Michael Rutherford

Here we have a Registered, Express, Airmail Letter dated 16.8.38 from
the spa in the Lower Engadine with MPO text in Romansch-Ladin, to
Basel, via Zürich (where it was put on the plane). Is it correctly
franked with a 75c Air Stamp, Z No. 11? Yes, but:

Letter 20c, Registered 20c, Express 40c, Air 10c = 90c! 15c short.
My explanation: It must have been sent as 'Printed Matter', ie, 5c
instead of 20c for a letter. It was not required that the cover be
marked 'Druchsache' or 'Imprime', but it had to be unsealed with at
least one sheet of printed matter inside, an empty cover would be a
normal letter. Philatelic, but very nice, and expensive as the auction
catalogue says it is the grilled version of the stamp, Z 11z.
(You sometimes find these 'cheap rate' covers with a piece of newspaper inside to
qualify for the cheap 'Printed Paper' rate, did this apply in GB? Editor)

The catalogue price
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On page 70 of the September Newsletter our Hon. Secretary asked what readers

experiences were of postal auctions. H E Quinton sends his experi-

ences from two auction houses. From a Welsh auction he never got a

single lot below his bid. Several other members in his local club

had the same experience. Also as I did not bid for a couple of years

they asked if they could sell my collection! But from a Derby auction

I have never paid my bid price. The best lot I got was five 'Territor
y

Conquis' covers. The estimate I thought was very low and bid nearly

five times estimate, based on one I had bought from a dealer a few

years previously. I was very pleased to get it for just under twice

the estimate - including p&p, VAT etc.
(Your Editor has also tried bidding multiples of estimate in auctions where 

the

estimate seemed below value, but often without getting the lot concerned. A
n

old friend always said you had to be in the room to be sure of getting what
 you

really wanted - it involved the two of us going to The Hague once on a 'day 
trip'

and you can guess who was driving! There are stories to be told of auctions.
)

Ken Reeves in Swansea may have helped with a query posed by Colin

Griffiths in the April 1997 issue of the Newsletter. On page 26 was

a photograph of three men at an air meeting. The same picture is

used as the first page of the 'Sonderflug' section of the Swiss

Airmail Catalogue. Ken sent photocopies of a calendar for 1996 with

the title 'The Pioneering Days of Basel Aviation', published by

Christoph Merian Verlag. The page for July shows 'Franz Zimmerman

in his Fokker F-111 (19260. He was one of the first pilots to fly

regularly for Balair'. The photograph comes from the Archives of

Basel Stadt and is negative 215B of the Balair Archives. The two

men look very much alike - have we identified one of them? As the

postcard was by 'Foto Teck-Basel' then do the Basel-Stadt Archives

have their negatives asv7e11?Has anybody asked the publisher of the

Swiss Airmail Catalogue if he knows who the three men are? If this

prints clearly, compare for yourself the one in April 1997.

Ken also sent extracts from an old letter headed:

'Poste Restante Rheinfelden May 28 1872, Basel.
"The rain here on Saturday was horrendous so that the

Rhine was like a flood almost, the people say it has

not been so full since 1852! It was quite a sight on

Sunday, rushing along & dashing against the bridges.

One fisherman's hut was brought down by the rain -

they say completely washed off its foundations and

many gardens and vineyards must have been injured.
1
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STAMPEX 1998

Congratulations are due to
Mrs J Shepheard

who provided a display
titled

'Landmarks in the Growth
of Swiss airmails'
which received a

SILVER
award
in the

National Aerophilately Class
and the

' H.L.Katcher Trophy.
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Northern Group Meeting, Leeds, Saturday, 3rd October. 

Whilst the meetings of the group are quite informal, we do get down to serious discussion
from time to time and this meeting was one of those occasions, before the displays of the
afternoon were presented. In view of the forthcoming A.G.M. in November, consideration
was given, not for the first time, to ways and means of raising the profile of the Society.
To this end, a resolution has been sent to the General Secretary for inclusion on the
Agenda at that meeting. By the time this report appears in the Newsletter our views will,
hopefully, have been discussed and voted upon.

Did you know that over the last 100 years, the 1950s was the only decade when
Switzerland did not issue a definitive set of stamps? There were colour changes to the
1941 Historical Designs set, but no completely new set. I'm sure that we didn't realise this
when deciding on the season's programme at the end of last season. However, that did
not deter four members from producing a wide range of material under the title of "The
1950 s". The decade saw the withdrawal of postage due stamps and the introduction of the
hand-stamp 'T' cancellations. Examples of the various types of this strike were shown on
covers with a variety of frankings addressed inland and abroad. Publicity issues with the
many slogans and cancellations for exhibitions and special occasions (e.g. 1954, 40c.
Football World Cup) were strongly in evidence, as were some of the attractive PTT cards
issued at this period alongwith items issued by the various United Nations agencies. A
detailed study of the many varieties and retouches to the 1953, 10c. MPO issue made a
mini-display in itself. It was generally agreed that the Pro Juventute and Pro Patria issues
of the 1950 s were amongst the best ever both for the chosen themes, particularly the PJ
insects and flowers, coupled with their quality of design and printing. These issues also
were much in evidence, on cover, affixed to maxi-cards, in booklets and blocks plus a
complete sheet of the 1954 PJ, 5c./5c. showing the double print flaw, with that same
stamp one of the full set on cover to the U.S.A. So, in spite of the absence of 1950 s
definitives, the decade didn't turn out too badly after all. D.C.

In February 1995 the Helvetia Newsletter had an article by Derek and Ruth Dawson titled 'Back and Beyond
Beyond' describing their trip to the re-opened Berg Hotel in the Maderanerthal. As the old Swiss Alpenldub
Hotel it had a postal service to the post office in Amsteg, and until 1884 produced its own 5c stamps which it
cancelled. The 14th October meeting of the LONDON group was treated to a superb display of this Hotel Post
when displayed under the evening's subject of 'Letter M'. Together with photographs of the valley, exterior and
interior views of the hotel members saw singles and many very large blocks of the illusive stamps. It was also
instructive to see the straight line and circular date stamp cancellations of Maderanerthal. But these were not
the only exceptional items A postcard dated from 1897 showed the stamp from the Grand Hotel des Alpes of
Murren in use some two months before accepted catalogue dating. A cover had the stamp of the Hotel du
Mont Prosa in St Gothard with an Airolo cds clipping the stamp - postal instructions decreed that Hotel stamps
should not be cancelled. The Hotel Bellevue, Glion in Montreux issued stamps - displayed was one of only two
known to exist!. Inevitably other members who displayed considered that their offerings did not compare
although this was far from the case. Indeed the subject provided considerable impetus with 9 of the 11
members present providing material for us to enjoy. There were well over fifty different interpretations using
the letter 'M' from marmots to mules, Madiswil fiscals to mystery items, Matterhorn to the Mythen, and
mandates to museums. There were even stamps showing cows that went moo! A really splendid evening of
stamps and post cards with especial thanks to the member and his guest who provided the Hotel stamps.

1602-1982 Le1-1

It seems probable that all members of the
Society collect Swiss stamps. Some
concentrate on the older issues like vkL.

Rayons, some will be more interested in LLI
Standing Helvetias or the 1900 UPU issues.
Some concentrate on the Airmail issues especially on cover. But
Swiss philately is surely more than this. The stamps and their use
must reflect the historic, economic, and social aspects of the country.
These aspects are also reflected in the postmarks used. They are well
worth a study in themselves and could provide an interesting and
possibly relatively inexpensive sideline collection in their own right. A
small 3 page dislay at the October London meeting made me start
hunting out ESCALADE postmarks used in Geneva on the 10/ 1 lth
December every year since 1949. They all consist of line drawings
with a medieval theme. My copy of Baedeker dated 1883 states that
'on the night of 11th Dec. 1602, the Saviyards attempted to gain
possession of Geneva, and would have scaled the wall of the
Corraterie if the citizens had not promptly repulsed them.' Can
readers add more details to this? JAC

POSTMARK CORNER
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the so-called 'small national' exhibition held in Yverdon
from 15-18th October was well attended (entry and catalogue free)

with a generally happy atmosphere. The '117 exhibitors, average .eight

frames each, and 58 juniors were somewhat too many for the space

available, it was rather a labyrinth, and the lighting was poor in
the modern halls. But the quality and range of exhibits was excellent,

a good time was had by all. A couple of IS members were spotted.

There were also 23 leading dealers present.
- that the 'stamp' used on the official postcard was a bit obtuse,
see figure 1, but without the help of the designer herself, present

at the show, I worked it out, see figure 2. The 'Y' for Yverdon, from

the top half of the arms, and the waters of the lake (of Neuchatel)
from the lower half, put in an abstract melting pot and shaken about.

- that during the Bernese occupation, from 1536 to 1798, the town,

built on its Roman predecessor, was called Iferten, and is so listed
in the tariffs of the Fischer posts.
- that Markus Seitz, specialist firm for ATMs (and editor of the

Michel ATM World catalogue) in Luzern, has just issued his 1999
catalogue (the 5th) for CH and FL, in two volumes, each at CHF 34-.

The first part is the Handbook, 140 pages crammed with historical
and technical information, right up-to-date with the latest trial
machines. The second part, 118 pages covers the prices of all types

and sub-types. Essential for specialists.
- that according to Markus Seitz, when the SP have installed sufficient

Schapos (pronounced chapeau, ie, Schalter Post Automation) parcels
will no longer be accepted with stamps on them at these POs, as the
machines produce their own bar-coded labels which do not need conven-

tional stamps. The present trials at about ten places ended success-

fully on 12th October. Now about 400 of the biggest POs will be
equipped with a further 1000 machines, so that from about the middle

of next year stamps will no longer be valid for parcels at those POs.

Letters are not (yet?) affected. Try him at www.atms.ch .
- that another bit of 'secret' information gleaned by me, verbally,

is that from 1st January 1999 the present parcel tariff of 30 steps

will be simplified to only six, to make the heavier parcels, up to

30kg, less expensive, and the lighter ones . . . All previous rules,

regulations and structures have been abolished, and the new ones are,

shall we say, difficult to find.
- that the SP fortnightly 'Stempel News' has been sent free till now

to all the old PTA subscribers since January 1998. Now we are asked

to pay CHF 29.50 per annum from November 1998, a 20% rise for lessI

- that the autumn sensation is the publication of an A4 brochure of
128 pages, in French and German, on all the postal labels issued since

1876 until 1997, with all in colour. This tremendous work was carried

out by George Guignard of Yverdon, who unfortunately died just before

publication. His work was completed by Louis Vuille and Pierre Guinand

and a number of other enthusiasts. Published by the Consilium Phila.

teliae Helveticae at CHF 45.- plus postage. A wonderful reference book.

RECENT NEW CANCELS
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SWITZERLAND FEDERAL RAILWAY CONSIGNMENT NOTES. A.Green. 
Ref Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter January 1998 page 4.

Looking again at the consignment notes in my possession I have becomeaware of the "Controlstempel der Eisenbahn" which features in the topleft hand corner of each dispatch note.Early "logos" usually depict a locomotive in an oval frame with therailway companies name printed around it. Thus two lines of enquiryare open to the thematic collector, the history of the company and theidentification of the engine outlined.
Consider the following examples;-
Fig 1 - Schweizerische Centralbahn (S.C.B.) Form III C.Nr.12. (printedH.R. in a run of 3,000 Ex.Febr.1900) which depicts a tender locomotivewith a 2B (from the front a 4 wheeled bogie and having 4 drivingwheels) wheel arrangement. This railway company was formed on 26thAugust 1852 to build a group of lines based in Olten. Some of theroutes had been part of Robert Stephenson's national railway plan of1850. The Basel-Liestal line opened on 19th December 1854, reachedBern on 15th November 1858 and Thun on 1st July 1859. Basel S.C.B.station was linked to the German Wiesenthalbahn at Basel Bad by theBasler- Verbindungsbahn (BV) in November 1873. The BV became part ofthe S.C.B. on 1st January 1884. An attempt to buy the line by theState in 1890 was defeated by national referendum but the company waspurchased for the S.B.B. on 1st January 1901.
The steam locomotive shown is one of a class which became extinctc1925. It is interesting , to note the footplatemen were exposed to theelements by the lack of a cab.

Fig 1. Fig 2.
Fig 2 - Rhatische Bahn ( RhB) III.F.No 2. Print details "Sp.,E &Co.,Ch.-I.28.-10,000.".
The Landquart-Davos-Bahn (LD) was originally planned as a standardgauge (4ft8hin) line but cost forced a change of scheme to one of ametre gauge line with a rack section from Klosters to Davos.Eventually the whole route was constructed as an adhesion railway in1890. The LD changed its name to RhB on 25th June 1895 and thefollowing year the track from Landquart to Thusis via Chur was opened.Extensions toward St.Moritz took place in two stages. In 1903 theAlbula Tunnel was completed and through working began one year later.Pontresina was reached in 1908, the Davos Platz to Filisur line in1909, Disentis/Muster in 1912, and finally the Engadine route wasopened in 1913. Recently the 19.1 km long Vereina Tunnel has achieved"breakthrough" (26 March 1997) which when cowlete will secure allyear working between Klosters and Lavin and relieve the congestedAlbula line. This main line system is operated with high voltagealternating current of 11 kV 16.75 Hz.
Three other railway companies all operating on direct current electricpower, but at different voltages, were merged with the RhB during theSecond World War. The Societa Ferrovia elettrica Bellinzona-Mesoccoopened in 1907 (now freight only with a few special passengerservices), the Berninabahn which was built between 1906 and 1910 forsummer only tourist traffic from St.Moritz to Tirano but followingextensive weather protection work became an all year round service in1915 and the Chur-Arosa-Bahn (ChA) which opened in 1914. Recently theChA was converted to an alternating current system.The marvel of the RhB is that the whole network is operated byadhesion even though gradients of 45% exist on the main line and 60%on those of the absorbed companies.
Seven steam locomotives have survived including number "1 Rhatia"built in 1889. The one depicted may be from a batch of three G3/4 tanklocomotives purchased in 1896 to operate the Landquart-Chur-Thusisline.

Thanks to additional information supplied by members in response to his requestin the January Newsletter, Mr Green has written this interesting article. Itshows how much you can learn if you go "beyond the catalogue". Ed.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Renroeraohics trl,;...rhae+arl T
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No. 12 December 1998

A GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST LAID TO REST AT LAST by Michael Rut
herfoord

On page 3 of the January issue of the Newsletter there was, y
et again,

a query about the missing lines on the Geneve Rue du Stand ca
ncellers

made by M. de Coppet for the PTT, the so-called 'Razorblade C
ancels'.

An update to the original article is in progress. The cross-s
ectional

diagram below shows where the critical line of weakness is on
 these

cancellers and, therefore, why the lines above and below the 
date were

damaged in use. Rue du Stand must have handled a lot of mail 
as it

appears the two cancellers were returned for repair several t
imes.

Now you have the definitive answer to the 'missing lines'.

(As Nixon's Press Secretary once said "all previous statements are i
noperative" Ed.)

The Editor has two more pages of 'answers to queries' which have be
en prepared

by Michael, just a few of those appearing this year. They will be p
ublished in

the months to come. Please don't think that someone else will know 
the answers

to the questions I receive and they will write in. You may just hav
e the one clue

needed to complete the jigsaw for another member. Remember that you
 may have a

question yourself one day, I still have many remaining unanswered i
n my collection.

Just go back to the January Newsletter and look at the 2c Sitting H
elvetia on p3

and then check to see if you have a 'blood red' one - and tell us a
ll! If not then

keep reading the rest of the issues for the year and see what you m
ay have missed

the first time round. It might give you ideas for a contribution to
 the Newsletter,

which I am always prepared to edit and type for you, that's what I a
m here for. Ed.

1-1ELV P1-111 SOC NEWSL 1 
52nd year I No.12 I pp 89-96 1 London Dec 1998 I ISSN 0951-0001
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MINUTES of the FIFTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETYheld at 6.45pm on WEDNESDAY 11th NOVEMBER 1998 at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London
with 16 members present.

The meeting was chaired by Mr.C.P.Mistely, Chairman of the Society.
Apologies were received from: R.Akers, Mavis Bidmead, Peter Hobbs, Doug Houtris.

1. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday 12th November 1997 and published in the'Helvetia Newsletter' dated December 1997 were taken as read, and agreed unanimously

2. There were no Matters Arising.

3. In his address the Chairman Mr Mistely thanked the Officers who with good background organisation kept the Societygoing like clockwork. However he did highlight the need to increase membership numbers especially by attractingyounger members but this was a situation facing most specialist societies. He paid special tribute to the Treasurer for hisefforts in establishing the good stable financial situation of the Society, and also to the Editor for the excellent Newsletter.Mr Mistely reminded members of his previous criticism of the Swiss Post in their stamp production and design. Heconsidered that the latter had improved but privatization with its need to make money did not give confidence in futureissues. In conclusion he gave thanks to members for their support.

4. The Hon. Secretary, Mr J.A.Cordingley presented his report which started by saying that the role of Secretary had beenrelatively uneventful for the last year. Current records showed 5 enquiries from prospective members, 2 of whom hadsubsequently joined the Society. This was disappointing on two counts - firstly in the low number of enquiries andsecondly in the low take up rate. All those who enquire get a personal letter, a copy of Society Rules, an application formand 2 recent copies of the Newsletter - all at Society cost.
The Newsletter article on 'What Happened to the Collection' concerning the disposal of collections when members cease tocollect had generated some interest. Several had said that they were actively considering making arrangements and apositive suggestion had resulted ie. it would be very useful to a non-collector if a succinct description of the contents of analbum could be inserted at the front. Written in simple terms this could give some indication of the significance andperhaps value of the contents.
A recent issue of the Newsletter asked readers to suggest recipients for the Chris Rauch Literature Award that has not beenmade for some time. Despite a reminder the Editor had only 3 replies as at November 8th. As a result no award can bemade in the present circumstances.
Much of the time spent as Secretary seemed to be on phone calls; to the Chairman, Editor, Packet Secretary and NewsletterDistributor, always friendly and very pleasant - certainly nothing arduous. There were occasional other calls and the oddenquiry to pursue, but the job was not difficult in any way. It could be recommended to anyone who wished to beinvolved with Society affairs and had an odd hour to spare. In fact that is what was now being done as the Secretary gavenotice of the intention to stand down at the 1999 AGM.

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr M.J.Kuriger presented his report.
The overall financial situation of the Society had improved with an excess of income over expenditure of £870.14 on theyear ending 31st August 1998. Whilst the subscription income had slightly dropped due to a reduction in the membershipof 9, the exchange packet and bank interest on the monies on deposit had increased. Thanks to Doug Houtris and CharlesLaBlonde the costs of sending the Newsletter were under control. Batch sending to the USA kept costs down.There were three points that needed comment:
• the amount of cash/cheques held would be reduced to a minimum in the next two months• the Society had purchased some Swiss material for the Sales Packet and this would be introduced during the next fewmonths
• the Inland Revenue had advised that they will no longer require Corporation Tax as the amount liable was small andproviding this remained of the same order over the next 5 years payment would be waived• the accounts were audited by a non-member Mr Ward of Reigate and it was proposed that he be retained for next year.'It was proposed by Mr Slate and seconded by Mr Cordingley that Mr Ward be retained as Auditor for the current year.As a result of a comment from the floor over what was considered to be the iniquitous attendance charge of 50p at Londonmeetings, it was proposed by Mr Allen and seconded by Mr Stern that this charge be abolished. Despite opposition to thisfrom both Treasurer and the Chairman, the motion was carried 6 votes to 5.
Mr Johnson queried the cost of room hire. The Treasurer explained that there had been more meetings of the SussexGroup so their costs were higher, he paid bills that the Northern Group submitted and these were lower, and the roomcosts of the London Group varied with the room used.
Form the Chair, Mr Mistely congratulated the Treasurer on the very satisfactory state of the accounts.

6. The Hon. Packet Secretary Mr G.W.Hubbard presented his report:
'Will members pleased note that it is essential to give holiday dates to obviate the need to chase members when the packethas not been dispatched on time. Furthermore it is essential that if members move they inform the Packet Secretary.During 1997/98 232 booklets were submitted for circulation, a 25% increase on the previous year. However the totalbooklet value amounted to only £10 296, a decrease of 25%! Sales were £5805, some 56% of the value submitted and wellup on all existing records. 50 packets were circulated with some booklets being included several times. No packets werelost. So far in 1998/99 there have been 115 booklets submitted for circulation, a figure that is 29% down on this time lastyear. The total value of the booklets is £8 505 and compares with a corresponding figure from last year of £8 448. Sales sofar are £2 093 an increase of 2% but representing only 40% of the booklets' value. 11 packets have been circulated andbooklets with low sales will be re-circulated with new booklets in the immediate future. There are still 121 members on the
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circulation list and more booklets are still urgently needed. One piece of bad news is that one packet is missing and

because enquiries are still at an early stage it is hoped that it will turn up.

7. Statement by Librarian. Due to a variety of circumstances the library remains in Devon and has not yet been handed

over to the Librarian and hence no statement. However the shelving is complete and ready.

8. The Press Officer Mr F.Pickard had not a great deal to report. Descriptions of meetings had been submitted to magazine

publishers but nothing had subsequently appeared. He listed members who had displayed to Societies and noted Stampex

successes. Mr Johnson reminded the meeting that the Society was still listed in the ABPS handbook.

9. Election of Officers and Committee Members.
The present Officers and Committee were prepared to continue in office and it was proposed by Mr Stern that they should.

This was unanimously agreed by the meeting.
(The 1998/9 Programme Card contains a list of Officers and Committee members with key phone numbers and addresses.)

10. The following Resolution had been received from the Northern Group.

'That the Northern Group request the Committee to consider raising the profile of the Helvetia Philatelic Society with a

view to gaining more members, through an article for publication to be submitted to the major philatelic and numismatic

journals in this country.' Presented to the meeting animated discussion resulted.

Mr Pickard thought the resolution begged questions of the Committee. Committee needed to look at the issues raised,

produce a plan, decide the direction to go and who is to write the material. A careful look at an agenda was needed and

the Committee needed to go away and work things out. Mr Kuriger reminded the meeting of the recent Sudan articles

produced in Gibbons Monthly and that this had not resulted in any increase in membership to that particular Society. Mr

Johnson thought that the 5 or 6 articles in the Stamp Magazine by the Scandanavian Society did produce some increase but

that in the following year this had not been maintained. After further discussion it was proposed by Mr Mistely and

seconded by Mr Cordingley that copies of the Newsletter should be sent to the editors of both the Stamp Magazine and

Gibbons Monthly. The meeting agreed that the Committee should consider the whole matter at a meeting fixed for January

13th and there was need for further promotions.

11. Under Any Other Business the Mr Stern spoke enthusiastically about society events in his local area, attempts to raise the

profile of Swiss philately, and a successful Helvetia meeting in Wimborne. He suggested that this could be a good venue

for a Society area meeting. He reminded us all that we were all living longer and getting younger and that the retired were

the group we should be aiming to attract into Swiss philately.

From the floor it was suggested that we should publicise a panel of speakers prepared to offer societies an evening's

entertainment of Swiss philately and this generated some discussion.

There was also considerable support from the floor in the continuation of the Newsletter as a monthly event rather than

become bi-monthly as one member suggested.
There being no other business the meeting closed at 7.48 pm

The LONDON MEETING of 11th November started with the AGM but then continued in time honoured fashion

with an auction of stamps, postal history, ' and ephemera all under the hammer of our usual auctioneer Geoff

Hubbard. 72 lots were on offer a considerable increase on last year. As usual there was a variety reflecting

members diverse interests but only two lots remained unsold at the end of the evening, a tribute to the cajolling of

the auctioneer! A super railway consignment letter went for £5.50. A pack of assorted K cancellations on cover

fetched £3. 4 pages of machine cancellations went for £2. Highest amount bid was for the 1939 Exhibition second

issue German language set as fine blocks of four on a pair of Exhibition stamped covers - £30. If you are interested

in Cinderella material you could have bid for a 10c toy stamp of William Tell - an unsold item! But there was much

of interest ; 1941 Air Mail issue set fine used, MPO cancellations, an SG Devon binder, postcards by the packet,

Xmas cards (ITT!), Ambulant covers, station cancellations and much, fnual, more! There were seriouib-afg-a-ms to

be had by serious collectors, and some real bottom of the box material as well, but why wem`t you there ? JAC

POSTMARK CORNER - with a moral: read the catalogue

A well known philatelist has just sent me a few items amongst 4\- 29.4.67

which is a 1967 cover for the Tag der Aerophilatelie 29 Apra
1967. I would not usually look at this sort of item but the 1c I en gt
cover had a registered label worded Uffizi da Posta Svizzer 1, 4

A
Automobil 3. This surely could not be right and must be 17e.,,

something added just to titillate! So out came the PEN F%\--

cancellation catalogue where I found this Special cancellation
(S 633). However in the bottom right corner of the description box were the

letters BA3. Consulting the key I discovered that this indicated that the cover

had been cancelled in Mobile Post Office 3 which thus must have attended an
event in Samedan. Hence the label was appropriate, and in the right language!
So the cover has a rightful place in a MPO collection. I should have known

about this if I had read the catalogue properly!! I wonder what covers members
have that were serviced in an MPO but without the usual MPO cancellations. JAC
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OTHER MEETING REPORTS - Philatelie 98 Yverdon-les-Bains 15-18 October 1998
What a great show it was. Described officially as a small National it certainly
matched our Stampex and more for quality of exhibit. Held at the modern La Marive
exhibition centre, just a short stroll from the railway station and alongside the
river flowing into the Lake of Neuchatel. Yverdon-les-Bains had managed the weather
rather well with four days of fine sun and warmth.
Especially enjoyable about attending a Swiss show is the certainty of meeting

plenty of old friends. BPS members Mr Huber and Mr Peter Gray were there, as waa
our indefatigable Michael Rutherfoord from Zfirich. Herr Adrian° Gervaai, former
Philatelic Bureau Chief in Bern, arrived with a coachload of PTT people and that
made for a happy time. Gene Kelly of Revenue Philatelist fame strolled around and
was always recognized by the stetson hat worn. From the USA had come two memhers
of ABPS: Harlan Stone showing in the Masterclass his Perforated Sitting Helvetias
in ten frames; John Steinberg from New York also produced ten frames of Civil Intern-
ment Mail 1940-46, a rare chance to see a lot of unusual material.

It was heartening to meet Denis Gainon whose publication of Swiss Revenues
version 4 has helped collectors.

My personal search for postal history of the French-speaking region took a jolt
when looking at the frames. There is little doubt, in my opinion, that most of the
really good material is in the collectors' hands and up in the frames. One particular
exhibit, 'La République Helvetique 1798-1803' was a dream come true containing
superb items from the period, including 26 Extra-Courier marks alone!
Standing Helvetia collectors would have been excited to see Pierre Guinand's two

displays. His frames of varieties and then of shades were delightful.
A thought-provoking exhibit entitled 'Provisionals' was most eye-catching by

using all the surcharged postal items from 1915 to 1950. Most certainly it has me
looking afresh at surcharged pieces and seeing how a totally new exhibit could
come into being, even with just 12 pages.

I left Yverdon having thoroughly enjoyed both the exhibition and meeting old,
and making new, philatelic friends. F P
SWISS MEETING AT WIMBORNE 24th October - announced in the Newsletter p78.
In spite of the monsoon that hit Wimborne that Saturday seven hardy souls turned
out, five Helvetia members and two others. We had a very enjoyable afternoon, says
Don Symonds, with four excellent displays. The afternoon started with a display of
Customs Cancellations, followed by an almost complete showing of Bundesfeier Cards,
then a thematic display of Geneva using postcards, slogans, stamps and postmarks.
Finally as it was United Nations Day we were shown some of the 35th anniversary
issues followed by a short display of Postal Messengers.
Those present agreed that it had been a success so we are planning to meet again

on APRIL 10th 1999 - VENUE TO BE DECIDED. We would like to see more of our members
from the WESSEX area, or any other area for that matter, at the next meeting.
FLYING THE SWISS FLAG IN SWANSEA - At a recent meeting of the Swansea PS Ken Reeves
had the opportunity to show Swiss when the subject was R & S. He says he started
with a Registered cover from Russia with a Red label to Davos and then an old cover
from Russia to Aarau in 1896 with a Red wax seal on the Reverse bearing a small
crown and the initials DN. 'S' started with a 1913 airmail card with the Aarau
flight vignette Start Aarau and cancelled 8.IV.13. Then a Katapultflug cover from
Basel to New York with the cachet of the Bremen for 10th September 1929 followed
by other airmail items making 16 sheets in all.

IF YOU ARE DISPLAYING SWISS then let the Editor know in advance as there are other
members near you who may like to see your display and 'support you'. Then after the
display let the Editor know how it went and what you displayed!

PHOTOCOPYING LETTERS ON THIN PAPER - as a result of something sent in by a member,
and which will appear in a future Newsletter, it is possible to get copies even if
the paper has been written on both sides. Try putting a sheet of black paper behind
the item being copied. This has the effect of suppressing the writing on the back.:
it also works well when copying newspaper cuttings. If you want to get copies of
cancels on stamps then remember the tip from Michael Rutherfoord - use a colour
copier and ask the operator to 'turn down the colour' so that you only copy the
black of the cancel. Then you can use it in a display alongside the stamp or cover.
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SALES PACKET

Many more booklets are required for circulation. One packet is going
round but there is not enough for another. With more than 50% sales
last season this is encouragement for you to make up some booklets.

Material that sells seems to be Sitting and Standing Helvetias, MPOs,
Postage Dues, Railway stamps, Fiscals, Soldier Stamps (WWI) & covers,
Bundesfeier cards, Pro Juventute cards, Special cancels on cover, Ks,
Temporary Offices, Machine cancels, TP0s, Covers up to about 1930
with clear, clean cancels. Top quality material sells, second rate
does not, so check before you put damaged material or poorly cancelled
items in your booklets, you will be wasting time and energy.

Now, dig out your duplicates, put them in booklets and send them to:
Geoff Hubbard at Flat 13, 41/43 Belsize Avenue LONDON NW3 4BN and

DON'T FORGET THE 3% OF THE TOTAL VALUE TO COVER THE INSURANCE
only 7% will be deducted on the material sold, not 10%.

International travel statistics for 1948, 50 years ago, reveal that more than
300 000 Britons travelled to Switzerland that year. Were you one of them? If you
were collecting Swiss stamps then tell us about-it;
Did you know that the Night Sleeper Train still runs from Brussels to Interlaken
and Brig every night. Eurostar have a connection from Waterloo and 2nd class two-
berth sleepers are available. All that has changed is the colour of the coaches
and the uniforms of the sleeping berth attendants. Why fly? Travel in Style.

AMBULANT No. 2 - page 84 last month has produced several replies, and an article.
A page from the timetable shows that No. 2 & Train No. 146 ran from Brig-Lausanne-
Basel B B. The timetable also shows that the interior was cleaned daily at Basel BB,
and the outside at Basel SCB. Replenishment of 'consumables' was done at Basel.
(It does not tell us where the straight-line cancels were kept - in the wagon or
in the post box on the station platform.)

REAL PHILATELY has produced a question as to how did the auction house know that
the stamp, Z llz, was the grilled paper variety without soaking it off the cover?

DRY GUM has come up again with a question from C K Karsten of St Andrews - how
do you tell the difference between some Swiss booklets. According to Zumstein there
was a printing in 1979 and another in 1984, the second on dry gum and there are
two 10c Z No. 595H1 and 595 52. Being a collector of used how can he distinguish
between them? Have others the same problem? (Or is he missing the point?)

THE FOUR EVANGELISTS Z Nos 381-4 a query all the way from Buenos Aires! Jose
- R Merlo

is a philatelic writer specializing in stamp paper and printing systems. He writes
that the 1975 edition of the Zumstein Specialized Catalogue refers to the paper
of the Evangelists issue as"glossy, lightly chalky, blue and red fibres, without

- watermarkU- However, he had-found that- paper has another feature. "If you look -
at these stamps under UV light in a dark room with a magnifying glass, you will
notice it has tiny red granules incorporated in the paper pulp; they resemble red
sparks or little rubies.' He asks if this is a discovery or is it already known?
If not have the Swiss postal authorities kept it secret as a means of avoiding
forgeries, or as a reassurance against such purpose. Information to the Editor.

POST & TRANSPORT SERIES Z737, 45c postal ship. Have you got a copy with the top
edge imperforate? It is not listed as a booklet stamp so what has happened?

THE GAMBIA TO BERN IN 1919 - see page 59 of the August Newsletter. Michael
Rutherfoord suggest that it took a long time for the censorship people to Shut up
shop, after both wars, amid the general confusion. There were still fiscal regu-
lations in place, not all the enemy had been accounted for, another uprising
somewhere, or just inertia. The owner of the cover is coming to speak at the Bath
Philatelic Society in the new year. The Editor would like to be able to tell him
a bit more about this cover and the figure '22' - is it Swiss? Who knows what?

Just room at the bottom of the 96th page this year to wish you .1111

all a Happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year from everyone
involved in producing the NEWSLETTER. 11 4 „w„
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Northern Group Meeting, 7th November. 

It was a great pleasure to welcome Bob Johnson of the London Group, accompanied
by a friend from the Netherlands Study Group, to the meeting in Leeds. Whilst he was to
some extent wearing his Netherlands hat, our theme for the day "Cantons Tessin & Valais"
did, I think, influence his desire to visit the Northern Group. So Bob was given the prime
spot when it came to displaying what members had brought along and we were not
disappointed. He showed three short sets, one relating to the "Ticino Oval Mystery" with
examples of this 19th Century cancellation peculiar to the Tessin as a receiving or transit
mark on cover and also, quite rare, on stamps themselves. His other two sets dealt with
cancellations of Bellinzona and Lugano, again from the last century through to more recent
ti mes. Of particular note were various administration cancellations of Bellinzona, the old
name "Bellenz" used in circular cancellers and a fine cover of 1857 from Lugano to Leeds
with 55Rp mixed franking using the 15Rp (24B) and 40Rp (26C) StrubeIs. This was
followed by three of our own members' contributions. Your correspondent also provided a
small selection of Tessin covers of the last century which included Lago Maggiore ship
cancellations as well as a number of "ovals". David Hope covered both Cantons alongwith
Campione d'Italia with a fine display of more modern issues concentrating on the varieties
of publicity cancellations which have been developed in recent decades, both hand stamps
and machine cancels. Finally Tony Hoyle concentrated on three localities in the Tessin;
around Monte Generoso and its railway; San Salvatore, the 1938 20c. definitive stamp
with colour change of 1948, and a selection of items relating to the Lugano (Paradiso)
area. Although the major portion of the display had been devoted to the Tessin,
commented P. Vaughan in his vote of thanks, it was an indication of the variety of
material that can be brought together to illustrate the postal development of one area of a
small country like Switzerland.

It is worth commenting that only two days before the Northern Group's meeting,
Philip Vaughan had given a display on the philatelic aspect of Swiss Railways to the
fledgling Pendle Philatelic Society of which your correspondent is a member. Ninety
percent of the members in this group, which covers the area between Skipton in North
Yorkshire and Colne in Lancashire, were, up to 18 months ago completely new to serious
philately and greatly appreciate any assistance that can be given by more experienced
collectors. Phil's visit was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended, even though no-one
but myself is a Swiss enthusiast. But we are working on that! D.C.

Wilsol.10•n••••••n•n1111=1n•n•••••••=1•11.

INTERESTING OFFERS
Are you interested in really fine strubels, Zeppelin Covers, very rare
Destination Covers (1875/1900 approx), beautiful Rayons, Scarce
Modern Varieties, really rare World War I Military Stamps and other
mouth watering "Tit Bits"?
If you are, you should write for a copy of a Special Offers List
(including 6 colour pages) which we have just produced.
Even though the £ has gone down since we introduced the special
40% conversion rate (incl. VAT) we are NOT YET returning to the
original 33

1/2% rate. We are, as a consequence, operating at a
lower profit margin but dramatically higher sales are compensating
for this and we are very happy that our clients are benefiting from
this advantageous policy.

XMAS IS COMING - TREAT YOURSELF TO SOMETHING NICE!

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
P.O. BOX 242 LONDON N2 OYZ ENGLAND

Tele 0181 348 0296 - Fax 0181 347 8397
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the new SVPS Handbook has been printed, quicker than
expected, bigger, up-dated, all cancels illustrated and 120 listings
for thematic collectors! In German and French, size A5, soft bound.
The price in Europe is £17-. Send your orders to the Hon. Treasurer,
but delivery will be direct from Switzerland.
- that it seems the SP have relaxed their instructions on the use
regarding postage stamps on parcels from 1999 onwards. They will not
sell stamps for parcels at the newly computer-equipped PO counters
(and letters?), but will accept the stamps put on by the sender. At
the moment so many types of trial machine are on test that it is
difficult to find out the accepted practice. See 'Schapos', DYK Nov.
- that the day of issue for the Swiss-China joint issue is the 25th
November, but the Chinese stamps have not yet been shown to the public.
However, I have received permission to show them to you, see below.
The Swiss side is very well documented in 'Focus' for October, but
nothing could be said about the other side, until now.
- that the attractive block (with one stamp of 90c) is matched by the
small sheet of eight stamps (four times 70c and four times 20c). Now
of -course the ro e- of how many sheLs are needed to -provide
all blocks of four, vertical and horizontal pairs, and two singles?
- that the number of items and combinations available with two FD
cancels, and the four special flight cancels, is quite baffling, and
tending to be counter productive.
- that following the abolition of the 11 postal districts in 1997,
the SBB is also to reorganize in a similar way. The present three
Regions will be replaced by three directorates, for passengers, goods
and general services in December 1999. The three regions were: I =
Lausanne, for the west, including Bern; II = Luzern, from Basel to
the Gotthard and the Ticino; III = Zffrich, for the eastern, NE and SE
parts. A small map is available.
- that without prior announcement the charge for an Express letter,
inland only, was raised by 50c to CHF 8.50 on the 1st September 1998.
The new name is 'Swiss Express'.
- that the new 'Priority' labels for parcels have appeared,figure 2,
in sheetiets of five, self-adhesive, No.236.04.2; figure 3 is a new
version of the earlier 236.04, but with a barcode at the left to
designate the priority service, a bit confusing, all borders red.
- that a long article has appeared in the November SBZ on the inter-
space holes in the old booklet sheets, to revive interest in the
third hole size, very interesting, in German.
- that in 'Stempel News' the new allocation of the old Frama SFS
counter machines, see p79, November, is given, but with the remark
that the cost of each label ordered is the 'B' rate ie 7Oc. I think
this is justified, but I don't collect them any longer!
- that I have discovered a 'Thought for the New Year' - 'Stamps may
come,
Merry

stamps may go, but postal history goes on for ever'.
Christmas.

-=. .
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The Geneva 'Escalade' - an historical note Allan Young

The Escalade refers to an event in Geneva's troubled history
which took place on the night of llth-12th of December 1602. At
the beginning of the seventeenth century the small Republic of
Geneva was a thorn in the side of the Duke of Savoy. The city
stood in the way of his trade and military route to the north,
also Geneva was the centre of the Protestant movement, another
reason for the Catholic duke to want to subdue the independent
city. It was intolerable that this small Republic should hold out
against the powerful dukedom of Savoy which almost surrounded it.
The Duke did not wish to declare a full size war on the Republic,
since France, and Savoy was not part of France at the time, was
interested in keeping Geneva independent because it was a source
of Swiss mercenaries, on whom France relied. So the Duke of
Savoy, Charles-Emmanuel I, decided on a quick take-over operation
- a force would make a surprise attack at night, capture the city
and the whole thing would be over and done with before the
Genevese could organize and before the French could intervene.

The plan was that under the cover of darkness a party of
Savoyards with ladders would creep across the Plainpalais towards
the Porte Neuve city gates, they would scale the thirty metre
wall, open the gates or blow them up, admitting the main force,
who would take the city. But a guard on the wall spotted the
party, raised the alarm and the assault was foiled.

In the ensuing commotion a legend was born. Mére Royaume, a
housewife was awakened by the fighting. Looking out of her window
and realizing what was happening she grabbed a heavy pot of
vegetable soup and taking aim dropped it on the head of a
Savoyard soldier, knocking him out cold. The story is that her
action saved the Republic of Geneva from defeat and subjugation!
There were three hours of fighting, two hundred Savoyard soldiers
mounted the walls and were repulsed leaving sixty killed or
wounded. In retreating they got mixed up with their own advancing
main force who were assuming the gates had been opened and this
mob they met were fleeing Genevese. In the confusion there was
more fighting between the two groups of the same army. The Duke
is reported as exclaiming 'Vous avez fait la une belle cacade!'
(what a ridiculous mess you've made of it!) and promptly put four
of his captains to death.

A year later a peace treaty with Savoy recognised the City's
independence. If the Savoyards had succeeded Geneva would have
been Catholicised and incorporated in Savoy and later in France.
Every year the Night of the Escalade is commemorated in Geneva,
seventeenth century dress is worn in a parade, hymns are sung,
the shops sell chocolate soup pots filled with marzipan
vegetables, and Swiss post sells special covers!
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Something for you to do on Boxing Day is to go through. any
copies you may have of Z 598, the 40c stamp of 1977 for the1-1 - n.;

Escalade. It was reported in the BBZ some years ago that a* " lci•

forgery had been discovered of this stamp. The original is
d ;'% printed recess on fluorescent paper, perf 11¼; the forgery“11-47t;

.41 40 is offset (flat printing) perf 111/4 with detail differences
in the lettering of 'HELVETIA'. Who has one in their album? Ed.
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